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1. Introduction 
Summary 
This introduction describes the importance of treating carotid artery disease as part of 
stroke management.  Carotid endarterectomy has been demonstrated to reduce future 
stroke risk; however, stroke is a procedural risk. Therefore, to achieve the maximum 
benefit for patients, complications must be minimised.  There are variations in the way 
that the operation is performed which may influence this peri-operative stroke risk. In 
particular, patch closure of the artery is a possible way of improving outcomes and the 
evidence is considered.   
Flow haemodynamics are considered to be a major aspect of the potential benefit with 
patch closure.  The related evidence is presented, though the evidence to date is 
inadequate to prove that patching improves the haemodynamic profile sufficiently to 
improve outcomes.  The hypothesis of a study is presented to try to answer this key 
question in carotid disease. 
1.1 Stroke and carotid endarterectomy 
Stroke accounted for over 56,000 deaths in England and Wales in 1999, which 
represented 11% of all deaths. More than 900,000 people in England are living with the 
effects of stroke half of whom are dependent on others (National Collaborating Centre for 
Chronic Conditions. 2008). Carotid stenosis is the underlying cause of stroke in around 
10% of patients from embolisation of material from the diseased bifurcation into the 
cerebral blood vessels (Naylor 2010). 
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1.1.2 Arterial anatomy  
The anatomy of all arteries is uniform and is comprised of 3 layers.  The intima is the 
innermost layer and is removed at endarterectomy together with part of the media.  The 
intima is comprised of endothelium and is common to all blood vessels from heart to 
capillaries and comprises a layer of highly specialised cells. The media is subdivided into 
3 layers: a large layer of elastic fibres forming the elastica interna, a layer of smooth 
muscle cells intermixed with elastic fibers and a further layer of elastic fibers, the elastica 
externa. The outer layer or adventitia is formed of irregularly arranged collagen bundles, 
scattered fibroblasts, a few elastic fibers and blood vessels which, because of their 
location, are called vasa vasorum or vessels of the vessels.  
1.1.2.1 Atherosclerosis  
 Atherosclerosis in the carotid arteries can lead to emboli into the cerebral arteries.   
Atherosclerosis is a condition in which an artery wall thickens in the form of plaques as 
the result of a build-up of fatty materials such as cholesterol.  The atheromatous plaque is 
divided into three distinct components: 
1. The atheroma which is the accumulation of a soft material at the centre of large 
plaques, composed of macrophages nearest the lumen of the artery 
2. Underlying areas of cholesterol crystals 
3. Calcification at the base 
1.1.3 Carotid Endarterectomy  
Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) is an operation to remove a stenosis (atherosclerotic 
plaque) from the carotid bifurcation.  It is performed on the carotid bifurcation in order to 
reduce the risk of further stroke. CEA itself has a risk of stroke, so to ensure the benefit 
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of stroke reduction, the incidence of peri-procedural stroke must be kept to a minimum. 
This risk has led to detailed study of the technicalities of this surgery.  
The common, internal and external carotid arteries are mobilised, the internal carotid 
artery (ICA) to around 1cm above the upper limit of the plaque (Figure 1.1). Following 
systemic heparinisation the three arteries are controlled with soft clamps.  Then the artery 
is incised longitudinally (arteriotomy).  If a shunt is required it will then be deployed to 
maintain blood flow from the common carotid artery (CCA) into the ICA.  The plaque is 
separated from the artery (endarterectomy) leaving behind the adventitia and part of the 
media of the artery wall.  The intima is divided proximally in the common carotid artery; 
the dissection is then continued in the same plane into the internal carotid artery until 
healthy intima is encountered.  The plaque usually feathers off or it can be cut leaving 
healthy intima, however, if there is any concern about dissection within the ICA then the 
intima can be tacked down with fine polypropylene sutures.   Following careful removal 
of any intima or media loose fragments, the artery is then closed.  The closure technique 
has a number of variations, the implications of which will be discussed in Chapter 1.2. 
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Figure 1.1 Diagram of the carotid bifurcation, showing the usual position of arteriotomy and shape of 
patch closure where used.  The image on the right is a carotid bifurcation prior to clamping and 
arteriotomy 
1.1.3.1 Evidence for carotid endarterectomy 
Clinical evidence for CEA is based on the performance of 3 randomised trials comparing 
carotid endarterectomy with medical treatment.  There were two different methods to 
define carotid stenosis as described in Figure 1.2. The North American Carotid 
Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) method was used in the NASCET trial (North 
American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial Collaborators 1991) (now 
preferentially used) (Oates, Naylor et al. 2009) and the European Carotid Surgery Trial 
(ECST) method in the ECST trial (European Carotid Surgery Trialists' Collaborative 
Group 1991). 
12 
 
Figure 1.2 The calculation of NASCET and ECST stenosis 
The NASCET trial (North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial 
Collaborators 1991) randomised 659 patients, across 50 centres, to either medical 
management or CEA. The main inclusion criterion was symptoms which could be 
attributed to carotid artery embolisation.  At two years follow-up the incidence of 
ipsilateral stroke was 26% in the medical group compared to 9% in the surgical group 
(p<0.001) in those with a 70-99% stenosis.  The absolute risk reduction was 17%, giving 
a number needed to treat to prevent one stroke of six.   
Further evidence came from the European Carotid Surgery Trial (European Carotid 
Surgery Trialists' Collaborative Group 1991).  This trial randomised 2518 patients with 
any symptomatic carotid stenosis to either surgery or medical management.  For the 778 
patients with a stenosis of 70-99% the benefits of surgery significantly outweighed the 
risks of surgery.  At three years the risk of surgical death or stroke or any other stroke 
were 12.3% in the surgery group compared to 21.9% in the medical group. 
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Rothwell et al performed an analysis of pooled data from the NASCET, ECST trials and 
a further uncompleted trial in 2003 (all symptomatic patients) (Rothwell, Eliasziw et al. 
2003). The trial data were re-analysed using uniform criteria for degree of stenosis 
(NASCET).  There was a 4.6% absolute risk reduction in ipsilateral ischaemic stroke at 
five years in the 50-69% group.  There was a greater, 16% absolute risk reduction in the 
70% to less than near occlusion group. 
Carotid endarterectomy for asymptomatic stenosis is, however, more contentious. In the 
Asymptomatic Carotid Atherosclerosis Study (ACAS), (Executive Committee for the 
Asymptomatic Carotid Atherosclerosis Study 1995) and ACST trial (Halliday, Mansfield 
et al. 2004) there were modest benefits from CEA. Naylor has further studied the sex 
difference by pooling data from these trials. The number of strokes prevented at 5 years 
was 2 per 1000 patients treated in asymptomatic women compared to 53 in anyone (with 
a perioperative risk of 2.8%) (Naylor, Macdonald 2009). 
1.1.3.2 Complications of CEA  
Early post-operative complications include stroke and longer-term issues include 
restenosis which may produce stroke. As the intention of surgery is to prevent stroke, 
cerebral complications from the procedure, therefore, will detract from the overall benefit 
and have been the focus of much research and debate.   
1.1.3.3 Variations in the technique for CEA  
There are a number of variations in the way that CEA is performed.  These include the 
use of a carotid patch and the type of patch used (both discussed in chapter 1.2). On some 
occasions the internal carotid artery is excessively long causing kinking; in this scenario 
the artery may divided, shortened and reimplanted (Fearn, McCollum 1998). Other 
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variations in operation include use of shunts, tacking sutures at the distal end of the 
endarterectomy and perioperative cerebral monitoring.  These are important issues which 
have been discussed at length elsewhere and are outside the remit of this thesis.   
1.2 Patching debates in carotid surgery 
1.2.1 Patch versus no patch  
There is controversy about the method of endarterectomy closure. The options being 
primary sutured closure or closure with a patch.  Agreed indications for patch angioplasty 
after CEA traditionally include a very small internal carotid artery (<4 mm), an extended, 
complex, or irregular arteriotomy and concomitant repair of a distal ICA that contains a 
kink or coil (Muto, Nishibe et al. 2009).  The overall use of patches in the GA LA 
anaesthetic trial was 42% for patients under local anaesthesia and 50% for patients under 
general anaesthesia.  Some 23% of operated patients had eversion endarterectomy, so 
patching would not normally be considered.  In those who had conventional 
endarterectomy, 1589 of 2382 patients had a patch used (67%) (GALA Trial 
Collaborative Group, Lewis et al. 2008). 
Theories advocated by those who prefer primary closure include the avoidance of arterial 
dilatation associated with patching which could result in aneurysm formation. Primary 
closure is potentially a quicker procedure.  Advocates of patching emphasise that the 
widening of the artery makes the artery less likely occlude or to have re-stenosis (Archie 
1987). The usual shape and position of a carotid patch is illustrated in Figure 1.1 (p10). 
There are several aspects to the patching debate which will be considered: 
1. Early embolism, thrombosis and occlusion 
2. Operation duration 
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3. Late restenosis 
4. Long-term complications 
1.2.1.1.1 Early embolism, thrombosis and occlusion  
Peri-operative neurological symptoms can be a sign of thrombosis and occlusion.  Such 
events are usually recorded within the first 24 hours following surgery.  Pokrovskii et al 
described a series of 10 cases of ICA thrombosis, which occurred after 635 carotid 
endarterectomies, all were diagnosed by urgent duplex scanning (Pokrovskii, Kuntsevich 
et al. 2005).  In 8 patients thromboses manifested as localised neurological symptoms in 
the area supplied by the operated carotid artery; two had generalised neurology and later 
died. In 3 patients a complete resolution of neurological symptoms was evident 24 hours 
after intervention, in 2 further patients neurological symptoms regressed over 2-4 weeks. 
In the remaining 3 patients local neurological symptoms persisted.  This series 
demonstrated that early thrombosis and occlusion, although unusual, can have 
devastating consequences. 
1.2.1.1.2 Operation duration  
Suturing in a patch involves two suture lines, instead of one with primary closure (PC).  
Inevitably this will take extra time to perform.  Haemostasis may also take longer and 
more blood may be lost from the longer suture line.  This would be altered by the type of 
patch used, discussed in section 1.2.2. 
1.2.1.1.3 Late restenosis  
Late restenosis may cause further neurological symptoms and will be thoroughly 
discussed in Chapter 1.4. Restenosis can also lead to occlusion.  Embolic events can 
occur at the time of occlusion, though no further embolic events would normally be 
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attributable to that carotid artery.  If there is occlusive disease in any of the vertebral 
arteries or the contra-lateral carotid artery or an incomplete circle of Willis, then there is 
potential for hypoperfusion or global ischaemia, which can in itself predispose to stroke.  
Global cerebral ischaemia can present with non-specific neurological symptoms such as 
syncope and dizziness. 
1.2.1.1.4 Long-term complications  
There is potentially an increase in the infection risk inherent with the use of prosthetic 
material. Thin-walled vein patches may rupture, with potentially fatal consequences.  
Pseudo-aneurysm formation, possibly in combination with chronic infection would be 
expected to be more prevalent following patching, particularly synthetic patches. Patch 
specific complications are discussed in 1.2.3 
1.2.1.2 Literature review of patching  
There have been three systematic reviews (Cochrane database) of patch versus primary 
closure for carotid endarterectomy, each an update of previous work (Counsell, Salinas et 
al. 1997, Bond, Rerkasem et al. 2004, Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009).  Randomised and 
quasi-randomised trials comparing carotid patch angioplasty with primary closure in any 
patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy were sought. In the most recent meta-analysis 
ten trials, involving 1967 patients undergoing 2157 operations, fulfilled eligibility criteria 
and were considered.  Essential information, not in the publications, was requested and 
included in the meta-analysis where returned. 
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1.2.1.3 Meta-analysis  
Trials were identified by searching for the terms “carotid” and “trial* or random*” in the 
Medline and Embase databases.  Manual searches were also made of vascular conference 
proceedings, vascular surgery and surgical journals as well as the journal ‘Stroke’.  In 
further searching for the purposes of writing this thesis, the author identified no other 
trials. Data were identified by one reviewer and crosschecked by the second reviewer.  
Two potential further trials were excluded, one as a third of patients did not have the 
procedure to which allocated by randomisation and the other as it was not randomised.  
Outcome measures searched for were: mortality within 30 days, stroke within 30 days, 
artery occlusion within 30 days, surgical complications and occlusion or restenosis > 
50%.  Proportional odds ratios were calculated with 95% confidence intervals. 
Carotid patch angioplasty was associated with a reduction in the perioperative risk of 
ipsilateral stroke (odds ratio (OR) 0.31, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.15 to 0.63, P = 
0.001) and long-term risk of ipsilateral stroke (OR 0.32, 95%CI 0.16 to 0.63, P = 0.001). 
Patching was also associated with a reduced risk of perioperative arterial occlusion (OR 
0.18, 95% CI 0.08-0.41, P < 0.0001). Long-term follow-up demonstrated decreased 
restenosis in eight trials (OR 0.24, 95% CI 0.17-0.34, P < 0.00001). 
The authors do correctly comment that the trials used in the meta-analysis are generally 
of poor quality.  The conclusion stated: “The results of this review provide some further 
support for routine patching, although more conclusive evidence is required as numbers 
are still small.” (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009). The key elements of the 10 papers 
considered in the meta-analysis are displayed in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 Papers contained within the Cochrane meta-analysis (PTFE=polytetrafluroethylene) (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009) 
Reference and year of 
publication 
CEAs Exclusions Outcome stroke 
perioperative  
Outcome  long 
term 
Notes 
AbuRahma et al 
(AbuRahma, Khan et al. 
1996, AbuRahma, 
Robinson et al. 1998)   
399 ICA<4mm vein patch 0% 
PTFE patch 0.8% 
PC 4.4% 
Stroke: vein patch 
0% 
PTFE patch 1% 
PC 5% 
PC women 46% restenosis vs. 
23% men 
Al-Rawi et al(Al-Rawi, 
Turner et al. 2006)   
338 none patch 4% 
PC 3% 
Same  
Eikelboom et al  
(Eikelboom, Ackerstaff 
et al. 1988, De Letter, 
Moll et al. 1994) 
129 combined 
cardiac 
Same Restenosis: Patch 
4% 
PC 21% 
PC restenosis 55% women vs. 
11% men 
Katz et al (Katz, Snyder 
et al. 1994) 
100 revision, 
ICA<3.5mm 
cardiac 
same Same patch mean 19 minutes longer 
Lord et al (Lord, Raj et 
al. 1989) 
144 15 undisclosed 
reason 
patch 2.4%  
PC 10% 
not recorded Aneurysmal dilatation 18% vein 
patch, 9% PTFE and none with 
PC 
Mannheim et al 404 Small ICA- Patch 4% Restenosis: patch women had a higher rate of 
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(Mannheim, Weller et 
al. 2005) 
number 
undisclosed 
PC 1.5% 2% PC 9% 
 
restenosis, p=0.04 across all 
groups 
Clagett et al (Clagett, 
Patterson et al. 1989, 
Myers, Valentine et al. 
1994) 
152 ICA<5mm 
arteriotomy > 
3cm beyond ICA 
origin, tortuous 
or kinked ICA. 
same Restenosis:  
patch 15%  
PC 8% 
 
Patch mean 28 minutes longer 
Pratesi et al (Pratesi, 
Frullin et al. 1986)   
100 none None given Restenosis:  
patch 2%  
PC 34% 
Very poorly described 
methodology 
Ranaboldo et al 1993. 
(Ranaboldo, Barros D'Sa 
et al. 1993) 
213 none patch 0%  
PC 4% 
Strokes at 1 year: 
patch 2%  
PC 6% 
Patch 0% occluded compared to 
6% PC at discharge from hospital 
De Vleeschauwer et al 
(De Vleeschauwer, 
Wirthle et al. 1987)   
94 revision 
carotid kinking 
None given Restenosis:  
patch 15%  
PC 24% 
Follow up study with only 50% 
potential patients actually 
followed up 
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1.2.1.3 Key results 
Short term results. Ranaboldo et al demonstrated a significantly lower occlusion rate with 
patching; this was not replicated elsewhere. AbuRahma et al and Lord et al both showed 
a significantly lower peri-operative stroke/TIA rate with patching, again this was not 
found elsewhere. 
Long term results. AbuRahma et al, Eikelboom et al, Mannheim et al and Pratesi et al all 
found a lower rate of re-stenosis with patching, in contrast to Clagett et al. who found a 
higher rate.  Very few of these re-stenoses were symptomatic, warranting further 
intervention.  AbuRahma et al was alone in finding a significant reduction in the long-
term stroke rate with patching.  Complications of infection, pseudoaneurysm formation 
and vein patch rupture were very rare. 
1.2.1.4 Conclusions of all Randomised Trials  
The trials are of variable quality and have many different outcome measures.    Thus 
direct comparison and meta-analysis is problematic and of limited value.  The degree of 
re-stenosis recorded differed from 25% to 75% and this was the only outcome measure of 
some trials; the assessment method of stenosis severity is frequently not defined (i.e. 
NASCET vs. ECST).  Blinding was frequently a problem with both clinical assessment 
and duplex scanning.  The patients were recruited for some studies over 30 years ago. 
None of the trials were really adequately powered to answer the most pertinent questions.  
Thus the most common significant finding was a greater restenosis rate following PC; as 
described above these results are very variable levels of restenosis.  Total operation time 
or clamping time, depending which study considered was undoubtedly greater with 
patching, varying between an extra 10 to 30 minutes. 
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1.2.1.5 Conclusion  
The results of the individual trials are inconsistent.  Peri-operative adverse events are 
inconsistently fewer with patching. The trials have many different outcome measures for 
re-stenosis. There are reasonably consistent results suggesting increased restenosis with 
primary closure, although the assessment method was unclear, however, the symptomatic 
significance of these restenoses appeared to be small.  The nature of comparing two 
different interventions, with a low rate of adverse events would require a large sample 
size to show a significant difference; 3000 patients were suggested in the last meta-
analysis (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009).  None of the trials were anywhere near this number.   
1.2.2 Patch type, size and shape 
Several different types of patch have been used in carotid endarterectomy.  Autologous 
vein was used first; other commonly used synthetic or biological options include 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyester (frequently known by the trade name of 
‘Dacron’) and bovine pericardium.  Each of these has different benefits and drawbacks.  
Extensive study has been performed about the type of patch used following CEA.  Issues 
to be considered when patching include: long-term stability and durability, risk of 
restenosis, compliance (ideally similar to that of the host artery), handling characteristics, 
ease of harvest or readiness to use, resistance to infection and late degeneration (Muto, 
Nishibe et al. 2009). 
Venous patches which have been used are saphenous vein from ankle or groin level, 
common facial vein and external jugular vein.  Vein patch is advocated by some as they 
believe it has lower rates of perioperative stroke, lower propensity for infection than 
synthetic materials and vein can provide endothelialised tissue to heal the endarterectomy 
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(Archie 1987). Saphenous vein harvest has the disadvantages of a secondary incision and 
use of a vein segment that may be required for future cardiovascular surgery.  Vein patch 
rupture is a catastrophic complication of carotid endarterectomy reconstruction with vein 
(Van Damme, Grenade et al. 1991; Yamamoto, Piepgras et al. 1996).  
Stewart et al studied healing in canine vein patched endarterectomies compared to 
primary closure (Stewart, Bandyk et al. 1987).  By staining with Evans blue dye, non-
endothelialised arterial wall was highlighted. This study showed that endothelial 
regeneration occurred by migration from the endarterectomy end points.  The same 
pattern endothelial healing was observed on electron microscopy.  The rates and patterns 
of re-endothelialisation were not altered by venous patching, despite the survival of the 
vein-patch endothelium.  The hypothesis of vein patches providing endothelium, to aid 
healing and potentially reduce restenosis, is clearly not supported by this work.  
Interestingly, in this study the vein patch did not develop the oedema or thickened intima 
seen in the residual arterial wall. 
1.2.2.1 Synthetic and biological patches  
In the most recent Cochrane review of 2010, trials relating to carotid patch type were 
identified by searching for the terms “carotid” and (“trial* or random*)” in the Medline 
and Embase databases.  Manual searches were also made of vascular conference 
proceedings, vascular surgery and surgical journals as well as the journal ‘Stroke’.  Data 
were identified by both reviewers and triple checked.  Outcome measures identified were: 
mortality within 30 days, stroke within 30 days, artery occlusion within 30 days, surgical 
complications and occlusion or restenosis > 50%.  Proportional odds ratios were 
calculated with 95% confidence intervals. Thirteen trials involving a total of 2083 
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operations were included. Five trials compared vein with PTFE, four polyester with vein, 
two PTFE with polyester, one trial polyester with polyurethane and one trial compared 
polyester with bovine pericardium. The published abstract/summary incorrectly tried to 
simply this. A major difficulty with this type of analysis was heterogeneity of data from 
different trials and the relative infrequency of complications.  The authors did not support 
the use of vein over synthetic patches, however if ‘synthetic patches are used there is 
limited evidence to support the use of PTFE over Polyester.’  The authors leave the 
choice of patch material to the discretion of the operator.   
Following any surgery the healing pattern is by fibrosis and around the reconstruction 
there will be very little compliance, therefore, the patch material is likely to have little 
effect on post-operative haemodynamics.  This fibrosis is reported to be so dense that 
during carotid revision surgery the vessels cannot be dissected out (Beard, Gaines et al. 
2014). This factor is likely to be a key factor in determining that there is no significant 
difference between patch materials.  Bovine pericardium is a commonly used biological 
patch in vascular surgery and is routinely used in our unit. These patches are reported to 
be easy to handle and suture and adaptable to the suture line (Biasi, Sternjakob et al. 
2002).  The same authors also report few problems with suture line bleeding and no 
immunological effects, as the patch is relatively acellular.  
1.2.3 Patch geometry 
Patches are available in sizes which range from 4-10mm. Larger patches, up to 20mm 
width are available, primarily designed for other procedures. Extensive literature searches 
have not identified any data on the width of patch actually used.  Larger patches, up to 
20mm width are available, primarily designed for other procedures.  Despite extensive 
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searching directly and indirectly the author could identify no data which record the patch 
width used for CEA.  Equally no recommendations on patch width are offered in key 
vascular surgery textbooks (Beard, Gaines et al. 2014, Earnshaw, Murie 2007). From 
personal experience the author has used patches with a variable width between 4 and 
10mm, always with straight sides with rounded ends. The patch length is dictated by the 
length of arteriotomy required to perform the endarterectomy. 
1.3 Introduction to haemodynamics 
The geometry, flow, wall compliance and fluid density all affect the flow characteristics 
(haemodynamics).  Disturbed (turbulent) flows can result in eddy formation (swirling and 
reverse currents). In the short term blood clotting may result with potential for arterial 
thrombus formation and distal embolisation.  The resulting haemodynamic patterns have 
effects on the arterial wall primarily through affecting the wall shear stress (WSS), which 
is the force applied parallel to the vessel wall.  The result is a variation in intimal 
hyperplasia formation and resulting restenosis. 
1.3.1.1 Arterial blood flow  
The rate of flow of a liquid through a tube is dictated by Pouseille’s law: 
Equation 1.1: Flow (Q) = π(Pi-Po)r4/8ηl 
Where: Pi-Po = pressure difference, η =viscosity of the liquid and l = length of the tube.  
The most pronounced implication is that a small increase in the radius dramatically 
increases the flow rate; the pressure gradient also increases the flow rate, but much less 
dramatically.  Flow is decreased by increasing tube length and increasing liquid viscosity. 
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1.3.1.2 Laminar and turbulent flow  
Blood flows through the arterial system in a pattern of either laminar or turbulent flow.   
Laminar flow can be considered as a series of infinitely thin tubes moving over each 
other, the slowest at the static arterial wall being no flow at all, known as the boundary 
layer; fastest the furthest from the arterial wall at the centre of the vessel (Figure1.3).   
Fig…  Laminar flow in an artery.  The layer of fluid at the 
boundary is motionless; the layer at the centre moves with
Maximum velocity.
 
Figure 1.3 Laminar flow in an artery.  The layer of fluid at the boundary is motionless; the layer at 
the centre moves with maximum velocity. 
When the flow is irregular and fluid elements cross from one lamina to another, mixing 
together, flow is termed turbulent.  Whether flow is laminar or turbulent depends on a 
number of conditions and can be predicted by the Reynold’s Number, Nr. 
Equation 1.2: Nr =ρDv/ η (ρ = density, D = diameter, v = mean velocity and η = 
viscosity).   
Where Nr is less than 2000, flow is likely to be laminar; where Nr is greater than 3000 
flow is likely to be turbulent (Rott 1990). Where Nr is 2000-3000 flow will be 
transitional between laminar and turbulent.  The equation shows that turbulent flow is 
more likely with high fluid densities, larger diameters, higher flow velocities and low 
viscosities. Variations in vessel diameter and vessel wall irregularities may also cause 
turbulence. 
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1.3.1.3 Viscosity, Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids  
The viscosity of a liquid can be defined as its resistance to flow: it is the ratio of the 
applied shear stress (τ) to the applied velocity gradient/shear rate (k). It can be varied by 
pressure, temperature and composition.  Fluids can be divided into two broad classes: 
Newtonian or non-Newtonian. At constant pressure and temperature, a Newtonian fluid 
has a constant viscosity as displayed in Figure 1.4 as a linear relationship between shear 
rate and shear stress.  Those fluids with a variable viscosity depending on the 
forces/stresses applied to it are termed non-Newtonian i.e. the relationship between shear 
stress and shear rate is no longer linear. In some cases the viscosity can increase with 
increased stress called “shear-thickening” fluids, and, in others, termed “pseudoplastic” 
or “shear-thinning”, such as blood, the apparent viscosity decreases with increased shear 
stress or shear rate. Other examples of shear-thinning fluids include toothpaste and 
ketchup.  As the viscosity alters with shear rate a constant viscosity cannot be given as it 
can with water (Barnes, Hutton et al. 1989), for example, see Figure 1.4.  In addition 
blood viscosity has been shown to vary with time of shearing – so-called thixotropic 
behaviour (Moyers-Gonzales, Owens et al. 2008) and also to exhibit some viscoelasticity 
(Thurston 1976).  However, blood’s complex rheology is often neglected with modeling 
as a simple Newtonian fluid (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000b, Kamenskiy, Pipinos et al. 
2009). 
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Figure 1.4. The viscosity of a Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid such as blood 
1.3.2 Wall shear stress  
A shear stress is defined as a stress, which is applied parallel or tangential to a face of a 
material, as opposed to a normal stress, which is applied perpendicularly (Goldsmith, 
Turitto 1986). The formula to calculate wall shear stress when a viscous fluid moves 
through a tube is: 
Equation 1.3: τ = 4μQ/πr3 
Where: τ = the shear stress, μ = blood viscosity, Q = volume flow rate, r = radius. 
This formula shows that by increasing the size of the cross sectional area, as done with a 
carotid patch, then the shear stress will be lowered.  A small increase in the radius, as is it 
is cubed, will greatly reduce the shear stress.  An increase in blood flow will also increase 
shear stress. The SI unit for shear stress is the Pascal (Pa) which is Newtons/m
2
 (N/m
2
).  
Shear stress is occasionally quoted in the older unit of dyne/cm
2
; this can be converted to 
Pa by dividing by 10. 
This formula for shear stress is dependent on the artery being a straight tube with parallel 
sides.  In practice, arteries have branches and bends which will change the flow patterns, 
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radius dimensions and in vivo the wall shear stress is much more complicated.  WSS 
maps have been created through accurate modeling of arteries such as those published by 
Lee et al.(Lee, Antiga et al. 2008). Using a cine phase-contrast magnetic resonance (MR) 
sequence combined with a three-dimensional paraboloid model, the mean wall shear 
stress in the origin of 28 healthy ICAs was 0.560 +/- 0.180 Pa (range      -0.745 to 3.563) 
(Sui, Gao et al. 2008). 
1.3.2.1 Alternative parameters of shear stress  
The WSS represents the force at a specific point in time.  Oscillatory Shear stress 
considers the variation across the cardiac cycle, between the extremes of flow rate at 
systole and diastole.  In regions of low wall shear stress, such as opposite the flow divider 
at an arterial bifurcation, during diastole the direction of flow may reverse.  The result is 
that the WSS becomes negative.  This does not appear to happen during diastole in 
regions of higher wall shear stress (Ku, Giddens et al. 1985). Similarly to areas of low 
WSS, regions of high oscillatory shear stress are prone to atherosclerosis. This concept 
can be expressed as an oscillatory shear index (OSI) of 0-1; 0 represents antegrade flow 
throughout the cardiac cycle and 1 represents retrograde flow throughout.  Markl et al 
used 4-dimensional MRI to compare WSS and OSI in 64 healthy volunteers, 6 patients 
with ICA stenosis and 11 patients following unspecified intervention.  Those regions with 
low WSS were mirrored by high OSI (Markl, Wegent et al. 2010). 
1.3.2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics  
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a means of simulating real flows which can be 
complimentary to experimental methods.  CFD simulations may be cheaper to perform 
and may be faster and can produce many different types of results when compared to 
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experiments. However, CFD data, unless validated, may not be completely reliable. 
Therefore, validation is a key component of CFD as the results generated inevitably make 
a number of assumptions.  Validation can be in the form of experimental techniques such 
as comparison to flow visualisation or theoretical techniques by comparison to other 
analytical calculations such as those described above for flow in tubes (e.g. Equation 
1.1). 
CFD fundamentally involves the solution of the governing equations of Newtonian fluid 
dynamics.  These equations involve the conservation of mass and momentum and, on a 
fundamental level, the Navier-Stokes equations may be derived from Newtons’s second 
law applied to a fluid control volume: force equals mass times acceleration or force is 
equal to rate of change of momentum.  There is an assumption that the stress in the fluid 
is the sum of the viscous term (see Figure 1.4) and a pressure term. The equations are 
partial differential equations which contain unknown multivariable functions, in the case 
of the Navier-Stokes equations, velocity in all 3 directions and pressure (Abbott, Basco 
1989).  The Navier-Stokes equations may be given as the conservation of mass equation 
(the “continuity”): 
 
and conservation of momentum in three-directions: 
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Solving these equations determine velocities and pressure differences throughout the 
computational domain, from which other parameters such as absolute pressures and 
trajectories (e.g. streamlines or pathlines) may be calculated. 
To perform CFD a number of components are required. The geometry in question needs 
to be discretised into cells or elements, together known as a mesh or grid.  These 
elements can be quadrilateral in a structured mesh used for simple geometries or 
triangular in an unstructured mesh for complex geometries.  The Navier-Stokes equations 
are then written in a discretised form based on this mesh.  Material definition of solid or 
liquid and liquid density and viscosity is also required. Finally, the boundary conditions 
must be specified, i.e. flow at the limits of the model and that the walls are rigid and the 
flow velocity is zero at these walls (the so-called “no-slip” condition). 
From the calculated velocity at selected points from the object in question, parameters 
such as velocity vectors, flow, WSS and OSI can be subsequently calculated. 
 1.3.2.3 Limitations to CFD  
Computing times can be influenced by increasing mesh size, decreased hardware power 
and the stopping criteria, i.e. the amount of accepted error in the results. Unsteady flow, 
such as pulsatile arterial blood flow, significantly increases the computing time. CFD 
presumes that the fluids involved are Newtonian (constant viscosity).  Blood is not a 
Newtonian fluid and this is recognised as a limitation to this technique.  Compressible 
fluids again are much more complex to model and simulations may be unreliable. 
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Turbulent flow, by the nature of its complexity, makes more assumptions than laminar 
flow and the reliability of the simulation is lower. 
1.3.3 Endothelial pathophysiology  
1.3.3.1 The endothelium  
Endothelial cells have many functions in addition to being a physical barrier.  These 
include interaction with platelets and coagulation, regulation of vascular tone and shape 
and angiogenesis. 
1.3.3.1.1 Endothelium, platelets and coagulation  
In the presence of blood-vessel damage, it is crucial that ongoing bleeding is stopped 
(haemostasis).  This happens in three distinct ways: vasoconstriction, formation of a 
platelet plug and the production of a web of fibrin proteins to reinforce and surround the 
platelet plug.  Following endothelial injury, the endothelial cells produce von Willebrand 
factor, this enables platelets to stick to exposed sub-endothelial tissue.  The platelets are 
then activated and stimulate vasoconstriction and platelet plug formation.  The platelet 
plug is strengthened by a web of protein fibres called fibrin.  Fibrinogen is converted to 
fibrin by thrombin.  Two pathways cause the activation of prothrombin to thrombin, as 
shown in Figure 1.4. These pathways are standard medical opinion, but there is some 
controversy and recognition that this is a simplification (Riddel, Aouizerat et al. 2007). 
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Figure 1.4 The coagulation pathway. On the left the intrinsic pathway, on the right the extrinsic 
pathway, merge in the activation of factor X, the common pathway and fibrin is formed. 
 
In vivo there is a balance between coagulation and anti-coagulation, to avoid 
intravascular coagulation, but retain the potential for coagulation.  Prostocyclin is formed 
in the endothelium and has a primary function of inhibiting platelet aggregation, with an 
additional effect of vasodilatation. Tissue plasminogen activator is also secreted by 
endothelium and has a similar thrombolytic function. By comparison, thromboxane A2 
has the opposite effect of causing platelet activation, adherence and vasoconstriction 
(Smith, Araki et al. 1980). 
1.3.3.1.2 Endothelial regulation of vascular tone  
Endothelium was shown by Kuo et al to be crucial in arterial response to increased flow 
(Kuo, Davis et al. 1990).  Arterioles with endothelium removed were unable to increase 
diameter, in response to increased flow, by comparison to those with intact endothelium.  
The presumed mechanism is that increased flow increases the shear stress, which initiates 
production of nitric oxide and vasodilatation.  Cooke et al demonstrated that flow 
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initiates endothelial release of nitric oxide, with resulting vasodilatation (Cooke, Stamler 
et al. 1990). Endothelin-1 is synthesised by endothelium, as a vasoconstrictor.  Sharefkin 
et al demonstrated the link between wall shear stress and endothelin (Sharefkin, Diamond 
et al. 1991).  Application of shear stress caused a decrease of 60% to 70% in the rate of 
endothelin-1 release, within 4 hours and was sustained over 24-hours.  
The endothelium is crucial to maintaining the wall shear stress by affecting the diameter 
of the artery.  Tohda et al demonstrated by creating arteriovenous fistulae in rat common 
carotid arteries, that arterial dilatation was dependent on the presence of endothelium and 
that the artery dilated to the extent that the shear stress returned to normal (Tohda, 
Masuda et al. 1992).  In the artery in which the endothelium had desquamated and was 
gone there was no dilatation and the shear stress remained high. 
1.3.3.1.3 Endothelial regulation of vascular shape and structure  
Endothelial cells can remodel themselves and thus the internal shape of the artery.  
Sotturai et al demonstrated this by harvesting a 1cm square of iliofemoral vein and 
implanting into this into the adjacent artery in two groups of dogs. In one group the 
alignment of the square was with the flow of blood, in the second group rotated by 90
o
. In 
group 2 at 8 days the endothelial cells had realigned with the blood flow.  This was due 
entirely to cell re-alignment rather than replacement though mitosis. (Sottiurai, Sue et al. 
1989) 
In the presence of laminar flow the WSS is relatively constant and uni-directional.  By 
comparison turbulent flow has variations in the magnitude and direction of shear stress 
which, in turn, affects endothelium. Davies et al demonstrated this by comparing the 
effects of laminar and turbulent flow on endothelium (Davies, Remuzzi et al. 1986).  
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Monolayers of bovine aortic endothelium were exposed to laminar or turbulent flow.  
After 16 hours of exposure to turbulent flow, a random orientation of cells in the 
monolayer was observed, compared to the well-aligned cells in the laminar group. 
Prolonged exposure to turbulent flow (over 24 hours), resulted in the development of cell 
loss and gaps in the monolayer. Endothelial cell turnover was also substantially 
increased.  
1.3.3.1.4 Endothelium and flow dynamics  
Endothelial cells also have a homeostatic effect on the media of the artery by promoting 
or inhibiting smooth muscle proliferation.  A reduction in blood flow of 70% reduced the 
diameter of rabbit common carotid arteries by 21%.  This effect was not changed by 
inhibiting smooth muscle contraction with papaverine and did not occur on endothelial 
removal, thus demonstrating the importance of endothelium (Langille, O'Donnell 1986). 
Arteries also can independently enlarge in response to an increase in blood flow.  Di 
Stefano et al showed this by ligating the left CCA in rabbits (Di Stefano, Koopmans et al. 
1998). Flow increased from 0.065 to 0.096ml/s within 1 h in the right CCA. The vessel 
was 15% larger than that of controls (2.70mm vs. 2.34mm) at 12 weeks. This rapid 
growth of diameter resulted in shear stresses that were not different from controls despite 
the higher blood flow rates, again demonstrating this homeostatic mechanism. 
Further evidence of this mechanism came from Guyton et al, who studied the effects of 
flow restriction, by applying with partially occlusive clips to rat carotid arteries (Guyton, 
Hartley 1985). Lower flow rates reduced shear stress and a resulting diameter reduction 
returned the shear stress to its previous level.  Kamiya et al showed that, by formation of 
arterio-venous fistulae, that a flow increase increased the wall shear stress.  The artery 
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diameter increased and as a result the wall shear stress returned almost to its previous 
level (Kamiya, Togawa 1980). 
These studies demonstrate that arteries react to changes in blood flow that alter shear 
stress.  A reduction in flow will decrease shear stress, the artery responds by reducing 
diameter to maintain shear stress.  Similarly an increase in flow increases shear stress 
resulting in increased diameter with normalised shear stress.  Endothelium is 
demonstrated to be crucial in this response to change in blood flow.   
1.3.3.2 Platelet function and acute thrombosis  
Stein et al studied the effect of introducing turbulence in canine femoral arteriovenous 
shunts (Stein, Sabbah 1974). The important finding was an increase in the amount of 
thrombus by weight in the turbulent shunts, suggesting evidence of a link between flow 
disturbance and thrombus formation. Stratton et al studied platelet activity following 
endarterectomy by injecting indium-111 labelled platelets in 24 men less than 30 minutes 
after carotid endarterectomy (Stratton, Zierler et al. 1987). Imaging was taken at 24-96 
hours later; 12 patients had follow-up studies 0.5-24 months later to determine if 
deposition decreased over time. Compared to normal controls, patients with a recent 
endarterectomy had a mean deposition index of 1.7 +/- 0.5 (range 1.2-3.5).  At follow-up 
after endarterectomy, the mean deposition index decreased to 1.0 +/- 0.1.  This study 
clearly demonstrates the importance of platelets in the early post-operative period with 
reduced platelet deposition over time.  Only 11 of 24 patients were taking an anti-platelet 
agent, not to current treatment standards but the range of the deposition index shows that 
even those patients taking aspirin have a greater deposition index; this study therefore 
still has relevant results. 
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1.3.3.2.1 Effects of arterial expansions and particle deposition  
 
Following CEA an expansion of the diameter of the CCA at the origin of the 
endarterectomy may be expected as a layer of the artery has been removed.  In Archie’s 
series of 1019 CEA the size of this ‘step’ was 1-2mm in 43%, 2-3mm in 25% and >3mm 
in 4%.  The step occurred at a mean of 11.4mm (±4.3 mm, 1 SD) proximal to the 
bifurcation (Archie 1996b).  It is intuitive that there may also be a separate expansion in 
the CCA if the artery is repaired with a patch, at the proximal limit of the patch.   
Work by Karino et al considered both the effect of an expansion within a tube and the 
resultant effects of blood particle deposition (Karino, Goldsmith 1977). The effect of a 
sudden expansion in the tube was an area of recirculation immediately after the 
expansion.  Within that recirculation blood particles remained in that position for an 
extended period of time and platelets became aggregated.  This study was performed 
using glass tubes, but does offer a potential explanation of platelet aggregation and 
therefore arterial occlusion.  A later related work looked at platelet adhesion to a 
collagen-coated tube in an expansion from 0.92mm to 3mm (Karino, Goldsmith 1979). 
Similarly platelet adhesion was significantly greater in the region of the flow vortex. 
1.3.3.3 Endarterectomy healing  
During an endarterectomy, the intima of the artery is removed; the healing pattern of the 
artery has been shown by Stewart et al (Stewart, Bandyk et al. 1987). Using scanning 
electron microscopy on dogs, regeneration of the endothelial layer occurred by migration 
from the endarterectomy end points and suture lines.  Whether a vein patch or primary 
closure was used to close the artery, endothelial regeneration was incomplete at two to 
three weeks, but was complete at four to five weeks. The healing pattern of the artery was 
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demonstrated to be in three distinct histological stages: 1. intimal thickening and oedema 
at two to three weeks; 2. endothelial regeneration cellular proliferation within the intimal 
thickening; and 3. oedema resorption, increasing collagen formation within in the neo-
intima and residual media by four to five weeks.   
Ando et al demonstrated the importance of WSS by comparing the rate of cellular 
proliferation after endothelial injury (Ando, Nomura et al. 1987).  The cell number in the 
denuded area was doubled in the presence of shear stress compared to unstressed 
controls.  Vyalov et al demonstrated that blood flow and shear stresses are necessary for 
normal healing by comparing intimal wounds in rabbit common carotid arteries that were 
ligated to controls (Vyalov, Langille et al. 1996).  In arteries with normal blood flow, 
endothelial cells at the edge of the wound spread and elongated in the direction of the 
wound, this happened much less in the ligated group. At 24 hours, the wounds were still 
open in the ligated arteries, by comparison to the unmanipulated arteries which had fully 
healed. The hypothesis given was that loss of cell-cell contact during repair at low flow 
rates and low WSS disrupts intercellular communication and results in disruption of 
cytoskeletal reorganisation during repair, thereby slowing the repair process. 
1.3.4.1 Flow dynamics at the carotid bifurcation  
Flow dynamics are complicated by geometric features, such as the carotid bifurcation.  
Flow is generally laminar up to the division; flow and therefore WSS is highest at the 
flow divider.  At the opposite sides to the divider, flow and WSS are lower and the flow 
pattern is complicated by vortices (see Figure 1.5) (Glagov, Zarins et al. 1988).  
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Figure 1.5 The flow patterns at the Carotid bifurcation, reproduced from Glagov et al. (Glagov, 
Zarins et al. 1988)  
1.3.4.2 WSS and atherosclerosis at the carotid bifurcation  
Figure 1.5 shows the regions opposite the flow divider (Zarins, Giddens et al. 1983). In 
these areas the artery may react by decreasing the diameter to try to increase the wall 
shear stress, according to the homeostatic mechanism discussed on pages32-37.   The 
result is increased intimal hyperplasia and atherosclerosis. One argument made in favour 
of WSS being a key component in the pathophysiology of atherosclerosis is that systemic 
factors such as smoking and diabetes affect all arteries, but atherosclerosis preferentially 
affects the outer wall of bifurcations, where WSS is lowest. Gnasso et al calculated shear 
stresses in patients with unilateral carotid stenosis. Based on duplex velocity 
measurements the mean WSS was significantly lower in the side with stenoses (p<0.002). 
The peak WSS results were similar where 19 of 23 had markedly lower and a further 2 
slightly lower WSS (p<0.0001). The strength of this study is that the contralateral side 
acted as a control with exactly the same risk factors (Gnasso, Irace et al. 1997). Malek et 
al defined a level of <0.4Pa as the mean WSS which precipitates atherosclerosis. Bovine 
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aortic endothelial cells exposed to physiologic shear stress (>1.5 Pa) align in the direction 
of blood flow while those exposed to low shear stress (0- 0.4Pa) do not (Figure 1.6) 
(Malek, Alper et al. 1999). 
 
Figure 1.6 Bovine aortic endothelial cells on the left exposed to physiological WSS of 1.5Pa and on the 
right exposed to pathological WSS of 0.4Pa. Reproduced from Malek et al (Malek, Alper et al. 1999). 
 
The exact causative mechanism of WSS and atherosclerosis is unclear, however, the 
correlation between low WSS, flow reversal and atherosclerosis is clear (Malek, Alper et 
al. 1999). Theories of this mechanism include endothelial cell apoptosis; in carotid 
plaques there was preferential occurrence of apoptotic endothelial cells in the 
downstream parts of plaques (18%), where low WSS predominated, whereas in the 
upstream parts with higher WSS, 2.7% of cells were undergoing apoptosis (P<0.001) 
(Tricot, Mallat et al. 2000). Another theory of atherosclerosis formation caused by low 
WSS is by the production of fractalkine, which is a cytokine produced by endothelial 
cells which attracts monocytes (Cheng, Tempel et al. 2007). Physiological WSS of 1.5Pa 
stimulates secretion of Tissue plasminogen activator compared to a low WSS of 0.4Pa 
(Diamond, Eskin et al. 1989). In the perioperative setting, a further explanation, in 
addition, the factors described in 1.3.3.2 (p35) of platelet aggregation in recirculating 
blood flow, may contribute to arterial thrombosis, emboli and occlusion.  
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1.3.5 Conclusion  
The intima is the innermost layer of the artery and is comprised of endothelium. 
Endothelial cells have many functions, including regulation of the balance between 
coagulation and anti-coagulation as well as regulation of vascular tone and shape.  WSS 
is the force applied laterally to the arterial wall and has been demonstrated to be a key 
determinant of endothelial-controlled vascular tone and diameter.  Arteries can enlarge as 
a result of an increase in the WSS and more importantly, reduce in diameter in response 
to reduced shear stress and promote atherosclerosis. Atherosclerosis is found 
preferentially in regions of pathologically low WSS.  Platelets are activated by turbulent 
blood flow associated with low WSS.  Also low WSS reduces the secretion of 
thrombolytic agents which may result in thrombosis.  
1.4 Restenosis and neointimal hyperplasia 
1.4.1.1 Incidence of restenosis 
 
Frericks et al performed a meta-analysis of papers relating to restenosis; 14 of a potential 
43 papers were excluded as the definition of restenosis was other than 50% (Frericks, 
Kievit et al. 1998). This is as much a representation that there is not an established 
parameter describing a restenosis, as a criticism of this work. In addition, the definition of 
restenosis measurement (ie. NASCET or ECST) was not given. The overall incidence of 
restenosis, at set times, varied widely; a plot of all figures, however, gave an incidence of 
10% at one year, 3% in the second year and 2% in the third and fourth years, with an 
additional 1% for each subsequent year.  
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Aburahma et al in 1999 looked at patterns of restenosis and regression of restenosis as 
part of his trial comparing patched and unpatched CEA (AbuRahma, Robinson et al. 
1999). Of 105 postoperative stenoses, regression was noted in 6/64 (9%) in primary 
closure, 6/13 (46%) in PTFE closure, and 10/28 (36%) in vein patch closure. Overall, 22 
recurrent stenoses regressed; 19 regressed to normal and 3 regressed from >50% to <50% 
stenosis. The mean time to regression was 383 days.  This work compared randomised 
patients and clearly demonstrates a significant rate of regression of restenosis, 
particularly in the patched group of patients.  
Healy et al in 1989 studied a series of 301 patients having carotid endarterectomy, 
followed by serial duplex scanning for an average of 4 years (Healy, Zierler et al. 1989).  
The cumulative incidence of restenosis at 7 years was 31%, and the cumulative incidence 
of regression was 10%. This resulted in recurrent stenosis at 7 years was 21%.  The 
importance of this study is that restenosis naturally regresses in around a third of cases. 
 
1.4.1.2 Pathophysiology  
 
Claggett et al compared the operative and pathological findings from 32 patients with 
recurrent carotid disease who underwent reoperative CEA (Clagett, Robinowitz et al. 
1986). Data were prospectively obtained, but patient selection for reoperation was not 
defined.   The original closure method in all patients was primary closure.  The sites and 
findings of stenotic disease are shown in Table 1.2. These figures show that most 
recurrent disease was at the origin or just beyond of the ICA (17 patients, 65%).  The 3 
patients with CCA restenosis could be explained by the common carotid step as indicated 
by Archie’s work (Archie 1996b). The 11 patients with eccentric postero-lateral 
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restenosis in the bulb and ICA origin would certainly be explained by flow dynamics 
described in section 1.3.4. 
Table 1.2 site and findings of carotid restenosis, reproduced from Claggett et al 1986 (Clagett, 
Robinowitz et al. 1986) 
 
Site of restenosis Number of restenoses 
(N=32) 
Findings 
Apex 3  
ICA 9 Long, tubular concentric thickening 
ICA origin 8 Eccentric, thickest posterolaterally 
Bulb 3 Eccentric, thickest posterolaterally 
CCA 3 A shelf of retained plaque, with overlying 
neointimal hyperplasia 
 
Neointimal fibromuscular hyperplasia was characteristic of lesions found within 36 
months of the primary endarterectomy; by comparison those older than 36 months were 
characterised by features of atherosclerosis- collagen, calcification and foam cells.  The 
authors concluded that early and late recurrent lesions are of the same pathological 
process and that neointimal fibromuscular hyperplasia undergoes progressive 
atherosclerotic change.  This conclusion could be criticised, as no comparison was made 
with progressive changes on post procedure duplex scanning.  The explanations offered 
for restenosis include technical, haemodynamic alterations and risk factors for 
atherosclerosis.  
Aburahma et al 1994, studied a series of 46 reoperations for restenosis (AbuRahma, 
Snodgrass et al. 1994). Pathological findings revealed that the cause of recurrence was 
myointimal hyperplasia in 11 patients (24%), with a mean recurrence interval of 12.8 
postoperative months, and atherosclerosis in 35 (76%), with a mean recurrence interval of 
84 postoperative months.  This pattern of early neointimal hyperplasia and late 
atherosclerosis would agree with that of Claggett (Clagett, Robinowitz et al. 1986). 
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Hellings et al 2008, found a similar pattern of early neointimal hyperplasia and late 
pattern of recurrent atherosclerosis (Hellings, Moll et al. 2008). Interestingly patients 
with symptomatic restenosis had plaques with higher macrophage infiltration (P=0.01) 
and a larger lipid core (P=0.02) than asymptomatic patients, irrespective of duration since 
primary surgery.  The likely reason for symptoms is the more unstable nature of these 
lipid containing plaques. 
1.4.1.3 Risk factors for restenosis  
 
In Frericks’ meta-analysis of restenosis mean age, percentage of men, percentage of 
asymptomatic patients, and percentage of patch closures were considered (Frericks, 
Kievit et al. 1998). Of these, only mean age and percentage patch closure were 
statistically significant (P<.001); increasing mean age was associated with a higher risk 
of ipsilateral stroke, and increasing percentage patch closure with a lower risk. Other risk 
factors were too inconsistently recorded in the papers considered to perform a meta-
analysis.   These findings on gender are in contradiction to Reina-Gutiérrez et al. (Reina-
Gutierrez, Serrano-Hernando et al. 2005). This work showed independent risk factors for 
restenosis>70% were female sex (RR: 3.3, 95% CI 1.1-10 p=0.04) and diabetes (RR: 4.5, 
95% CI 1.4-13.9 p=0.008).  Within the trials of patch versus primary closure there was a 
benefit of patching in the reduction of restenosis in females within one trial (Eikelboom, 
Ackerstaff et al. 1988, De Letter, Moll et al. 1994). This difference may be due to the 
generally smaller diameter of female arteries.   
Padayachee et al studied a series of CEA and compared postoperative duplex and follow-
up imaging (Padayachee, Arnold et al. 2002). The incidence of recurrent stenosis at one 
year was greater in vessels with residual stenoses (p<0.001) and in vessels containing a 
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residual anatomical defect (p=0.037). In contravention to Frericks’ meta-analysis, there 
was no significant difference in recurrent stenosis rate with respect to primary or patch 
closure but recurrent stenosis was increased in females (p=0.026). 
Hansen et al 1993 performed a randomised trial of aspirin versus placebo following CEA 
with restenosis as the primary end-point (Hansen, Lindblad et al. 1993).  No difference 
between the aspirin group (n = 112, 36%) compared to the placebo group was identified 
(n = 108, 42%).  This study would certainly suggest that aspirin is not protective against 
restenosis, despite evidence of increased platelet deposition following endarterectomy 
(Stratton, Zierler et al. 1987). This finding is perhaps not unexpected as platelet 
deposition occurs within hours of endarterectomy, therefore aspirin may reduce the risk 
of peri-operative embolisation. There was also no difference in the frequency of 
symptoms. 
Bandyk et al assessed peri-operative endarterectomies with duplex (Bandyk, Kaebnick et 
al. 1988). Vein (N=90), or synthetic (N=15) patches were selectively used in 105 (42%) 
of cases.  Patches were used if the ICA was considered too small for PC or if defects 
were demonstrated on intraoperative arteriography or Doppler flow.  The findings in 250 
endarterectomies, in 235 patients were then compared with residual and recurrent 
restenosis and outcomes. Residual flow disturbances correlated with perioperative 
thrombosis and stroke. PC was also a risk factor. In the 182 endarterectomies with normal 
arterial flow after CEA, recurrent stenosis was zero at 3 month and 9% at 2 years. By 
comparison the incidence of occlusion and recurrent stenosis was increased to 8% at 3 
months, and 21% at 2 years in the 68 arteries with residual flow disturbance identified at 
operation (abnormal spectral appearance on Doppler). 
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1.4.1.4 Diagnosis  
 
The diagnosis of restenosis is usually made with ultrasound scanning.  Telman et al. in 
2006 validated use of Duplex for restenosis, by comparing to carotid angiography.  The 
end diastolic velocity of 70 cm/sec demonstrated detection of >70% stenosis (NASCET) 
to be 96.9%, compared to 89.8%, (p = 0.025) in primary stenoses (Telman, Kouperberg et 
al. 2006). A potential explanation of this finding could be that the neointimal hyperplasia 
of restenosis may be smoother than the more calcified irregular primary stenosis and 
allow a more reliable duplex assessment. 
 
1.4.1.5 Significance of restenosis  
The importance of restenosis remains contentious.  Whilst most vascular surgeons would 
advocate re-intervention for recurrent symptoms, many advocate a conservative approach 
for asymptomatic restenosis (Lattimer, Burnand 1997). This may be appropriate, 
considering that the neointimal hyperplasia of restenosis is usually smoother than the 
more calcified irregular primary stenosis and as result may have less embolic potential.  
Even with a primary stenosis the relative benefits of CEA are much more limited for 
asymptomatic compared to symptomatic patients (Naylor, Macdonald 2009). Options for 
treatment of restenosis include revision surgery or carotid stenting (Counsell, Ghosh et al. 
2011). 
The relative risk for ipsilateral stroke in the presence of restenosis compared to no 
restenosis, in the meta-analysis performed by Frericks’ et al was varied, depending on the 
statistical method used (Frericks, Kievit et al. 1998).  Thus the authors do not give a 
figure for overall incidence of ipsilateral stroke in the presence of restenosis due to the 
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variability between data, but do comment that the incidence is low with several papers 
reporting no symptoms in a series of recurrent stenoses.  
O’Donnell et al compared 48 patients who had surgery for recurrent stenosis with 40 
patients who did not have surgery; they were not randomised (O'Donnell, Rodriguez et al. 
1996). In the group which did not have surgery 1 of 21 (5%) with a 50-75% stenosis had 
a TIA compared to 3 of 9, 33%, (two strokes and one TIA) patients who had a 75-90% 
stenosis.  The authors therefore advocated intervention for asymptomatic stenoses greater 
than 75%; this recommendation was based on only four events in thirty patients and 
should be carefully considered before changing practice. 
Healy et al, demonstrated that transient ischemic attack occurred in 12% of patients with 
restenosis, and stroke occurred in 3%; however, the cumulative incidence of stroke or 
transient ischemic attack was not statistically different in those patients with and without 
restenosis.  Thus the authors advised that treatment of restenosis should be conservative, 
partially due to the nature of some restenoses resolving without intervention (Healy, 
Zierler et al. 1989). 
Bernstein et al. showed that patients with carotid restenosis were less likely than patients 
with normal postoperative scans to have late symptoms, stroke, or early death (Bernstein, 
Torem et al. 1990). This apparent benefit with restenosis was an unexpected finding and 
counter-intuitive as those patients who developed restenosis have more vascular risk 
factors, as previously discussed.  The suggested explanation for a benefit with restenosis 
was that the myointimal covering of the endarterectomised area may inhibit the 
subsequent development of progressive atheromatous recurrence, degeneration and 
embolisation. 
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1.4.1.6 Results of treatment for recurrent stenosis  
 
Aburahma, et al. in 2001 compared a series of 124 reoperations for carotid stenosis with 
265 primary CEAs; all were repaired with either vein or PTFE patches (PC primary 
CEAs were not considered in the analysis) (AbuRahma, Jennings et al. 2001). The 30-day 
perioperative stroke rates for reoperation and primary CEA were 4.8% vs. 0.8% 
respectively (p=0.015); an increase in the rate of cranial nerve injury was also seen with 
revision surgery (17% versus 5.3%, p<0.001), most of which were transient. Stroke-free 
survival rates for reoperation and primary CEA at 1, 3, and 5 years were 96%, 91% and 
82% versus 94%, 92%, and 91% respectively.  There was also no difference between 
rates of long-term restenosis.  The conclusion drawn was that redo CEA has an increased 
perioperative complication rate, but similar long-term benefits. However, the cases 
considered in this series were all performed by one surgeon so may be of limited general 
applicability.  O’Hara’s series of 199 patients undergoing redo CEA produced similar 
results with seven early postoperative strokes from 206 patients (3.4%); again these 
results come from a single centre (O'Hara, Hertzer et al. 2001). 
1.4.1.7 Conclusion  
Restenosis is of some clinical importance.  It can be symptomatic, causing further 
neurological events and the need for reintervention, which has higher complication rate 
than primary surgery.  Restenosis clearly happens in two stages: early neointimal 
hyperplasia and late atherosclerosis. Whether the former progresses directly to the latter, 
or whether atherosclerosis occurs independently, without prior neointimal hyperplasia, is 
unclear.  Reintervention for symptoms is accepted as standard treatment; however, in 
asymptomatic cases, reintervention is more contentious. 
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1.4.2 Neo-intimal hyperplasia  
Intimal hyperplasia has been shown to be a result of low wall shear stress (Zarins, 
Giddens et al. 1983).  Zarins et al obtained 12 carotid bifurcations at autopsy.  The 
distribution of flow patterns, flow velocity profiles, and shear stresses were analysed, by 
making scale models and using laser Doppler anemometry.  Where the intima was 
thickest, along the outer wall, opposite the flow divider, the pattern of flow was complex 
and the wall shear stress was 0 to 0.6 Pa. Wall shear stress along the inner wall ranged 
from 3.1 to 60 Pa, flow remained unidirectional and axially aligned; these areas were 
relatively spared from intimal thickening.  This is the expected physiological response, as 
lower wall shear stress causes increased intimal hyperplasia as the intima reacts to try to 
increase the shear stress, as described in section 1.3 
Kohler et al studied the effects of increased blood flow on intimal hyperplasia in PTFE 
grafts implanted in baboons (Kohler, Kirkman et al. 1991). The grafts develop an 
endothelial lining by 2 weeks and neointimal thickening by 1 month. Creation of a distal 
arteriovenous fistula increased flow and mean shear (from 26 +/- 4 to 78 +/- 10 
dynes/cm2, p<0.001).  The result was a marked reduction in the cross-sectional area of 
the intima (from 2.60 +/- 0.52 to 0.42 +/- 0.07 mm
2
 at 3 months, p < 0.01). Subsequent 
ligation of the fistula, after 2 months, resulted in a rapid increase in intimal thickness 
(from 0.60 +/- 0.03 mm
2
, to 3.88 +/- 0.55 mm
2
 p< 0.01). These results support the theory 
that reducing blood flow and as a result wall shear stress causes neointimal hyperplasia 
deposition.   
Binns et al studied 40 polytetrafluoroethylene grafts with internal diameters of 3, 6 and 8 
mm, inserted end to end in the femoral and carotid arteries of 10 dogs (Binns, Ku et al. 
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1989). Mean calculated shear stress was 4.1 Pa for the 3 mm grafts, 0.7 Pa for the 6 mm 
grafts and 0.3 Pa for the 8 mm grafts. Fifteen weeks later the patency rate was 0 of 10 for 
the 3 mm grafts, 16 of 20 for the 6mm grafts, and 7 of 10 for the 8mm grafts. The mean 
calculated shear stress changed to 1Pa for the 6 mm grafts and 0.4 Pa for the 8 mm grafts 
considering the additional effects of neointimal hyperplasia. Mean thickness of neointima 
of the patent 8mm grafts was 150µm thicker than that of the 6mm grafts. Among the 
6mm grafts, the carotid grafts had an average initial shear stress of 1Pa; whereas the 
femoral grafts averaged a lower 0.5Pa and yielded neointima that were 40µm thicker.  
This work certainly suggests that lower shear stress produce greater amounts of 
neointimal thickening. The thickness of neointimal formation was also shown in the 
different sites to be dependent on flow rates affecting shear stress rather than just the 
effect of graft diameter.  The authors are justified to suggest that there is an optimum 
graft size that avoids wall shear stress extremes and promotes long-term patency. 
1.4.3 Conclusion  
Early stage restenosis has been clearly demonstrated to be due to neointimal hyperplasia.  
Neointimal hyperplasia has, in turn, been shown to be inversely related to the wall shear 
stress.  Thus the optimal repair of a carotid arteriotomy should generate optimum levels 
of wall shear stress to limit rates of restenosis which may reduce long-term CEA 
morbidity rates. 
1.5 Carotid patch haemodynamics evidence 
Archie (Archie 1987) studied 50 carotid endarterectomies patched with 5-8mm width 
vein patches. Geometric measurements of the distal ICA, the patched artery at the distal 
end of the endarterectomy and CCA were made intraoperatively. Intraoperative Doppler 
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velocity wave forms were recorded with a sterile probe.  These measurements and 
velocities were used to calculate wall shear stresses. The mean ICA diameter, cephalad to 
the vein patch was 4.5 mm, whereas the mean diameter of the patched segment was 7.4 
mm. This resulted in a mean cross-sectional area ratio of 2.9 times larger in the patched 
segment than the distal ICA. He then calculated that the area would be reduced to 1.9 
times the area of the distal ICA if the same amount of the hyperplasia to occlude a non-
patched artery, had occurred in the patched segment (see Figure 1.7). Archie made an 
assumption that neointimal hyperplasia around the whole of the arterial wall would be 
equal.  It has now clearly been documented that the distribution of intimal hyperplasia is 
not evenly distributed, but predominantly in the arterial walls opposite to the flow divider 
(Zarins, Giddens et al. 1983).  This assumption is therefore a serious confounder of these 
results. 
Vein
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Figure 1.7 Diagram showing the theory that the area of hyperplasia required to occlude an 
unpatched artery would leave a patched artery widely patent. Reproduced from (Archie 1987). 
 
The calculated wall shear stresses were significantly lower in the patched segment. The 
figures for wall shear stress are only presented as a ratio, comparing the patched segment 
with the distal ICA.  Due to the knowledge deficit at the time of publication, the 
potentially mistaken conclusion is made, that the higher wall shear stresses following 
primary closure result in endothelial damage, platelet activation, restenosis and 
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thrombosis.  Another major criticism of this work is that WSS was calculated, rather than 
actual recording or modeling of flow dynamics.  However, this work does offer a 
potential explanation for an improvement in outcomes with patching.   
Hischl et al. (Hirschl, Bernt et al. 1989) used duplex to compare geometry and flow in 
both patch and primary closure CEAs.  Eighteen patch closures and twenty primary 
closures were scanned at between 1.5 to 2 years post-op.  Parameters recorded included 
geometry at the CCA, bulb, ICA and external carotid artery (ECA), blood flow and 
Doppler wave forms.  The diameter at the bulb was significantly larger in patched 
arteries, at other positions the diameters were similar.  Quantitative flow measurements 
were similar; however in the patched arteries the velocity profiles were asymmetrical, 
double-peaked compared to primarily closed arteries.  The assumption was then made 
that this represents the turbulent flow likely to contribute to restenosis.   
This work was quite unique, in that it compared geometry and basic flow studies in real 
patients.  The suggestion was that patching gives a poorer long-term result compared to 
primary closure.  Selection for patching was made if primary closure would be expected 
to reduce vessel lumen.  As a result 75% of CEA were performed without patching, thus 
a potentially unrepresentative group of patients were included.  The authors also 
recognise that for patients to be available for follow-up scanning at up to two years, there 
may be a positive selection bias. 
Fietsam et al.(Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992) compared the closure of randomly selected 
canine common carotid arteries using primary closure, closure with a 5mm PTFE patch 
or with a 10mm PTFE patch (seven of each closure type).  Pull-through pressures were 
recorded proximal to, at the midpoint and distal to the arteriotomy.  Duplex was then 
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performed to measure velocities. The native CCA diameter was consistently 4.5-5.5mm. 
A significant pressure drop (mean 17mmHg) was noted distal to the primary closure, not 
found after patch angioplasty. An increase in the PSV (peak systolic velocity) was noted 
in the primary closure group, again not seen in the patched groups.  A mean reduction in 
mid arteriotomy circumference of 0.8mm was found for primary closure with an increase 
of 2.29 for the 5mm patch and 7.43 for the 10mm patch.  Spectral broadening, indicative 
of turbulence, was noted at the midpoint of patch closure, highly significant for the 10mm 
patch group. 
The authors correlated the canine CCA (4-5.5mm) with the human ICA for size and have 
extrapolated that small or moderate sized patches will restore native vessel geometry, but 
that oversized patches cause haemodynamic disturbance and should be avoided. 
Recognition of the limits of this study were made due to anatomy and the lack of shear 
stress assessment. 
Yamane et al, (Yamane, Shima et al. 1993) investigated blood flow in the carotid 
bifurcation with cine magnetic resonance imaging. One group of six patients had no 
stenosis; a second group had a stenosis and had imaging pre-operatively and at between 
one and ten months post-operatively.  All 13 patients with stenosis underwent CEA.  In 
those patients without stenosis, a low-intensity stream was seen from the beginning of the 
carotid bulb, particularly distinctive in the systolic phase; this was more prominent in the 
patients with a stenosis.  Following CEA low signal intensity was seen at the proximal 
and distal ends of the endarterectomy in ten of thirteen patients. 
This study has used an unvalidated method to assess haemodynamics.  The cine MRI 
identifies areas of high flow density, i.e. laminar flow, whereas areas of low intensity 
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could be either turbulent flow of just low laminar flow. Therefore results are open to 
interpretation.    However the significant advantage is that of recording real blood flow in 
patients following endarterectomy.  Unfortunately no operative details such as the use of 
patching were reported, which reduces the potential value of the information presented.  
Wells and Archie et al. (Wells, Archie et al. 1996) used three theoretical carotid 
bifurcation geometries to model velocities and wall shear stresses.   The models were 
made elsewhere (Bharadvaj, Mabon et al. 1982) for experimentation, based on 
angiograms. They were designed to replicate the normal or PC bifurcation, the patch-
reconstructed CEA bifurcation and a potentially-idealised smoothly tapered carotid artery 
bifurcation.  The bifurcation angles for the three geometries were 50 degrees for the 
natural geometry, 30 degrees for the patch-reconstructed geometry, and 25 degrees for 
the smoothly tapered geometry; no explanation of these variations was offered. The same 
input velocity waveform was used for each bifurcation.  For the computational analysis, 
the arteries were divided into meshes of small arterial wall areas to enable flow velocities 
and WSS to be calculated using CFD program. This program had been validated as part 
of a thesis looking at bifurcated blood vessels. 
Calculated flow velocities within the normal artery were almost identical to those 
presented by Rindt et al using experimental models in another study. (Rindt, van 
Steenhoven et al. 1990)  A comparison of non-Newtonian fluid and Newtonian fluids was 
made for each bifurcation; WSS was slightly greater for the non-Newtonian model for the 
normal artery, but almost identical for the other two bifurcations.   
The geometry of the carotid artery bifurcation had a marked effect on WSS distribution 
and extremes.  WSS peaks and troughs appeared where blood vessel geometry changes 
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occur; which were least in the carotid model which was smooth and gradually tapered.  
Reconstruction with a patch decreased the flow disturbances and WSS extremes in the 
bifurcation area but transferred the peak values downstream to the distal end of the patch.   
The conclusion drawn was that the “optimal reconstruction may include elimination of 
the carotid bulb, reduction of the bifurcation angle, and avoidance of acute diameter 
change such as that produced at the distal end of a patch.” Options offered for putting this 
into practice were “Plication shortening of the internal carotid artery endarterectomised 
segment with a gradually tapered patch or primary closure”. 
This study used models for predicting flow patterns rather than actual in vivo arteries, 
thus is of limited applicability.  The differences in bifurcation angles, for each bifurcation 
type were not explained and could have confounded the results.  The principal message 
of this work is that a smooth transition from bifurcation to ICA appears to optimise flow, 
but should be tested in practice, with the aim of reducing acute and long term 
complications following CEA.   
In Archie’s later work (Archie 1997), he measured pre- arteriotomy and post-arteriotomy 
closure diameters of the CCA, CCA bulb, ICA bulb, ICA distal to the arteriotomy and the 
length of the ICA bulb during 562 CEA. PC was used in the 16 CEA reconstructions 
(3%), saphenous vein patches in 389 (69%) and synthetic patches in 157 (28%). 
Asymptomatic cases comprised 39% of the study group and were not considered 
separately.  Internal carotid bulb diameter were increased in vein patch reconstructions 
(mean 0.8mm, p<0.001) and decreased in primary closure by mean 0.8mm (not 
significant, possibly due to the smaller sample).  Patching also had the effect, as would be 
expected of increasing the internal carotid bulb length (76% to 92%, depending on patch 
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type). Archie suggests that by patching “the increased length of the internal carotid bulb 
may significantly alter the flow disturbances in the carotid bulb by separating the two 
major determinates of disturbed flow-the bifurcation and the step-down from the internal 
carotid bulb to the distal internal carotid artery.”  This theory would require further study 
to prove.  
Another cause of both perioperative neurological events and restenoses has been 
hypothesised by Archie (Archie 1996b).  In his series of 1019 CEA 261 had a CCA step 
at the proximal end of the endarterectomy of at least 2mm.  Two patients had a TIA and 
one a minor stroke, with no other identifiable cause, compared to none in the group with 
no step (p=0.03). There were also seven CCA restenoses, of which three were 
symptomatic, all within 2mm of the original step, compared to no CCA restenoses in the 
group without the step (p=0.001).  Archie as a result performs inversion placation of steps 
of 2mm or greater. 
Hyun, with Kleinstreuer and Archie published a series of three related pieces of work 
using CFD to model various aspects of haemodynamics following CEA.   In the 2000 
paper (Medical Engineering and Physics), (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000b) the first 
aspect considered was the common carotid artery step at the origin of the endarterectomy. 
A comparison was made between computer generated models with a 90 degree-step and 
smooth expansion geometries using CFD. The models with the smooth expansion had 
fewer areas of very low WSS and reduced wall shear stress gradients (extremes during 
the cardiac cycle).  A recommendation of a gradual change in step expansion was made 
as a way of reducing thrombus formation and late atherosclerosis, by reducing 
turbulence. 
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Hyun et al (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000a) considered the effect of changing the 
geometry of the carotid bifurcation.  The computer generated models were a realistic 
bifurcation and an idealised bifurcation similar to those previously described by Wells.  
CFD was used to show the WSS, WSS gradients and particle deposition. The conclusions 
drawn were similarly that the idealised geometry (in Figure 1.8) reduced WSS extremes.  
Similarly this would be best achieved with obliteration of the bulb. However the 
additional recommendation was made that this idealised geometry could be best made by 
arteriotomy closure with a patch. 
Hyun et al. (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2001) performed a computer-based study to try to 
ascertain the ideal carotid bifurcation geometry to give the best haemodynamic profile 
incorporating the two aspects of idealised geometry from the two earlier papers. The 
geometries were again theoretical models.  The resulting three alternatives include a 
‘standard’ endarterectomised bifurcation (patched or unpatched is not specified), a 
bifurcation with the CCA widening smoothed out and an idealized bifurcation, with no 
CCA widening at the endarterectomy start point, no carotid bulb and no distal ICA 
narrowing at the endarterectomy end point (see Figure 1.8).   
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Figure 1.8 Diagrams showing the 3 different geometries used by Hyun et al. the standard 
endarterectomised, the smoothed and idealised bifurcations. Reproduced from (Hyun, Kleinstreuer 
et al. 2000a) 
 
Using a validated computer program the three geometries were converted into structured 
meshes, dividing the arteries into irregular finite volumes, the velocity profiles calculated, 
WSS calculated and particle trajectories calculated.   
There was a region along the wall of the CCA and ICA, opposite the flow divider with 
reverse flow during both peak systolic flow and end systolic flow for the standard 
endarterectomised artery.  As a result WSS was lowest in this region; this was also a 
region of prolonged particle time near this wall, with the potential for particle deposition.  
As may be expected, the flow abnormalities were fewest in the idealised artery, with the 
only resulting area of particle deposition being a small triangle just proximal to the flow 
divider.  Particle deposition was not considered for the intermediate smoothed 
endarterectomy. 
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The logical conclusion of this work is that a long, conical bifurcation is recommended to 
improve reconstruction and reduce perioperative strokes and restenosis. The limitations 
in this work are significant: theoretical models were used and the results were purely 
computer-calculated.  There is a potential over estimation of the CCA step, though in 
Archie’s study of 1996 (Archie 1996a), 261 of 920 CEA (28%) had a step >2 mm. This 
work was qualified with a requirement for further study.  Results also concur with earlier 
related work by Wells. 
Kamenskie et al. (Kamenskiy, Pipinos et al. 2009) first obtained 8 cadaveric CCA 
specimens for assessment of the arterial stiffness.  The pre-operation CTA (computed 
tomogram angiography) of a patient undergoing CEA for asymptomatic stenosis was 
used to generate a 3D model using computer aided design software; the dimensions of a 
patch were then added to the computerised model.  Computer modeling using the arterial 
stiffness data and the 3D model were performed.  Results showed the wall shear stress to 
be significantly lower in the patched segment.  The authors describe this work as 
primarily method development and give no clinical recommendations except for the need 
for further research. 
Hayase et al. compared two patch angioplasty CEAs with two stented carotid bifurcations 
(Hayase, Tokunaga et al. 2011). The geometry was taken from CTA performed one week 
following the procedure to make a 1,300,000 mesh of tetrahedra.  Flow velocities were 
taken as the PSV in the centre of the CCA, ICA and ECA 2cm from the bifurcation.  CFD 
was used to calculate flow vectors and WSS.  The flow modeling did not attempt to 
represent pulsatile flow, just the PSV, nor was the CFD validated.  There was no attempt 
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to recreate the stent, just the overall effects on the vessel lumen.  It may be anticipated 
that the interstices of the stent itself would affect the haemodynamics.   
A difference in the geometry was found with a longer wider carotid bulb in the patched 
segment of the CEA. This resulted in low wall shear stress in this area and high WSS at 
the distal end of the arteriotomy.  There was a small residual stenosis in the stented 
arteries with associated raised wall shear stress.  Despite the flaws in the methods the 
results are interesting in that a difference was noted between the geometry of the two 
reconstructions which did affect the haemodynamics. 
1.5.2 Conclusions around carotid geometric and haemodynamic evidence 
Fietsam et al (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992) demonstrated an increase in arterial diameter 
with patching; which increased with a larger patch width. This appeared to cause 
turbulence in the patched segment with potentially deleterious effects.  However, this 
study was involved canine CCAs and therefore, did not consider the effects on a carotid 
bifurcation. The series of studies by Wells, Archie and the Hyun et al used theoretical 
models and CFD to suggest an idealised carotid bifurcation geometry which produced the 
most beneficial haemodynamic profile. (Wells, Archie et al. 1996) (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et 
al. 2000a) (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000b)  (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2001) This 
involves removal of the carotid bulb, a smooth enlargement at the CCA endarterectomy-
origin and avoidance of a narrowing at the distal limit of the endarterectomy.  It is 
important to note that each of these studies used a single geometry, not real human 
carotid geometry, so one must consider these conclusions with caution. 
The only study which compared the haemodynamic effect of stenting to surgery is based 
on only two patients in each arm and the methodology is flawed (Hayase, Tokunaga et al. 
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2011). This study did demonstrate lower WSS in the patched segment which was in 
agreement with that of Kamenskie et al. (Kamenskiy, Pipinos et al. 2009). However, 
neither of these studies compared different sized patches or primary closure.  
In conclusion there have been no studies which have compared the flow dynamics 
between patched and unpatched arteries in a real carotid bifurcation. Similarly there has 
been no study which has defined the effects of different patch widths in the carotid 
bifurcation.  
1.6 Summary of introduction 
Carotid endarterectomy is a frequently-performed operation for carotid artery stenosis, 
with evidence supporting a reduction in the future risk of stroke.  Following 
endarterectomy the methods to close the arteriotomy are the options of primary closure or 
the use of a patch. Perioperative complications include ipsilateral stroke, artery occlusion 
and cranial nerve injury.  Longer-term issues include strokes, restenosis, pseudoaneurysm 
formation and patch rupture.  An alternative treatment for carotid stenosis is carotid 
artery stenting.  However, results from randomised trials suggest a peri-procedural stroke 
rate around twice that of carotid endarterectomy. 
Evidence from a series of old randomised clinical trials, which were of variable quality, is 
conflicting, however, a meta-analysis of these results would suggest that patching reduces 
perioperative strokes and arterial occlusion.  There was also a reduction in restenosis of 
the artery with patching.  Options for patch materials include autologous vein, polyester, 
PTFE and bovine pericardium patches.  A meta-analysis of randomised trials comparing 
different patch materials showed no significant difference in outcomes between the 
different materials. The geometry, flow, wall compliance and fluid density all affect the 
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haemodynamics.  Disturbed flows can result in eddy formation may result in arterial 
thrombus formation and distal embolisation.  The resulting haemodynamic patterns have 
effects on the arterial wall primarily through affecting the wall shear stress, which is the 
force applied parallel to the vessel wall.  The normal physiology of the intima of arteries 
is to maintain a constant WSS by increasing or decreasing the arterial diameter.  
Restenosis following carotid endarterectomy is a common problem and can cause further 
stroke.  Early restenosis is neointimal hyperplasia whereas later restenosis is a recurrence 
of atherosclerosis.  Neointimal hyperplasia is caused by low WSS. 
Limited studies of geometry and haemodynamics following carotid endarterectomy have 
been performed to date.  Studies of different theoretical geometries have been performed 
using computerised fluid dynamics to try to suggest the optimum geometry. This involves 
removal of the carotid bulb, a smooth enlargement at the endarterectomy origin and 
avoidance of a narrowing at the distal limit of the endarterectomy.  None of these studies 
used the real geometry in patients following intervention. No study compared the 
haemodynamic effect of patched and unpatched real carotid bifurcations. This thesis 
proposes a study to model arteries following intervention in vivo, using geometric data to 
make models, then to accurately measure wall shear stress and thus answer the following 
hypothesis. 
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1.7 Research questions 
There are a number of unanswered questions which this thesis aims to answer: 
1.  What is the rate of obligate patch use and selective patch use and influences on this 
choice by surgeons?  Where patches are used what patch width is used? 
2.  How is carotid geometry best defined? 
3.  What is the effect of primary closure and altering the patch width on the geometry of 
the carotid bifurcation? 
4. What is the effect of primary closure, narrow patch angioplasty and broad patch 
angioplasty on the haemodynamics in the carotid bifurcation? 
5. Is there a direct link between carotid bifurcation geometry and haemodynamics? 
6. Should surgeons consider altering their practice in the performance of CEA? 
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Chapter 2: Carotid endarterectomy technique in the UK  
2.1 Introduction  
There are guidelines on the technique for performing carotid endarterectomy.  However, 
the guidelines from the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence make no 
recommendations regarding actual operative techniques (National Collaborating Centre 
for Chronic Conditions. 2008). The ESVS guidelines do recommend routine use of 
patches. The option of eversion or standard endarterectomy and the choice of anaesthetic 
was left to the surgeon (Liapis, Bell et al. 2009). 
Vascular Surgeons in the UK are strongly advised to enter data pertaining to 
perioperative parameters and outcomes into the National Vascular Database (NVD). 
Round 1 of this database (1st December 2005 to 31st December 2007) identified that 
eversion CEA was performed in 6% of cases, shunts were used in 43% and a patch 
utilised in 68% of cases. However, there were no fields which recorded the indications 
for patch angioplasty nor the patch material or size. Extensive literature searches have not 
identified any data on the width of patch actually used. The size of carotid patches 
routinely available for use is in the range of 4-10mm width.  Larger patches, up to 20mm 
width are available, primarily designed for other procedures.   
There is a limited understanding of the factors which influence the choice of whether 
patch angioplasty is incorporated and the patch size actually used. Therefore a study was 
undertaken with the aim of exploring the indications and techniques of patching after 
CEA by vascular surgeons across Great Britain and Ireland. The key questions were the 
rate of selective patching, the rate of patch trimming and the width of the resulting 
patches used.  
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2.2 Methods  
An electronic survey was designed by the lead author and pilot tested by four consultant 
vascular surgeons (Appendix 1 shows all of the survey questions) exploring the use of 
patches, different anaesthetic modalities and indications for intra-operative shunting. In 
addition, there was a question regarding post-operative duplex surveillance. Most 
questions were multiple responses, with a free text box available for comments.   
A list of email addresses of all ordinary members of the Vascular Society of Great Britain 
and Ireland (VSGBI) was obtained from the 2010 handbook.  Questionnaires were sent to 
all listed vascular consultants; surgical trainees were excluded as they would be likely to 
perform CEA according to the practice of the supervising consultant. Interventional 
radiologists were also excluded. The survey was closed four weeks after the last email 
had been sent and responses were anonymous.  To calculate the response rate emails 
returned as incorrect addresses and responses confirming carotid endarterectomy was not 
practised by that surgeon were excluded. Multiple answers were possible and some 
responders did not answer all questions.  Two questions were asked about the size of the 
patch used, the first about the size of the patch untrimmed and a second question about 
the size of the patch if trimmed.  Responses were analysed individually to identify the 
actual patch size used.  Where an answer was given as a range the midpoint was taken for 
subsequent analysis. 
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Software (La Jolla, California, USA) 
using the 2-tailed Fisher’s exact test with <0.050 set as test for significance. 
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2.3 Results  
The questionnaire was emailed to the 402 eligible members of the Vascular Society.  The 
email was not successfully delivered to 23 addresses and 14 members responded to 
confirm that they did not perform CEA. In total, 187 surgeons responded out of the 
potential 365 (51%).  
2.3.1 Indication for patch angioplasty  
Patch angioplasty following CEA was always practiced by 121 surgeons (65%), Table 
2.1. Selective patching, dependent on internal carotid artery diameter, was adopted by a 
further 48 surgeons (26%). Two surgeons (1%) were more likely to patch when using a 
shunt.  Fifteen surgeons (8%) performed eversion CEA as their primary technique, 
thereby obviating a patch, and one member never patched (0.5%). The indication for a 
patch was specified as a median internal carotid artery diameter of 5mm (range 3-8) by 
23 surgeons, a female patient by 7 surgeons and the inability to insert a Pruitt shunt by 1 
surgeon (these shunts are available in 8F,9F and 10F).   
Table 2.1 Surgeon’s preference for use of patch angioplasty and patch trimming.  *Every surgeon 
gave a preference for utilisation of patch angioplasty, but several did not indicate whether the 
patches were trimmed. 
Patch Angioplasty N (%) Full patch width Trim or variably trim patch 
Always 121 (65) 70 (37)* 48 (26)* 
Selective 50 (27) 18 (10)* 28 (15)* 
Eversion 15(8) NA NA 
Never 1 (1) NA NA 
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2.3.2 Patch size used  
Of the 121 obligate patch users, 70 utilised the full width of patch (median 8mm, range 4-
10mm), 48 routinely or variably trimmed with a median 6mm width (range 3-20mm; with 
the exception of one response the maximum was 12mm).  Of the 48 surgeons who 
indicated the selective use of a patch based on arterial diameter, 18 utilised the full size 
patch, 18 normally trimmed the patch and 10 variably trimmed the patch (21%).  
Comparison between the obligate and selective patching groups demonstrated a 
significantly higher rate of patch trimming in the selective patch group (p=0.024) Figure 
2.1 is a pie chart which displays 3 similar sized groups: 70 surgeons who always use 
patch angioplasty and use the full patch width; 48 surgeons who always patch, but always 
or variably trim the patch and 51 surgeons who selectively or never patch, this excludes 
eversion endarterectomies. 
 
Figure 2.1. Patch use- surgeons’ preference 
2.3.3 Patch material  
Polyester was used by 115 (59%) surgeons (median width 7mm, range 3-20mm).  Bovine 
pericardium was used by 46 surgeons (24%; median width 8mm, range 3-10mm).  
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Seventeen (9%) used PTFE patches and six (3%) used polyurethane patches. Seven 
surgeons (4%) utilised vein patches; two specified great saphenous vein from the groin, 
one great saphenous vein from the ankle and one specified external jugular vein. 
2.3.4 Anaesthetic and shunt preferences  
General anaesthesia was always used by 48 surgeons (26%) and a further 35 surgeons 
(19%) stated this was their preference.  Carotid endarterectomy was always performed 
under local anaesthesia (LA) by 28 surgeons (15%) and another 49 surgeons (26%) 
preferred LA. Patient choice was the key factor for 27 surgeons (14%). An intra-
operative shunt was used in all cases by 64 surgeons (34%), selectively by 120 surgeons 
(65%) and never by 2 surgeons (1%).  The indications for selective shunting were the 
presence of neurological symptoms for 98 members (82%), the use of general anaesthetic 
(GA) in 20 responses (17%), stump pressure measurements for 19 surgeons (16%), trans-
cranial Doppler (TCD) for 17 (14%) and the presence of a contralateral carotid occlusion 
for 16 (13%).  
2.3.5 Anaesthetic implications on patch utilisation  
The use of a shunt and a patch by the 83 surgeons regularly performing CEA under GA 
and the 77 surgeons predominantly utilising LA are summarised in Table 2.2. This 
demonstrates a statistically significant link between choice of anaesthetic and the rate of 
patch utilisation.  Surgeons who prefer local anaesthetic will shunt selectively; this is a 
benefit of the local anaesthetic technique. However, surgeons who prefer local 
anaesthetic are also much more likely to patch selectively, rather than routinely. 
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Table 2.2: obligate patch and shunt use by modality of anaesthetic (percentages in parentheses). 
 Number  Shunt always Patch always 
General 
Anaesthetic 
83  58(70) 68 (82) 
Local Anaesthetic 77  2 (3) 40(52) 
Significance (p)  <0.0001 <0.0001 
 
2.3.6 Other technical results  
Ninety-four surgeons (51%) never use CCA tacking sutures and 77 (42%) rarely use 
them.  Eight (4%) usually tack the CCA and six (3%) would always.  Four (2%) never 
tack the ICA, 78 (43%) rarely tack, 79 (44%) usually tack and 22 (12%) always tack. 
Routine post-operative duplex surveillance was performed by 65 surgeons (35%) and 119 
(65%) responded to say that duplex was reserved for specific concerns, such as 
symptoms. Of the 121 members who routinely patch, 84 (70%) selectively perform 
duplex at follow-up, compared to 27 of 47 (57%) who primarily close or selectively patch 
(p=0.151). 
2.4 Key findings  
There are three groups of standard endarterectomies; 41% are obligate patch users who 
use the full patch width (median 8mm), 28% are obligate patch users who trim the patch 
(median 6mm) and 30% are selective patch users, most of whom trim their patches when 
used.  Eversion CEA is rarely performed in the UK (8%), so any UK based study would 
be most appropriately performed using standard CEA.   
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2.4.1 Comparison to other published evidence  
In this survey 26% of surgeons selectively patch, dictated primarily by ICA diameter. 
Exclusion criteria within some of the trials utilised by Rerkasems’s meta-analysis 
(Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009) were an ICA diameter of less than 3.5mm (Katz, Snyder et 
al. 1994) to 5mm. (Clagett, Patterson et al. 1989) (Myers, Valentine et al. 1994)
 
This 
range of diameters is comparable to that within our study which identified a median ICA 
diameter of <5mm as being an indication to patch for a number of surgeons. One paper 
within the meta-analysis showed female sex to be at a significantly higher risk of 
restenosis. (Mannheim, Weller et al. 2005) Our study identified female sex to be 
considered an indication for selective patching by a proportion of surgeons. 
The choice of anaesthesia during CEA remains controversial despite the large, 
multicentre GALA trial, which showed no significant outcome difference between local 
and general anaesthesia. (GALA Trial Collaborative Group, Lewis et al. 2008)The choice 
of anaesthetic appears to have an impact on patch utilisation.  Between the two groups 
there was a difference in the use of patches; 42% of patients under LA compared to 50% 
of patients under GA (p<0.001).  The benefit with patching suggested by Rerkasem et al 
may explain the failure to demonstrate improved outcomes with local anaesthetic. The 
findings in our study corroborate the higher rate of patch (82% versus 52% obligate) use 
with GA. It may be that with LA the operation is performed more hurriedly, as patching 
may add around 15 to 30 minutes to the length of the operation. A survey was sent 
GALA trial participants which showed much greater use of routine patch angioplasty and 
shunting within the UK than in the rest of Europe.  The key additional information from 
our survey is the variation in patch trimming and the resulting patch size used; in addition 
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our responders were not limited to those participating in a clinical trial and may more 
reflect actual practice (Girn, Dellagrammaticas et al. 2008). 
2.4.2 Study Limitations and validation of results  
The limitations of this study include the relatively low response rate (51%) and the 
subjective nature of some of the data. The survey asks for opinions, rather than actually 
reporting on operative technique on a case by case basis. However this survey does offer 
comprehensive information on current practice and opinion within Great Britain and 
Ireland, not recorded or available elsewhere.   
2.4.3 Comparison to National Vascular Database data  
All VSGBI members are strongly recommended to submit data to the UK Carotid 
Endarterectomy Audit, contained within the National Vascular Database (NVD). Hospital 
trusts which do not submit 90% of CEAs recorded by hospital episode statistics are 
named and letters sent to hospital chief executives. The submitted data overlaps with 
some of the areas within this study, enabling validation of the survey results. Comparison 
between the outcomes from our study and the UK CEA Audit “round 1”,December 2005-
2007 is shown in Table 2.3 (The Clinical Standards Department Royal College of 
Physicians of London 2010). There are very similar rates of eversion CEA and shunt 
usage.  The rate of patch use is 68% compared to 65% of surgeons always patching and 
others patching selectively. These similarities suggest that the data derived from the 
questionnaire is accurate, thereby validating our findings.  
Table 2.3 Operative techniques recorded by both surgeon survey and NVD 
Parameter NVD Surgeon survey 
Eversion CEA 6% 8% 
Shunt insertion 43% 46% always shunt 
Patch angioplasty closure 68% 65% always patch 
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2.4.4 Conclusions  
This study objectively demonstrates significant variations in the use and technique of 
patch angioplasty following CEA. This is determined according to surgeons’ preference, 
suggesting that approximately a quarter of VSGBI members remain unconvinced by the 
evidence from the meta-analysis showing a benefit with patching.  There is also variation 
in the practice of patch trimming.  The key result is that most patients fit into one of 3 
groups.  One group are primary closures; a second group are routinely patched 
(untrimmed with a median width 8mm) and a third group routinely receiving trimmed 
patches with a median width of 6mm.  
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 
3.0 Introduction  
Chapter 2 has defined three patient groups following carotid endarterectomy: primary 
closures, 6mm patch angioplasty and 8mm patch angioplasty. In order to answer the 
research questions, studies of geometry and haemodynamics in these 3 patient groups 
must be performed. 
 In vivo studies using either duplex or magnetic resonance angiogram (MRA) do not give 
accurate assessment of WSS, particularly in regions of complex geometry such as the 
carotid bifurcation.  To obtain such detailed information requires in vitro studies.  In vitro 
studies require accurate 3-dimensional models of the region of interest in order to 
perform flow visualisation and CFD studies. 
The methodology of patient recruitment, scanning and model production is presented.  
The performance of flow visualisation and computational fluid dynamic studies is then 
described. 
3.1 Patient recruitment  
3.1.1 Procedure and Patients  
Carotid artery interventions at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital are recorded on 
the national vascular database (NVD).  The actual procedure patients had performed was 
decided by the patient's surgeon in conjunction with the weekly carotid multi-disciplinary 
team meeting. Evidence has shown limited and selected benefit with for CEA in 
asymptomatic patients, so few CEAs were performed in asymptomatic patients 
(Endarterectomy for asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis. Executive Committee for the 
Asymptomatic Carotid Atherosclerosis Study 1995). In the year to December 2010 of 38 
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completed entries within the NVD 30 (79%) were symptomatic.  The importance of 
expeditious CEA has become recognised (Naylor 2008) and the aim is to perform CEA 
within 2 weeks of symptoms (National Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions. 
2008).  In the year to December 2010 the 2 week target was achieved in 67% of cases. 
Following the results of the International Carotid Stenting Study trial (International 
Carotid Stenting Study investigators, Ederle et al. 2010) stenting is now rarely performed 
at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital as its use is controversial, so this procedure 
could not be considered in this study.   
3.1.2 Standard CEA procedure  
General anaesthesia was preferred by all consultants and shunting was routine.  Trans-
cranial Doppler, stump pressures and neurological symptoms were not used as indications 
for a shunt.  Access to the carotid bifurcation was antero-jugular or retro-jugular 
depending on surgeon preference. All consultants normally employ ICA tacking sutures 
where indicated.  
CEA with primary closure was routinely practiced by one consultant who died in January 
2010 and subsequent primary closures were rarely performed. A new consultant was 
appointed in April 2010 whose preference during CEA is to trim the width of carotid 
patch to around 5mm width.  This is in contrast to the other 3 consultants who normally 
use the full 8mm-width of the available bovine pericardium patches.  
These changes had the effect of there being a cohort of CEA with primary closure until 
December 2009 and a cohort of CEA with full width patch closure throughout. A further 
group of patients with trimmed patches was commenced in April 2010.  Thus there are 3 
groups within the study (8mm patch, 5mm patch and primary closure). 
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3.1.3 Part one (Intra operative imaging)  
Patients who had carotid intervention at the Royal Liverpool Hospital were asked to take 
participate.  Patients were identified at the weekly carotid MDT at the Royal Liverpool 
University Hospital.  The patients were contacted by a study representative before 
surgery was scheduled and asked to participate. The procedure was either an 8mm width 
patch closure or a trimmed 5mm width patch closure. Demographic data, previous 
medical history and drug history were recorded for each patient.  These patients had 
imaging peri-operatively and at their follow-up appointment around six weeks following 
discharge.   
3.1.4 Part two (Retrospective group)  
This group of patients had CEA with either primary closure, 8mm patch closure or 5mm 
patch closure five to thirteen months previously.  All patients were contacted in writing, 
with a follow-up telephone call where possible to attempt recruitment.  All patients were 
identified from the National Vascular Database.  These patients attended for a single 
ultrasound scan. 
3.1.5 Inclusion and Exclusion criteria  
To ensure a representative cohort of patients only those undergoing primary treatment of 
the affected ICA were recruited.  In particular those undergoing treatment for restenosis 
or radiation-induced stenosis were excluded, due to likely small numbers in this group 
and the different pathological processes.  Following recruitment and after exclusions 34 
patients and 8 volunteers were recruited.  The numbers of patients including successful 
model generation are displayed in table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1.  Number of patients in each group. * One additional model was partially successful, 
sufficient for geometrical analysis of the CCA. Female patient numbers in paratheses. 
 Scans 
N 
8mm 
patch 
Successful 
model 
5mm 
patch 
Successful 
model 
Primary 
closure 
Successful 
model 
Postop 23(12) 11(6) 5 (2) 6(2) 4(1) 6 (4) 6 (4) 
Intraop 11(6) 8 (5) 2 (1*) 3 (1) 2(1) 0 0 
 
3.1.6 Ethical considerations  
All groups within the study were considered by a regional Research Ethical Committee 
(REC reference number 10/H1016/38) and the Hospital Research and Development 
Department and approved.  Patients had to be over the age of 18 years and able to give 
consent to be recruited. 
3.1.7 Normal carotid  
A group of healthy volunteers were sought by the author.  These were colleagues within 
the department between the ages of 26 and 44 who had no prior history of any vascular 
disease.  The left carotid bifurcation was always used.   
3.2 Image acquisition for geometry  
3.2.1 Imaging modality  
The easiest method to produce a model of the carotid bifurcation would be use 3-
dimensional ultrasound (US). An initial trial of a Philip’s 3-dimensional ultrasound probe 
was performed.  This proved an easy way of obtaining an image, but the image quality 
was unsatisfactory, particularly at the inferior and superior aspects of the image because 
the maximum length of the image was 50mm, which would not be adequate to gain a full 
length view of a carotid patch, which may be up to 60mm. Following this failure further 
consideration of the imaging options were deliberated.   MRA or CTA were considered 
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and rejected as these are not routinely performed post-operatively and due to ethical 
considerations of the risk of contrast nephropathy with CTA and MRA.  The resolution 
on MRA is also limited by pixilation to 1mm, as demonstrated in a previous study 
modeling the carotid bifurcation (Watts, Sutcliffe et al. 2007). The authors considered 
that ultrasound images were usually of much greater resolution and would generate more 
accurate models.  A comparison has been made between 3D- US and MRI in generating 
3-D models for CFD, with equivalent qualitative and quantitative results, but US was 
more practical considering cost (Glor, Ariff et al. 2004a).  The final possibility was to 
reconstruct 2-dimensional ultrasound images into a 3-dimensional model.  Previous 
carotid studies have also used this method to generate a 3-dimensional model (Starmans-
Kool, Stanton et al. 2002). 
Two-dimensional images must be recorded on exactly the same coronal and sagittal 
planes with accurate positioning of the slices of transverse images to enable 3-D 
reconstruction.  For this a specially designed rig was used.  A Manfrotto (Manfrotto UK, 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, UK) camera tripod (190XPROB) with an adjustable central column 
and an additional transverse column (131DB) was used.  A ball and socket joint (496) 
with a lock and a separate adjustment for friction was then attached.  Initially a 
photography macro-slider was trialed with a specially made attachment for the ultrasound 
probe.  This did not have the accuracy to enable images to be recorded accurately at 1mm 
slices.  Then a slider was built incorporating a screw-thread with a 1mm gain.  This 
enabled easy and accurate adjustment to 1mm by rotating a wheel attached to the screw 
(Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1 US Probe mounted on the slider, adjusted by the ball and socket joint. 
 
3.2.2 Considerations with this technique  
The patient’ head position, incorporating extension and rotation away from the operated 
side would not be a normal head position, therefore, it would be expected that there 
would be some changes in geometry as a result.  Changes in head position have been 
shown to affect secondary flow in the common carotid artery (Caro, Dumoulin et al. 
1992).  Glor et al. compared geometry in healthy right carotid arteries, looking to the left 
and straight head positions (Glor, Ariff et al. 2004b).  Cross-sectional areas and shapes 
did not change significantly, but centre line positions did. This effect was recognised to 
be a possible limitation, but as cross sectional area and shape did not alter, the limitation 
was considered to be minimal in affecting the haemodynamics. The practicality of 
obtaining quality US images necessitated this patient position.  Glor et al. also compared 
flow dynamics using data derived from 3-D ultrasound and MRA (Glor, Ariff et al. 
2004b). There was good qualitative agreement between MRA and 3-D US and the 
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authors advocated 3-D US for future studies, primarily on the basis of lower cost.  
However the trial as part of this study of 3D-US did not prove successful.  This is 
because following surgery the patch may be longer than the probe and fail to identify 
crucial geometric features at the ends of the patch. 
3.2.3 Difficulties with imaging  
Many problems presented with the initial technique.  As a result a number of 
modifications to the image acquisition technique were made.  This imaging technique 
was also time consuming and required each patient be present in the vascular laboratory 
for over 30 minutes or prolonged surgery also by around 30 minutes. 
3.2.3.1 Modifications to image recording  
Several early image sets were inadequate for model manufacture for several reasons.  The 
external carotid artery images were frequently poor as the probe was orientated to record 
optimum images of the common carotid and internal carotid.  Several possible 
approaches were considered to overcome this problem.  The Philips L12-5 linear 12mHz 
probe (DA Best, The Netherlands) was trialled.  This gave excellent images to a depth of 
2cm, which is ideal for the distal common carotid artery as this is usually superficial, but 
poor images of the internal carotid and particularly the external carotid arteries as these 
were frequently deeper.  Therefore, the use of this probe was abandoned.  The addition of 
colour images was also trialled.  At each 1mm interval a second image was recorded with 
including colour Doppler.  These images were used only as a backup to the grey scale 
images as colour image recording depends on the gain setting and would not be reliable 
on their own as the lumen on these images could appear artificially larger. These colour 
images did prove useful in images which were generally good on greyscale, but on a few 
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slices the delineation of the lumen was incomplete.  The extra information from the 
colour images made some models possible to generate, which previously would not have 
been possible. 
3.2.3.2 Intraoperative imaging  
Intra-operative imaging was taken after closure of the arteriotomy was completed and 
haemostasis satisfactory.   The probe was mounted in the rig and then covered with a 
sterile probe cover to include the horizontal column of the tripod.  The self-retaining 
retractors had to be removed as they obstructed access by the probe.  The skin and fascia 
were allowed to move back towards their unretracted position.  The incision was then 
filled with sterile saline to allow contact between the probe and the reconstructed artery.  
The probe was then positioned onto the patient’s neck in the same way as with the other 
patient groups. 
There were many difficulties with this technique.  Image quality was frequently poor as 
the incision was not usually flat and the liquid essential for contact drained away.  A way 
to try to overcome this was by closing the platysma with sutures in the usual way during 
CEA and then recording image.  However, the image quality was very poor due to air 
trapped within the tissues. 
Gating proved complex due to the logistics of respiratory monitoring being part of the 
anaesthetic machine.  However with patients under general anaesthetic, which is the 
default at this unit, gating proved not be a problem.  This may be due the fact that 
mechanical ventilation is performed by positive pressure rather than through thoracic 
movement and no movement of the carotid arteries was noted.  However in the infrequent 
patients, who had a procedure under local anaesthesia, the usual movement artefact was 
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found and due to the complexities of intraoperative scanning oscilloscope gating was not 
attempted.  In the one attempt made, scanning also proved painful for the patient and 
further scanning under LA was abandoned. 
3.2.3.3 Movement artefact  
Movement artefact was a further issue. For successful generation of a 3-D model the 
images must be in the same point within the plane, i.e. the artery not moving in any 
direction.  Movement of the probe was limited by the tripod and rig to hold the probe in 
position.  However on the images for the first 3 patients significant discrepancies in the 
alignment were found. While the scan is performed the cine greyscale image is seen and 
it was noted that there was movement of the carotid arteries with respiration.  To test this 
hypothesis an experiment was performed. 
3.2.3.3.1 The influence of the respiratory cycle  
Method: a series of images was recorded on a 33 year-old male volunteer.  The probe was 
positioned at the right and then left carotid bifurcations.  A single image of each 
bifurcation was recorded: randomly as a baseline, on inspiration, breath holding, and 
expiration and during a swallow.  The luminal boundaries for each image were identified 
(section 3.3.).  The coordinates were imported to Sigma plot and a graph of the luminal 
boundaries plotted.  The graphs for all images of the two bifurcations superimposed. 
 
Results: the superimposed luminal boundaries are shown for the right carotid bifurcation 
(Figure 3.2). There is movement of carotid artery in both planes clearly demonstrated.  
The shape of the bifurcation is different at different stages of the respiratory cycle, 
suggesting superior/inferior movement also. 
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Figure 3.2 Position of CCA at different stages of the respiratory cycle (arbitrary units). 
Conclusion: there is significant arterial movement in all 3 planes which would introduce 
geometrical artefact to the manufacture of a 3D model from this data.  Therefore the 
images must be gated for respiratory cycle to eliminate this artefact. 
3.2.3.3.2 Respiratory gating using the internal jugular vein  
The internal jugular vein is usually viewed on the same images as the carotid arteries.  Its 
size is dependent on both the cardiac and respiratory cycles.  During inspiration the 
intrathoracic pressure is reduced and blood moves from the peripheral veins into the heart 
and veins within the thorax, thus the volume and therefore diameter of the internal 
jugular vein will reduce.  Conversely during expiration the intrathoracic pressure will 
increase and the internal jugular vein will appear to dilate.  This offers a potential method 
to attempt respiratory gating using the existing images on the greyscale ultrasound 
images. 
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Method: on the same 33 year-old male volunteer a series of images were recorded with 
the probe fixed at the same point on the common carotid artery, with the patient lying 
supine.  The first 30 images were recorded randomly.  The next 30 were recorded when 
the sonographer visualised that the internal jugular vein was at its maximum size.  The 
two sets of images were imported to scan IP (see 3.3.2, p92) and used to form a model.  
Results: the resulting model for randomly acquired images (Figure 3.3a) had significant 
artefactual movement images compared to the model using the images gated using the 
maximum size of the internal jugular vein (Figure 3.3b). 
 
Figure 3.3a Anterior and lateral views of 30 slices of CCA recorded randomly 
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Figure 3.3b Anterior and lateral views of 30 slices of CCA gated to views of the internal jugular vein 
Conclusion: using the internal jugular vein as a method of respiratory gating is an easy 
method to reduce movement artefact.  However the patient must be lying flat to allow the 
jugular vein to fill and some patients are not able to comfortably do so for the duration of 
image acquisition (usually 15-20minutes).  This method was also dependent on the 
subjective opinion of the sonographer recording the images.  In practice the internal 
jugular vein may also be compressed by the fixed ultrasound probe, preventing useful 
visualisation.  An objective method that could be applied to all patients was, therefore, 
required. 
3.2.3.3.3 Respiratory gating using a respiratory monitor  
A respiratory cycle monitor was developed with the support of the University of 
Liverpool physiology department.  A sensitive temperature sensor was incorporated 
within a standard oxygen mask.  The temperature readings represent air flow.  The sensor 
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was initially set up to give a bleep at the start of expiration.  The sonographer then 
recorded the image.   
Method: the same 33 year-old male volunteer was studied.  The ultrasound probe was 
fixed at the common carotid artery.  A set of 30 images was recorded using visualisation 
of the maximum size of the internal carotid artery as a trigger.  A further set was recorded 
using the bleep signifying the start of expiration as a trigger.  Again models of the two 
sets of images were made. 
Results: the models were largely straight for internal jugular gating (Figure 3.4a) and 
using the gating device (Figure 3.4b).  There was one point of discrepancy in Figure 3.4b.  
  
Figure 3.4a Anterior and lateral views of 30 slices of CCA gated to views of the internal jugular vein 
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Figure 3.4b Anterior and lateral views of 30 slices of CCA gated to respiratory monitor 
Conclusion: The respiratory monitoring device gives improved results compared to 
gating using the internal jugular vein.  There is some scope for error using the device as 
there may still be a delay between the sonographer hearing a bleep and the recording the 
image, perhaps, explaining the one obvious error in towards the bottom of Figure 3.4b. 
3.2.3.3.4 Respiratory gating using a visualised respiratory monitor  
The respiratory cycle monitoring device was considered to be likely to be a further 
improvement as it reduced the subjectivity of timing using visualisation of the internal 
jugular vein and would be suitable for all patients.  However the delay between the bleep 
and recording the image is a potential source of error.  In an attempt to eliminate this 
potential issue the respiratory monitoring device was connected to an oscilloscope.  This 
offered the sonographer a graphical view of the respiratory cycle and would enable 
anticipation of a trigger point.  This point had to be determined.   
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Method: images were recorded on the right common carotid artery of the same 33 year 
old male. The triggers for image capture were: the middle of inspiration and expiration, 
the end of expiration and the end of inspiration.   A series of 20 images were recorded. 
The images were stacked together to form a model.   
Results: the models appeared straightest using end of expiration (Figure 3.5d). 
 
Figure 3.5a. Anterior and lateral views of 20 slices of CCA gated to the middle of inspiration using 
respiratory monitor. 
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Figure 3.5b Anterior and lateral views of 20 slices of CCA gated to middle of expiration using 
respiratory monitor. 
  
Figure 3.5c Anterior and lateral views of 20 slices of CCA gated to end of inspiration using 
respiratory monitor. 
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Figure 3.5d Anterior and lateral views of 20 slices of CCA gated to end of expiration using 
respiratory monitor 
Conclusion: the models appeared straightest using end of expiration.  Due to the natural 
variation between different respiratory cycles using an arbitrary point crosses the curve at 
a variable point of the cycle.  End of inspiration appears to be the most reliable method to 
gate to avoid artefactual movement and consequently all sets of images acquired 
subsequent to completion of this series of experiments utilised this technique. 
3.2.4 Final scanning technique  
Scans were performed with a Philips iU22 ultrasound scanner with the L9-3 probe (DA 
Best, The Netherlands) routinely used for carotid duplex.  Scanning was performed by 
one of three experienced vascular sonographers to the following protocol: 
3.2.4.1 Geometry recording  
1. The patient was laid at 45
0
 with head resting on a pillow with chin up, facing towards 
the contralateral direction. 
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2. The probe was positioned in rig as distally as possible 
3. The probe was orientated to obtain a transverse image with a well-defined lumen 
4. Record was made at 1mm intervals proximally until clearly at least 5mm below patch 
5. Recording of greyscale and colour images were captured at the same point in the 
respiratory cycle 
6. The patient was requested not to move or swallow 
3.2.5 Doppler flow recording  
An attempt to record the actual flow in the CCA, ICA and ECA in each was made as 
described below.  This was performed by the same US equipment used for geometry 
acquisition.  Unfortunately this proved inaccurate, to the extent that the flow recorded in 
the ICA was greater than that in the CCA in several patients.  Further attempts to record 
this information were abandoned. 
3.2.5.1 Velocity recording  
1. Doppler angle was small to minimise errors, ideally ~ 40
o
  
2. The sample volume encompassed at least the entire lumen 
3. In measuring the vessel diameter, the cursors were positioned so as to measure the 
lumen diameter 
4. Time-averaged velocity and volume flow rate were recorded in the CCA and ICA 
3.3 3D Modelling  
The ultrasound images were a series of 2-dimensional transverse images at 1mm 
intervals.  A first attempt to make a 3D model was made using initial scans of one 
researcher and Micrografx Designer to define the key geometric features of radii and 
centre points of a combination of circles, interlocking circles and ellipses. These data 
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were made into a 3-dimensional model using Pro engineer. This produced a realistic 3-
dimensional model, but would not allow for any stenosis or irregularity found in diseased 
post-operative arteries.   
A more realistic attempt was made using a specially made protocol and Matlab 
(MathWorks, Cambridge, UK) software to plot co-ordinates of the circumference of the 
artery lumen.  The output was chosen to give co-ordinates at 20 equidistant points per 
slice.  The output of 20 was chosen as a large common carotid artery of diameter 7mm 
will have a circumference of 21mm and the resolution of slices 1mm apart will be similar 
or greater on the transverse sections. 
3.3.1 Modeling with Pro engineer  
Model generation using an import of 20 coordinates per slice to Pro/Engineer (Wildfire 
5.0 Pro/E, PTC Corporate, MA, USA) was attempted.  On each slice the 20 points were 
joined using a cubic spline curve to create cross sections.  These were then made into a 
model using Blend, protrusion and selecting each slice in turn for the CCA and ICA and 
then a separate protrusion added to the model for the ECA.  The resulting models had 
many clearly artefactual geometric anomalies due to the blend protrusion tool joining 
each coordinate using a spline curve and the separate models for the ECA being added 
(Figure 3.6a). The obvious anomalies of twisting around the bifurcation would have been 
anticipated to have significantly confounded any flow results.  Further attempts to 
improve model quality by removing some sections from the model generation were 
attempted, but did not eliminate the abnormalities and were a subjective method (Figure 
3.6b). 
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Figure 3.6a Attempt produce 3D model using Pro engineer using 2 separate shapes for ICA and ECA 
 
Figure 3.6b Attempt produce 3D model using Pro engineer using 2 separate shapes for ICA and ECA 
and removing some sections to try to reduce artifact. 
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Another program trialed was the software ‘ITK SNAP’.  This has been specially designed 
to manufacture 3D models from 2D medical images using DICOM format images.  
Unfortunately data describing the relative slice position could not be added, preventing 
this method being suitable for model generation using individual images.  Another type 
of software, Scan IP (Simpleware, Exeter, UK) was trialed.  This was again designed to 
generate 3D models from 2D images. The crucial difference from ITK SNAP is the 
ability to scale images, in particular, slice thickness and position. 
3.3.2 Model generation using Scan IP  
The stack of Joint Photographic Experts Group images (JPEG) images were imported into 
ScanIP (Simpleware, Exeter, UK) and scaled.  The scale for the X and Y dimensions is 
calculated from the pixel count at 0 and 30mm (from the scale on the duplex images) and 
the Y value calculated.  The X value was also calculated by selecting ‘preserve aspect 
ratio’.  The Z value is the number of images in the stack which is the value in mm.  The 
lumen of the artery was then traced using the segmentation, paint (disc) function with a 1 
pixel brush.  This tracing was done manually for each slice of every stack of images.  
Where the image was not clear on the greyscale image the colour image was reviewed for 
additional information. The luminal margins were clear on most images but the judgment 
of the operator (GH for all images) was required occasionally; this use of judgment was 
recognised to be a limitation of this technique. The tracing was then filled using the 
floodfill function, generating a ‘mask’; example in Figure 3.7.  Each slice was manually 
processed in the same way to generate a stack of slices (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.7 Example of an ultrasound image on left with ICA and ECA luminal margins in green 
filled in red on the right. 
 
Figure 3.8 Stack of slices in Scan IP, before any smoothing. 
The mask data were then resampled to 0.3mm in each plane to ensure that the stack of 
masks data was in a usable form.  Smoothing using the recursive Gaussian filter to 1mm 
was applied.  This level of smoothing to 1mm was chosen as the image data were 1mm 
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apart (Figure 3.9a).  A trial using smoothing 0.5mm smoothing was made, however this 
left clear steps in the model (Figure3.9b). 
 
Figure 3.9a left, 1mm smoothing, steps all smoothed out and b. right, 0.5mm smoothing with ‘steps’ 
obvious. 
The model generated can be exported as a JPEG in any plane to produce a 2D drawing, 
STereoLithography (STL) format for rapid prototyping or Initial Graphics Exchange 
Specification (IGES) format for CFD analysis.  Measurements can also be made in any 
plane, to ensure accurate orthogonal figures. Each 3-dimensional model took around 2 
hours to produce from the ultrasound images. 
3.4 Flow visualisation  
3.4.1 Models  
Extensions of at least 3 diameters have been shown to be required to limit any artefactual 
geometric features which affect flow (Hoi, Wasserman et al. 2010).  For flow 
visualisation the end of the extension was cylindrical, to allow connection into a flow 
circuit.  Due to the cost of rapid prototype manufacture being directly proportional to the 
length of the model, the ScanIP 3D model was manufactured separately from the 
extensions.  The orthogonal dimensions of the ends of the CCA, ICA and CCA were 
measured in the AP (anterior-posterior) and lateral planes.  These dimensions were used 
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to generate the elliptical cross-section of the extension.  Using Pro Engineer, 50mm 
length extensions were made (Figure 3.10). A 1.2mm, centred, hole was placed at the 
model end.  
 
Figure 3.10 Extension for flow visualisation models. 
Once the short model and the three extensions had been manufactured in ABS 
(Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) plastic using rapid prototyping they were attached 
together.  The rounded ends of the short model were filed flat and orthogonal so the 
extensions would be orthogonal to the model.  Holes were drilled in the filed ends of the 
model, then the extension attached with glue and with 1.2mm needle-tube for 
reinforcement.  The junctions were filled with fine surface filler (Polycell: Fine Surface 
Polyfilla, ICI, Slough, UK).  The filler was allowed to dry for 1 hour, as described in the 
product instructions, then smoothed using wetted, fine grade emery paper. The model 
was inspected using 2.5x magnification and any residual defects filled and smoothed 
again.  The model was finished with a thin coat of gloss spray paint (see Figure 3.11).  
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Figure 3.11 Example model of a 5mm patch reconstruction in ABS 
This model was placed in a rectangular acrylic container, into which a high heat resistant 
silicone mould rubber (Tiranti, Thatcham, UK) was placed and cured.  The resulting 
mould was cut along the centerline and the master model removed.  The mould was 
attached back together and filled with a bismuth based low melt metal alloy.  Stainless 
steel connectors were placed on the ends of the model of the bismuth alloy cast.  This was 
placed in a second rectangular mould, ensuring a minimum of 6mm between the cast and 
the mould.  This was then filled with translucent silicone rubber (Sylgard 184, Dow 
Corning Limited, Barry, Wales, UK).  Once cured, the model was warmed up to 100
o
C so 
as to remove the low melt alloy in a process known as the ‘lost core’ technique (Chong, 
Rowe et al. 1999). Once the plastic 3-dimensional model was produced the final mould 
for flow visualisation took around 5 days to produce, with 1-2 hours of work per day (see 
examples in Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12. Examples of flow visualisation models with 5mm patch model above and normal model 
below. 
3.4.2 Flow visualisation technique  
The model, as described above, was an accurate reproduction of the geometry and made 
of a high quality transparent material for flow visualisation. A blood analogue with a 
visable tracer is pumped through the model under physiological conditions using a 
specially designed flow rig.  Flow phenomena were then observed and recorded. 
3.4.2.1 Flow rig  
The flow rig (Figure 3.13) is a series of components connected together. Connections 
between the various components of the rig were made of PVC tubing with 1.5mm thick 
walls and an internal diameter of 6mm. Flow was initiated by the pump and passes 
through each component in a circuit, as described below. 
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Figure 3.13 Flow rig 
3.4.2.1.1 Pump and control  
A pump (Micropump Inc. IDEX Corporation, WA, USA) produced antegrade flow 
according to the waveform.  This was controlled by software (HP-VEE 6.2 Agilent 
Technologies UK Ltd, Edinburgh, United Kingdom,) designed to incorporate graphical 
data to control instruments.  The flow waveform was imported.  The rate was set to 
70beats/min.  The actual waveform produced was displayed on an oscilloscope. The 
amplitude gain of the waveform was increased as necessary to produce the required CCA 
flow volume.  To ensure that the waveform was accurate the two waveform peaks (A:B 
ratio) were measured as a ratio on the oscilloscope and adjusted using the DC gain 
control (A/B ratio from the waveform was measured at 2.7:1).  The software also 
controlled a 2mm LED attached within the recorded field of the model to illuminate for 
one frame at the start of each cardiac cycle. 
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3.4.2.1.2 Calming chamber and outflow reservoir  
Turbulent flow was observed from the pump, so to calm and produce laminar flow a 
conical chamber was positioned in the circuit, with a subsequent 60cm length of 6mm 
tubing.  Air bubbles collected within the conical chamber and were regularly expelled 
through a tap to prevent the altered compliance affecting the flow. The two outlets from 
the model could be independently controlled by taps and were connected to a reservoir. 
From the reservoir the blood analogue continued back to the pump.  Both the calming 
chamber and reservoir were made of incompressible acrylic.   
3.4.2.1.3 Flow meters  
Two transit-time ultrasound flow meters were incorporated within the circuit; one 
immediately before the CCA inflow of the model and the other on the ICA outflow. 
The CCA meter was used to manage the CCA inflow and the ICA meter produce the 
required ICA/ECA flow split.  At the beginning of the day’s tests and when a new model 
was incorporated into the flow circuit both flow meters were calibrated by measuring the 
actual volume in one minute at set steady flow rates of 50/100/200/300/400/500ml/min.  
The flow rate set for each experiment was adjusted accordingly. 
3.4.2.1.4 Perfusion fluid and tracer  
Factors considered for the blood analogue were refractive index, density and viscosity.  
The density of blood is 1050kg/m
3
.  The perfusion fluid was mixed in 2 litre batches.  
Viscosity was produced by adding 800g of glycerine to 1200ml of double distilled water.  
Sodium chloride was added (140g per 2l solution) to produce the density of blood 
(1050kg/m
3
).  This solution was boiled to remove air bubbles then allowed to cool to 
room temperature before use. Blood is a non-Newtonian fluid; however this is very 
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difficult to reproduce experimentally, but glycerine is a suitable analogue (Mann, Tarbell 
1990).  This error was considered to have little effect on the results (Lee, Steinman 2007). 
The tracer material should be clearly visable, buoyancy within the analogue so that the 
tracer represents flow and does not alter it and stability from mixing with the blood 
analogue.  The tracer used was Rilsen blue particles (75µm) (Elf Altochem, Berkshire, 
UK).  These were suspended in ethanol then added to the blood analogue in such number 
as to subjectively demonstrate flow patterns. 
3.4.3 Flow characteristics  
3.4.3.1 Waveform  
To accurately demonstrate flow phenomena, within the model, the blood analogue, with 
its tracer, had to resemble in vivo physiological parameters. The CCA waveform was 
recorded using six healthy volunteers using the Doppler function on a Philips iU22 
ultrasound scanner with the L9-3 probe, routinely used for carotid duplex.  The mean 
velocity was observed and the example with the least noise was chosen (Figure 3.14)  
The data was interrogated to provide 100 points in arbitrary units (Sigmaplot11.1).  This 
data was then converted for use by the pump control computer.  The resulting waveform 
was monitored in vitro by an ultrasound flow meter positioned immediately before the 
flow model in the flow circuit.  The flow meter was connected to an oscilloscope and 
recorded. 
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Figure 3.14, CCA wave form used for all analyses. 
3.4.3.2 Flow Volume  
The initial plan was to use flow volumes from each patient to accompany that specific 
model.  Time averaged flow volumes were recorded in the CCA, proximal to the area of 
surgery and in the ICA, distal to the operated field.  The actual recorded flows appeared 
to demonstrate some anomalous results (up to 1471ml/minute in one CCA) and in one 
patient the ICA flow was greater than that in the CCA!  As these results are clearly 
anomalous, other recorded figures were considered to be probably inaccurate.  Therefore 
standard CCA inflow rates were applied of 200ml/min, 300ml/min, 400ml/min and 
500ml/min.   Mean flow in the normal internal carotid artery has been shown to be 
275ml/minute. (Ford, Alperin et al. 2005) Further studies have used an ICA flow rate of 
236ml/min (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2003). 
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3.4.3.3 Flow split between ICA and ECA  
The split between the internal and external carotid arteries is variable, but usually around 
70% ICA to 30% ECA. Marshall et al measured flow using healthy volunteers. In the 
CCA flow was 370ml/min with a flow split of 70% into the ICA and 30% into the ECA 
(Marshall, Papathanasopoulou et al. 2004).  For the flow simulations three different 
situations were studied: 60/40% ICA/ECA, 70/30% and 80/20%.  All three options were 
tested with all four flow rates (200/300/400/500 ml/min).  Thus 12 different flow 
situations were observed. For  CFD analyses, the CCA inflows used were 300ml/min and 
400ml/min; this considered the 70:30 split and the published ICA flow rates of 236 and 
275ml/min (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2003) (Ford, Alperin et al. 2005) which equated to 
CCA volumes of 337ml/min and 393ml/min. 
3.4.3.4 Frequency  
The pulse rate is dynamic and unique to each patient considering cardiac issues, common 
in patients with carotid disease and medications such as beta-blockers, which slow down 
the heart rate.  The resting heart rate is usually within the range of 60-80 beats per 
minute.  To minimise these confounding factors a rate of 70 beats per minute was 
selected for all flow studies. 
3.4.4 Model positioning and Illumination  
The model was positioned both horizontally and vertically to give images in two planes 
and held in position on a cast iron stand with a clamp. The relevant section of model 
under interrogation was illuminated using a 30mW Helium-Neon planar laser (CVI 
Melles Griot, Cambridge, United Kingdom).  Due to laser safety considerations the laser 
was bolted firmly to the testing bench and the model moved as necessary.  The laser 
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beam could be rotated as required and moved vertically on a 25mm length screw thread 
with a 1mm gain.  The model was positioned to illuminate 3 separate sections for flow 
visualisation; the straight sections of the CCA/ICA extensions and the carotid bulb.  The 
laser beam was rotated to be parallel to the relevant section of the model.  Vertical 
movements were adjustments were made to illuminate the relevant section for flow 
visualisation.  The positions recorded are displayed in Figure 3.15. 
 
Figure 3.15. Position of images recorded for flow visualisation.  
3.4.5 Image acquisition  
The planar images were recorded using a CCD digital camera (KP-M1E/K, Hitachi 
Europe Ltd, Maidenhead, Berkshire, United Kingdom), mounted on a stand, at a rate of 
25 frames per second.  A lens with a variable focal length was used (Tamron 35-80mm). 
The focal length was adjusted to obtain the full area under interrogation.  The lens was 
then focused.  The images were imported to a computer with using video editing software 
(Power Director, Cyberlink Europe B.V. Netherlands).  The images could then be viewed 
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frame by frame.  The LED was illuminated within the field of view, at the start of the 
cardiac cycle to identify the position of the image within the cycle.  A full set of flow 
visualisation images took around 8 hours to complete. 
 
3.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)  
 
CFD has been used on several occasions to model the carotid bifurcation.  Most recently 
Hayase et al used CFD to compare two patch-angioplasty carotid endarterectomies with 
two carotids arteries which had undergone carotid stenting (Hayase, Tokunaga et al. 
2011). Unfortunately this was not validated with real models, but a difference between 
the two treatment modalities was shown. Birchall et al used CFD to assess the WSS in 
carotid arteries with a significant stenosis (Birchall, Zaman et al. 2006). This study 
demonstrated turbulent flow and low WSS distal to the stenosis.  Lee et al used MRI 
images to generate a mesh for CFD.  These solutions defined regions of low and high 
WSS. This study did not validate results against models (Lee, Antiga et al. 2008). 
Similarly Xue et al identified differences in flow through a stenosed carotid bifurcation 
using CFD on MRA reconstructions of stenosed carotid bifurcations.  It was shown that 
minimal stenosis within the bulb removes areas of flow disturbance, but more severe 
stenosis result in jets of high velocity flow with recirculation in its lee (Xue, Gao et al. 
2008). Nguyen et al studied the effect of different bifurcation angles using CFD to show 
that in theoretical models with greater angulation into the ICA there were areas of very 
low WSS (Nguyen, Clark et al. 2008). 
3.5.1 Geometry definition  
3.5.1.1 Extensions  
The length of the models created by Scan IP using ultrasound images was 40-65mm.   
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Extensions of at least 3 diameters have been shown to be required to limit any artefactual 
geometric features which affect flow (Hoi, Wasserman et al. 2010), so a 50mm extension 
was adopted to be certain of ensuring this. The completed model in Scan IP was exported 
to Scan CAD (the computer aided design component of Simpleware). The AP and lateral 
diameters of the ends of the model were averaged to give a diameter in order to construct 
a 50mm cylindrical extension.  Using the rotate and translate function the cylinder was 
positioned to be orthogonal with the end of the model and accurately aligned. 
The model, with its extensions, was then exported back to Scan IP and the transition to 
the extension smoothed using the 3D editing tools. This localised the smoothing to a 5-
10mm section at the transition zone, so as to avoid altering the morphology of the model.  
The model could then be exported as an IGES file with the whole extended model being 
5000-7000 triangles.  Initial trials using models with more elements could not be meshed 
within Gambit due to the complex nature of the irregular 3-dimensional model. 
3.5.1.2 Surface and volume meshing  
This IGES file was then exported to Gambit (2.2 Ansys UK Ltd, Sheffield, UK).  The 
ends of the extensions had been slightly rounded in the process of conversion to the IGES 
file.  To produce clean model boundary zones an orthogonal plane was identified on the 
rounded surface then a 5-6mm section of the extension removed.  This left a clean 
boundary zone.  The surface was then meshed using triangular elements.  The inflow and 
outflows were identified as CCA, ICA and ECA respectively.   
For surface meshing which did not produce extremely skewed elements > 0.95 Gambit 
was used to mesh the volume. Skewed elements are those which are significantly 
differently sized compared to the ideal. When there were extremely skewed elements of 
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the surface mesh >0.95 this surface mesh was then exported to the accessory mesh 
modification programme TGrid (3.6.8 Ansys UK Ltd, Sheffield, UK).  This programme 
enables the smoothing and swapping of these extremely skewed elements to reduce the 
maximum skewness to below 0.95.  The volume mesh was then created using tetrahedra, 
so these were unstructured meshes.  Each mesh took 1-2 hours to produce from the 3-
dimensional model produced by Scan IP. 
3.5.2 CFD solutions  
The volume mesh was then exported to a CFD programme, Fluent 6.2 (Ansys UK Ltd, 
Sheffield, UK). This programme has been used previously to investigate haemodynamics 
at the carotid bifurcation (Nguyen, Clark et al. 2008). The mesh was scaled to the correct 
units (mm) and dimensions. The smooth/swap function was used to eliminate extremely 
skewed elements within the volume mesh which would not allow the CFD solution to 
converge.   
The coupled and node based solver was used as it produces more accurate results with 
unstructured (tetrahedral) volume meshes. The same conditions were used as for flow 
visualisation. The fluid selected was blood with a density of 1050kg/m3 and viscosity of 
0.0035kg/m-s. The CCA was selected as velocity inlet and ECA (weighting 0.3) and ICA 
(weighting 0.7) selected as outflow. The CCA inflow rates were 300ml/min and 
400ml/min. Complete results were obtained for both flow rates. 
3.5.2.1 Steady flow  
The solution was initialised from the CCA.  Monitoring of residual was set at 1x10-6 for 
continuity.  The programme was then set to iterate (solve) with a courant number of 5 for 
up to 10000 iterations.  If this did not produce convergence a further 10000 iterations 
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were commenced until convergence was achieved.  A steady flow solution took around 2 
hours to produce from once the mesh had been completed 
3.5.2.2 Pulsatile flow  
The same graph of a standard carotid waveform used for flow visualisation was also used 
for CFD.  The graph, in arbitrary units, was imported into an Excel spreadsheet.  The 
curve was considered in sections.  For each section the best match polynomial equation 
was obtained, up to 6
th
 order.  To ensure a smooth transition at each change from one 
equation to the next the equations were differentiated and the gradients calculated.  As 
these were similar in the two equations at each changeover the equations were accepted 
(Appendix 2).  As the graph was created in arbitrary units the formula had a correction 
factor applied.  This used the cross sectional area of the CCA extension of each model 
and the correction multiplier was individual to each model (Appendix 3). 
3.5.2.2.1 Solution using pulsatile flow  
For a solution to be generated with around 2 weeks per model, a model incorporating 
around 30,000-70,000 elements was chosen. Previous studies have shown that 35,000-
40,000 tetrahedral based models to be sufficient to describe the carotid bifurcation; 
increasing the number produced no qualitative change in haemodynamic patterns 
(Milner, Moore et al. 1998). One hundred time steps were set per cardiac cycle. Previous 
CFD studies of carotid bifurcation haemodynamics have shown 40 time steps per second 
to be adequate (Nguyen, Clark et al. 2008). The solution was commenced using 5000 
iterations per time step as required to achieve continuity of under 10
-3
. One whole cardiac 
cycle was allowed to solve, before results were taken in the second cycle.  Using the 
autosave function data were recorded every 5 time steps (20 per cardiac cycle).  This was 
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chosen to be as near as possible to each frame recorded during flow visualisation (70 
beats per minute and 25 frames per second). The velocity at the CCA inflow was 
recorded to ensure quality-control of the flow waveform. Pulsatile flow solutions took a 
variable length of time between 10 days and 10 weeks depending on the mesh and the 
computer used (all were office desktop computers).  
3.5.3 Interpretation of data - WSS  
The solutions for each time step were exported to Tecplot 9.0 (Tecplot inc. Bellevue, 
WA,USA).  This enabled calculation of mean WSS as coloured maps (see Figure 3.16 for 
an example).  Limits were set to 0-1Pa; this enabled the low extremes of WSS, <0.4Pa, 
which have been demonstrated to be detrimental (Malek, Alper et al. 1999), to be 
highlighted in blues and the higher physiological levels of WSS to be viewed in the other 
colours of the spectrum. Cine images were also taken, which represented wall shear stress 
changing with changing velocity inflow during the cardiac cycle. 
 
Figure 3.16 Example WSS map with key on the right. 
3.5.3.1 Oscillatory Shear Index  
At each datapoint on the surface of the CFD solution the direction of flow (antegrade or 
retrograde) was determined for each time step.  The proportion of the cardiac cycle that 
the flow is antegrade can then be determined. This was again expressed as a map with the 
full OSI range of 0-1 expressed. Lee et al determined that in healthy adults 90% of nodal 
OSI figures are within 0.24 and 95% within 0.31 and found significant correlation with 
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other measures of haemodynamics including time averaged WSS (Lee, Antiga et al. 
2009). 
3.5.3.2 Validation  
Images for comparison with the flow visualisation images for validation were required.  
Velocity data in all 3 planes was imported to Tecplot. Therefore planes were set through 
the CCA extension, bulb and ICA extension in the same positions as those recorded 
during flow visualisation (Figure 3.13). Velocity vector plots were then produced for 
comparison with flow visualisation images to validate the CFD findings. 
3.6 Summary of methodology  
Patients were recruited who had carotid intervention performed at the Royal Liverpool 
Hospital.  Procedures were CEA with primary closure, 5mm and 8mm patch angioplasty.  
One group of patients were recruited for imaging peri-operatively, following completion 
of patch angioplasty closure.  A further group of patients were recruited at up to one year 
following CEA with either patch or primary closure. 
All patients had transverse greyscale ultrasound scanning using a probe mounted on a 
specially designed rig to enable images to be recorded at exactly the same position. These 
2-dimensional images were used to make a 3-dimensional image of the lumen of each 
patient’s reconstructed artery using computer software.   
Physical models were then made using for flow visualisation. These models were then 
incorporated into a mock circulation.  Fluid with similar properties to blood and a tracer 
can be pumped through this circulation under the control of a computerised pump which 
generated waveforms similar to those measured in vivo.  The tracer was directly 
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visualised to demonstrate flow phenomena such as flow separation, recirculation and 
turbulence. 
The same computer generated models were used to form a mesh that was imported into 
computerised fluid dynamics (CFD) programme.  The same flow data was used.  The 
programme was then run to calculate flow patterns and WSS. 
3.7 Limitations of methodology  
Using ultrasound as the basis of imaging is labour intensive and does not produce images 
that can be used in some patients.  Images require manual thresholding for each slice 
which is time consuming and may be subjective.  Intra-operative imaging and patients 
with a high carotid bifurcation were particularly challenging.  The alternative of 3D-US 
was not a possible option due to the size of the image acquired. CTA has the ethical 
complication of requiring intravenous iodinated–contrast medium with its inherent risk of 
renal damage.  MRA is costly, again has contrast risks and is unpleasant for patients, and 
patient recruitment would be significantly more difficult. 
Both flow visualisation and CFD make some assumptions that may reduce the accuracy 
of results.  Blood is not a Newtonian fluid and this effect could not be modeled 
experimentally.  The CFD models allow no compliance and the silicone model for flow 
visualisation has very little compliance, this effect again could not be modeled 
experimentally.   
Individual patients’ flow data obtained by Doppler recording did not appear to be 
accurate, therefore standardised flow rates were used, similar to those recorded in normal 
subjects (Ford, Alperin et al. 2005). The effects of simplifying the geometry by not 
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considering the superior thyroid artery was considered to be small based on work by 
Zhao et al (Zhao, Xu et al. 1999). 
The time-consuming processes required to perform both flow visualisation and CFD 
preclude large numbers of bifurcations being studied in this degree of detail so the results 
from this study can only provide an indication of the fluid dynamics. 
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Chapter 4. Defining geometric differences with primary 
closure and patch angioplasty after carotid endarterectomy 
4.1 Introduction 
An accurate method of defining the geometry is essential for meaningful research into the 
effect of a patch and the carotid haemodynamics but, as yet, remains unreported. Previous 
studies have shown little variation in carotid geometry between young adults, but much 
greater variation amongst older adults (Thomas, Antiga et al. 2005), such as those who 
suffer from carotid stenosis. Difficulties with quantifying these geometric differences 
include the complex nature of this three-dimensional structure and the considerable 
natural variation in the geometry of the carotid bifurcation (Goubergrits, Affeld et al. 
2002).  Also, as the cross-section of the carotid bifurcation is frequently elliptical in 
shape (Goubergrits, Affeld et al. 2002), at least either the cross-sectional area, or 
consideration of diameters in two planes is required.  
The carotid geometry cannot be standardised due to the high anatomical variability of the 
carotid bifurcation (Thomas, Antiga et al. 2005).  In addition, an accurate morphological 
assessment of a preoperative ICA, which warrants intervention for carotid stenosis, 
cannot be accurately compared to its post-operative morphology. Furthermore, the only 
possible control group are healthy arteries; a postoperative control group cannot be 
generated as this would require normal subjects with no indication for intervention. There 
would, therefore, appear to be a need for a parameter to reflect the geometry of the 
carotid bifurcation in individual patients.   
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4.1.1 Geometric changes with cylindrical vessel  
Figure 4.1 demonstrates that the effect of adding a patch to the cross section of an artery, 
assumed to be a cylinder of uniform diameter, is to increase the circumference and, 
therefore, the diameter and cross-sectional area.  Intuitively, a large patch would cause a 
greater increase in the circumference and cross-sectional area than with a small patch.  It 
would also be expected that the proportional increase in cross-section would be greater in 
a smaller vessel.  
 
Figure 4.1.  A schematic representation of the effect of a patch angioplasty on the geometrical cross-
section of an axisymmetric artery. 
The effect of incorporating a patch into the carotid bifurcation has been studied in canine 
common carotid arteries. This study demonstrated that around 2mm of the additional 
patch width is lost from the total circumference of the reconstructed vessel due to 
suturing (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992). Therefore, with a 5mm patch 3mm would be 
added to the circumference; similarly an 8mm patch would add 6mm to the 
circumference. Table 4.1 shows the effect of adding patches of 5mm and 8mm on the 
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cross-sectional areas of a cylinder of uniform diameter in the range 2-8mm. This data 
highlights that the increase in cross-sectional area is greatest in the smallest cylinder with 
the larger, 8mm patch. The numbers in parentheses represent a ratio, produced by 
dividing the cross-sectional area of the patched cylinder by the cross-sectional area of the 
unpatched cylinder.  In practice, incorporating an 8mm patch in a 3mm artery would 
increase its cross-sectional area by 168% whilst with the same 8mm patch in an 8mm 
artery the percentage increase is only 53%.  These results were predictable in the simple 
situation of a uniform cylinder. In the actual carotid bifurcation where the cross-section is 
often elliptical, it would be necessary to consider changes in cross sectional area 
incorporating the minor and major axis diameters through the bifurcation.    
Table 4.1.  The effect of adding 5mm and 8mm patches to the cross-sectional area of a cylinder (ratio 
of patched: original area in parentheses). 
Artery 
diameter (mm) 
Artery cross-sectional 
area (mm
2
) 
Area with a 5mm 
patch (mm
2
) 
Area with a 8mm 
patch (mm
2
) 
2 3.14  6.86 (2.18) 12.01 (3.82) 
3 7.07 12.29 (1.74) 18.93 (2.68) 
4 12.57 19.28 (1.53) 27.43 (2.18) 
5 19.64 27.85 (1.42) 37.50 (1.91) 
6 28.28 37.99 (1.34) 49.14 (1.74) 
7 38.49 49.71 (1.29 62.35 (1.62) 
8 50.27 62.99 (1.25) 77.14 (1.53) 
 
4.2 Methodology 
4.2.1 Patients, models and geometry measurements  
Patients were recruited, scanned and models produced as described in chapter 3. 
Anterior-posterior (AP) diameters (dSA) and lateral diameters (dLA) were taken using the 
facility within the ScanIP software. This procedure enabled accurate orthogonal 
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recording at 5mm intervals through the CCA, bulb and ICA of every model. The 
positions are demonstrated in Figure 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.2. The definitions of dSA, dLA and the positions of measurements for the carotid indices. 
4.2.2 Geometry indices 
The carotid configuration shown is schematically in Figure 4.2; diameters in the long 
(dLA) and short axes (dSA) of the reconstructed models were taken at 5mm intervals above 
and below the ICA origin.  The CCA origin (reference CCA) is defined as the normal 
artery, proximal to the atherosclerosis and the patch and acts as the denominator term in 
the geometry indices.  The following geometrical indices were defined: 
Index based on long axis (LA) length:  
Equation 4.1:  IndexLA = dLA/dLA in the reference CCA  
Index based on short axis (SA) length:  
Equation 4.2: IndexSA= dSA/dSA in the reference CCA  
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Index based on cross-sectional area (CA):   
Equation 4.3: IndexCA= dLA x dSA/ dLA x dSA in the reference CCA 
The calculation for IndexCA is based on the formula for an ellipse (ie. A = πdLA dSA/4). 
The software did not allow measurement of the cross sectional area, so this calculation 
was used. To enable comparison between normal carotid arteries, primary closures, 5mm 
patch angioplasty and 8mm patch angioplasty median index figures were calculated at 
each 5mm point proximal and distal to the ICA origin. These could then be compared to 
the normal carotid geometry to define the changes made by endarterectomy. 
4.2.3 Validation methodology  
A realistic carotid bifurcation based on the normal geometry of healthy carotid arteries 
was used to study the effects of adding patches of different sizes. The median figures for 
the cohort of normal, healthy arteries were used to define a basis for the predicted 
models. These predicted geometric models of a primary closure, 5mm and 8mm patch 
angioplasty were generated and these were then used to validate against the actual 
clinical cohort. Considering that around 2mm of the patch width is lost from the 
circumference of the vessel during suturing (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992), 3mm was added 
to the circumference for the 5mm patch and 6mm for the 8mm patch. For primary 
closure, a reduction in circumference of 1mm was estimated (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992). 
The patch was assumed to be positioned between 20mm proximal to the ICA origin and 
15mm distally. After these adjustments were made to the circumference in the three 
models, the IndexLA, IndexSA and IndexCA were subsequently calculated. Comparison of 
the actual and predicted geometrical indices was then made. 
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Patient Recruitment and Demographics 
Thirty-four patients were recruited for scanning; 11 scans were performed intra-
operatively and 23 postoperatively.  The median age was 70 years (range 53-87), 16 were 
male and 18 female.  The CEA was performed on the left side in 16 patients and 18 on 
the right side.  In the post-operative group scanning was performed at a median of 11 
months (range 5-13) following surgery. Nineteen models were suitable for full analysis 
(59%), the details of which are shown in Table 4.2.  Reasons for failure of model 
generation were poor image quality or high bifurcation which resulted in inadequate 
capture of the ICA in eight patients. Excessive patient movement prevented 3D model 
construction for three patients.  Two sets of images had no view of the ECA origin and 
were not included.  One intraoperative model failed to include the proximal limit of the 
carotid patch and was excluded. One additional model was partially successful, sufficient 
for geometrical analysis of the CCA.  
Table 4.2.  Number of patients in each group. * One additional model was partially successful, 
sufficient for geometrical analysis of the CCA. Female patient numbers in paratheses. 
 Scans 
N 
8mm 
patch 
Successful 
model 
5mm 
patch 
Successful 
model 
Primary 
closure 
Successful 
model 
Postop 23(12) 11(6) 5 (2) 6(2) 4(1) 6 (4) 6 (4) 
Intraop 11(6) 8 (5) 2 (1*) 3 (1) 2(1) 0 0 
 
4.3.2 Normal geometry 
Eight healthy volunteers between the ages of 25 and 45 were scanned and models made 
to define the normal anatomy. A stylised view of the median dSA and dLA is shown in 
Figure 4.3 to illustrate the basis for the predicted models. As would be predicted, the 
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carotid artery broadens elliptically just proximal to the bifurcation, which is most 
pronounced in the lateral axis as two vessels emerge in that plane.  The sudden decrease 
at the bifurcation is due to the measurement just including the ICA. The carotid bulb is 
present for 10mm before reducing to the diameter of the distal ICA by 15mm distal to the 
flow divider. 
 
Figure 4.3.  Stylised image of the median dSA and dLA for normal models, negative figures represent 
proximal progression into the CCA. 
4.3.4 Three-dimensional geometry 
Qualitative assessment of the three-dimensional reconstructions, which are shown in 
Figure 4.4, demonstrated an increase in the carotid bulb dimensions in the patched group, 
which appeared to increase with greater patch width.  Several of the 8mm patch models 
appeared to have a much larger bulb than the distal ICA.  By comparison, as may be 
expected in primary closures the carotid bulb appeared to be almost non-existent 
compared to the normal and patched models. 
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Figure 4.4.  Three-dimensional images of the carotid bifurcation in a: healthy volunteers, b: primary 
closures, c: 5mm patch angioplasty, d: 8mm patch angioplasty (final image used for CCA dimensions 
only as ICA images unclear) 
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4.3.5 Index results 
4.3.5.1 Single dimensional results 
Quantitative analysis utilising IndexLA (lateral measurements) demonstrated an increasing 
index with larger patches as shown in Figure 4.5. The 8mm patch group was considerably 
greater than the 5mm patch group through the patched segment, with clear separation in 
the interquartile ranges.  The 5mm patch group was of greater diameter than the normal 
group in the CCA, but not the ICA; this finding may, at least in part be explained by a 
slightly smaller distal ICA in this group.  
A similar relationship between patch size and increasing index was observed with the 
IndexSA (anterior-posterior), as shown in Figure 4.6. The prediction was for a less 
dramatic increase in IndexSA in throughout the carotid bulb as this reflects the less 
accentuated broadening for the two vessel origins seen in the IndexLA.  The actual results 
were as predicted.  The separation between the 8mm patch group and the other groups 
was seen almost throughout the carotid bulb.  Both the primary closure and 5mm patch 
groups had a native IndexSA which was 0.1 lower than the healthy and 8mm patch groups.  
This difference may have had the effect of producing a lower index result through all of 
the ICA in these two groups. Therefore the anticipated IndexSA increase with the 5mm 
patch compared to normal was not seen in this dimension. 
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Figure 4.5. a. Actual IndexLA with b. predicted below. On the x-axis, 0 refers to the ICA origin; 
negative figures are mm proximal to the bifurcation and positive figures distal to the bifurcation. 
Vertical bars denote the interquartile ranges (Note: some have been shifted slightly in the x-axis 
direction for clarity). 
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Figure 4.6. a. Actual IndexSA with b. predicted below. On the x-axis, 0 refers to the ICA origin; 
negative figures are mm proximal to the bifurcation and positive figures distal to the bifurcation. 
Vertical bars denote the interquartile ranges (Note: some have been shifted slightly in the x-axis 
direction for clarity). 
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4.3.6 Results for IndexCA  
Quantitative analysis of IndexCA, based on cross-sectional area, again demonstrated 
increasing index with larger patches as displayed in Figure 4.7. As IndexCA is a function 
of both IndexLA and IndexSA the anticipated cross-sectional area increases through the 
carotid bulb were substantially greater than either of the one dimensional indices.  The 
8mm patch group had indices considerably greater than the other groups; this was 
accentuated between 20mm and 10mm proximal to the flow divider.  In the 5mm group 
in the CCA, the IndexCA was greater than normal, as was anticipated. However, in the 
ICA the index was lower than the normal group.  This may be explained by the 5mm 
patch group having a lower index value in the native ICA. The primary closure group 
were anticipated to have a reduction in index to 0.8 in the CCA; this was indeed 
observed, however, the IndexCA was considerably less than expected, demonstrating that 
primary closure does cause stenosis within the reconstructed carotid artery. 
4.3.6.1 Index results and comparison  
The IndexCA became greater through the carotid bulb and this was more pronounced with 
the patched bifurcations, particularly so for the 8mm patched group compared to the 5mm 
patched group. This comparison is displayed in Table 4.3. In primary closures a degree of 
stenosis was noted between 15 and 20mm proximal to the flow divider with a median 
IndexCA of 0.97 and 0.91. The proximal dilatation was longer in the 8mm patches, 
extending to 25mm proximal to the ICA origin, compared to 20mm in the 5mm patch 
group. 
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Figure 4.7. a. Actual IndexCA with b. predicted below. On the x-axis, 0 refers to the ICA origin; 
negative figures are mm proximal to the bifurcation and positive figures distal to the bifurcation. 
Vertical bars denote the interquartile ranges (Note: some have been shifted slightly in the x-axis 
direction for clarity). 
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Table 4.3 Comparison of median IndexCA (defined in equation 3) between normal, primary closures, 
5mm patch and 8mm patch, with interquartile ranges (IQR). 
Position Normal n=8 Primary Closure 
n=6 
5mm Patch n=6 8mm Patch n=7 
 Index
CA 
IQR Index
CA 
IQR Index
CA 
IQR Index
CA 
IQR 
CCA 
origin 
1 1-1 1 1-1 1 1-1 1 1-1 
-30 1.00 0.97-1.01 1.00 1.00-1.00 0.97 0.96-1.01 1.02 1.00-1.13 
-25 0.98 0.89-1.02 1.07 1.03-1.10 1.09 0.96-1.14 1.32 1.15-1.63 
-20 0.97 0.92-1.08 0.91 0.83-0.99 1.10 1.06-1.43 1.78 1.68-2.22 
-15 1.25 1.00-1.27 0.97 0.81-1.13 1.31 1.06-1.43 2.16 1.72-2.79 
-10 1.65 1.56-1.81 1.18 1.00-1.71 1.58 1.35-1.85 2.47 2.00-3.26 
-5 2.67 2.02-2.83 1.66 1.40-2.33 1.92 1.84-2.42 3.19 2.63-3.67 
ICA origin 1.48 1.43-1.67 1.32 1.01-1.50 1.14 0.90-1.49 1.86 1.64-2.05 
5 1.10 0.84-1.47 1.22 0.95-1.26 1.07 0.67-1.22 1.43 1.19-1.50 
10 0.82 0.57-1.07 0.89 0.78-1.00 0.58 0.48-0.67 0.93 0.76-1.10 
15 0.56 0.43-0.64 0.62 0.44-0.84 0.44 0.34-0.64 0.58 0.43-0.93 
20 0.52 0.43-0.64 0.54 0.41-0.61 0.41 0.27-0.55 0.51 0.31-0.90 
Distal ICA 0.52 0.43-0.63 0.47 0.40-0.50 0.41 0.29-0.53 0.51 0.29-0.90 
 
The difference in IndexCA between the different groups was greatest between -25mm and 
-5mm from the flow divider. Therefore, the mid-point of -15mm was taken as a reference 
for indication of percentage difference between various closure techniques. Compared to 
the normal group, the IndexLA was 14% smaller for primary closures,15% greater for 
5mm patches and 40% greater for 8mm patch (predicted indices: 6% smaller, 21% and 
34% greater respectively). The IndexSA was 10% smaller for primary closures, 1% greater 
for 5mm patches and 20% greater for 8mm patches (predicted indices were 5% smaller, 
18% and 31% greater respectively). In contrast, in the ICA the IndexSA was similar across 
different types of closure as shown in Figure 4.6. Compared to the normal cohort, the 
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IndexCA at was 24% smaller for primary closures, 5% greater for 5mm patches and 75% 
greater for 8mm patch (predicted indices: 11% smaller, 38% and 76% greater 
respectively).  
4.3.7 Validation results 
The predicted model anticipated a small increase in all indices with a 5mm patch and this 
was observed within the CCA of the patient models. The larger 8mm patch was predicted 
to increase all indices substantially more than the 5mm patch which was also confirmed 
in the patient results (IndexCA 75% compared to 5% increase respectively). The increase 
in all indices anticipated from the predicted models was not seen in the ICA with the 
5mm patch and was less than predicted in 8mm patches. An explanation, at least in part, 
may be due to the native anatomy with a median IndexCA in the native ICA of 0.41 in the 
5mm patch group, but 0.51 in the 8mm patch group and 0.52 in the normal group. This 
discrepancy may also be due to technical issues since larger suture bites may be required 
in the thinner-walled, endarterectomised ICA to achieve haemostasis.  This prediction 
model may also have underestimated the loss of circumference due to arterial suturing as 
this was estimated from an animal experimental model (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992). 
4.4 Discussion  
The index defined in this chapter provides a simple method to describe the geometrical 
differences between the types of arterial closure following carotid endarterectomy. 
Validation was achieved through direct comparison between the actual patient models 
and a predicted model based on normal geometry.  A simple calculation based on 
adjustment to the circumference of a circle was demonstrated to be inadequate as the two 
axes were very different due to the elliptical nature of the vessels.   
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The circumference and radius of an artery are increased by incorporating a patch, which 
increased proportionately dependent on the width of the patch. Conversely primary 
closure reduces these dimensions. The wider patch increased the IndexLA more than 
IndexSA.  This effect is due to the patch being placed within the anterior wall of the 
bifurcation. As the longitudinal axis of a carotid vessel is usually parallel to the anterior 
wall, the increase is therefore greatest in this horizontal plane.  
4.4.1 Comparison to published literature  
It has been reported previously that primary closure may result in a small decrease in the 
dimensions of the carotid bifurcation (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992, Archie 1997). This is 
corroborated by the current study, where the IndexCA at 15mm proximal to the ICA origin 
was 0.9 in the primary closure patients which may represent the proximal extent of the 
endarterectomy. A ‘step’ in this area, ie. a sudden increase in the vessel cross-section was 
reported by Archie as a possible explanation for both strokes and late restenosis (Archie 
1996a). It may be that a step is more apparent in the primarily closed reconstruction. 
The geometrical changes following patching and CEA have been reported in several 
studies.  Archie estimated cross-sectional area using a single diameter to describe the 
effects of a vein patch angioplasty (Archie 1987),
 
identifying a ratio of 1:2.9 between an 
unpatched artery and an artery which had vein-patch angioplasty. In a further study, 
Archie compared primary closure, vein and synthetic patch angioplasty to the 
preoperative dimensions (Archie 1997). No attempt was made to compare the effects of 
different sized patches or standardise measurements considering each patient’s own 
CCA/ICA measurements to define the geometric differences. The length of the ICA bulb 
was measured to be longer following patch angioplasty, however, the cross-sectional area 
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was not considered. In terms of the haemodynamic influence of a patch, the change in 
cross-sectional area is an important parameter, but one that has been largely ignored in 
previous studies. This was primarily due to the lack of a common denominator, for which 
the patients’ own CCA dimensions were used here. The current study has identified a 
geometric index which can be used to describe these changes and as such offers an 
opportunity to compare the haemodynamic impact of primary closure with patch 
angioplasty of varying sizes in the clinical situation. The only experimental evidence 
comparing different patch size was based on the repair of a canine CCA with primary 
closure, a 5mm or 10mm patch. This study demonstrated differences in geometry and 
increased haemodynamic disturbances with the larger patch; this paper was discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 1.5 (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992). 
Limitations of the material within this chapter require discussion. The ‘normal’ group and 
the validation model were based on the assessments of young, healthy volunteers and 
may not fully represent the geometry of the older patient. However, the healthy 
volunteers were the most appropriate control group; the contralateral vessel in patients 
would not have been helpful considering the high prevalence of bilateral carotid disease 
and inherent anatomical variance. The formula for an ellipse was used to calculate the 
cross-sectional area; this was dictated by limitations of the software. However, this 
technique enabled orthogonal measurement of diameters at defined points through the 
models. The authors are not aware of any other studies which have defined carotid 
geometry to this level of detail. The difference in the elastic properties of the patch 
material and the carotid tissue may also have an influence on the geometry but this effect 
was ignored in deriving the predicted geometry. A further effect of endarterectomy of the 
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carotid bifurcation may be to increase the compliance of the vessel as the residual arterial 
wall is thinner.  This will clearly have a greater influence in the clinical models than in 
the predicted models which were rigid structures.  
4.5 Conclusions 
The inclusion of a patch increases the dimensions of the carotid bulb, more so with a 
greater patch width.  Primary closure reduces the dimensions of the reconstructed carotid 
bulb. The indices based on ratio between the measurement at a series of defined points in 
the carotid bifurcation and the native CCA offer a simple method to define the geometry 
of the reconstructed carotid bifurcation. This definition allows comparison between 
morphologies which, in turn, enables comparison of the influence on haemodynamics. 
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Chapter 5. Flow visualisation and validation of computational 
fluid dynamics  
5.1 Introduction 
Experimental flow visualisation is often used to illustrate the flow patterns within a three-
dimensional structure and has extensively been used as a method to study 
haemodynamics (Fisher, How et al. 2001). Abnormal flow phenomena such as flow 
separation and recirculation may be seen.  Flow visualisation results are limited to 
producing qualitative data. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) studies can produce 
similar images to flow visualisation by showing velocity vectors, which again is 
qualitative, however, CFD can also produce quantitative data.  The American Institute of 
Aeronatics and Astronomics have published guidelines for the performance of CFD 
which advise that validation of CFD should be performed to improve the credibility of 
results (The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1998). In many CFD–
based haemodynamic studies this validation step is often ignored. Comparison to 
experimental data is used to ensure that CFD results are physically realistic. In the 
context of complex flow structures through a three-dimensional model, a comparison 
with flow visualisation is recognised to be suitable for validation (Zonglin 2003). 
5.2 Method 
5.2.1 Flow visualisation  
Flow visualisation of selected carotid reconstructions was performed as described in 
chapter 3.  A healthy bifurcation was selected to provide a comparator to the post-
surgical models. Three primary closures (post-operative), 3 postoperative and 2 intra-
operative 5mm patch angioplasties, and 3 postoperative and 2 intra-operative 8mm patch 
angioplasties were selected. A representative set of flow visualisation images of each 
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repair was selected on the basis of representation of the usual geometric features of that 
type of repair, as described in chapter 4. Anterior-posterior (AP) and lateral views which 
best illustrated flow, from the CCA into the ICA bulb were selected.  Still images at the 
acceleration of systole (15-20% of cardiac cycle), peak of systole (25% of cardiac cycle), 
deceleration of systole (25-30%) and mid diastole (70%) were collected.   
5.2.2 Validation methodology 
CFD data for the same models used for flow visualisation were uploaded to image 
viewing software ((Tecplot inc. Bellevue, WA,USA).  Through the use of 3D 
manipulation, the slice which most closely represented the geometrical slice of the flow 
visualisation image was selected.  Velocity vector images from the same 4 points within 
the cardiac cycle were collected.  Visual comparison was made of flow direction, regions 
of flow separation and recirculation. Some assessment of velocity could be made from 
assessment of length of streak lines, though this was limited as only one planar image can 
be used at a time as each image is recorded individually and the particle considered may 
leave that plane.  Where the two images appeared to show similar features in the same 
region of the carotid bulb the validation was considered to be qualitatively good. 
5.3 Results  
5.3.1 Normal, healthy bifurcation 
In the healthy bifurcation during the acceleration phase of systole antegrade flow is seen 
throughout the CCA, bulb and ICA, as shown in Figure 5.1.  In this example the ECA is 
small, with a diameter of 2.75mm, compared to the ICA diameter of 5.5mm. Therefore, 
as the flow split was set at 70:30 ICA: ECA, flow appears to predominate in the ECA.  
The flow velocity appears greatest within the centre of the bulb near the flow divider, 
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seen in the flow visualisation image as longer streak lines and CFD image as larger 
vector arrows.  This high flow was most clearly in evidence on the AP view.  On the 
arterial walls opposite to the flow divider flow velocity appears lower on both the ICA 
and ECA aspects of the bulb.  At the peak of systole a very similar pattern of antegrade 
flow is visualised and predicted by CFD, although the velocity is considerably greater as 
seen in Figure 5.2.  
During the deceleration of systole an area of flow separation is seen opposite to the flow 
divider on the ICA aspect; this appears as an area of stagnation in the CFD image where 
no discernible flow was found as shown in Figure 5.3, most clearly defined on the AP 
image. A similar pattern is seen in Figure 5.4 during diastole. Antegrade flow was seen in 
the centre of the bulb, close to the flow divider. Flow separation was identified on the AP 
images in the proximal ICA.  The lateral image also indicates flow disturbance at a slight 
convexity of the bulb, though less defined than in the AP images. 
Table 5.1 indicates the number of frames which feature flow separation. In this healthy 
volunteer bifurcation the similarity between the flow visualisation images and CFD 
vector images was good.  The AP images showed more regions of interest which matched 
between both modalities of flow analysis and therefore, the flow visualisation was 
considered to validate the CFD predictions. 
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Table 5.1 Percentage of cardiac cycle displaying flow disturbance by model and median by group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model Proportion of cardiac cycle 
with flow separation (%) 
Median within group 
Normal 40 40 
   
Primary Closure 20 
40 Primary Closure 85 
Primary Closure 40 
   
5mm patch 45 
55 
5mm patch 60 
5mm patch 40 
5mm patch 55 
5mm patch 70 
   
8mm patch 65 
70 
8mm patch 75 
8mm patch 75 
8mm patch 55 
8mm patch 70 
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Figure 5.1 AP and lateral views of healthy bifurcation during acceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.2 AP and lateral views of healthy bifurcation during peak of systole 
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Figure 5.3 AP and lateral views of healthy bifurcation during deceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.4 AP and lateral views of healthy bifurcation during diasystole 
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5.3.2 Primary closure 
The first model primary closure model studied displayed the usual geometric features of 
primary closure, with very limited dilatation of the bulb.  Antegrade flow was found at all 
but 4 of 20 frames of the cardiac cycle, with no discernable flow separation or 
recirculation, as shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. During the deceleration of systole a 
region of flow separation was noted in the bulb on both flow visualisation and CFD 
predictions in Figure 5.8. The separation region was centred in a slight dilatation 
immediately distal to a slight stenosis likely to reflect the proximal limit of the 
endarterectomy.  
A further primary closure model was subjected to detailed scrutiny to ensure more robust 
validation of CFD, as few features of flow disturbance had been identified with the first 
model. This second model, shown in Figures 5.9-5.12, had a slight stenosis, again around 
the area of the proximal limit of the endarterectomy, but also a dilatation immediately 
distal to this in the carotid bulb. Antegrade flow was seen in the CCA during the 
acceleration phase of systole. In the bulb the velocity decreases within the larger lumen; 
flow is in the vessel centre with no discernible flow seen opposite the flow divider on 
either side (Figure5.9). Flow is then clearly antegrade in the ICA. At the peak of systole 
this pattern is more defined with recirculation seen in the CCA bulb at the ECA aspect 
and flow separation, though not clearly recirculation, in the ICA aspect (Figure5.10).  
There is no suggestion of flow disturbance in these areas on the lateral image. The AP 
image incorporates views of the bulb dilatation not apparent on the lateral image. 
During the deceleration of systole the same pattern is seen with recirculation opposite to 
the flow divider (Figure 5.11). The antegrade flow at the divider appears to have been 
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directed around the region of flow separation, depicted clearly by both visualisation and 
CFD.  The lateral view has an area of slightly shorter streak lines, implying lower 
velocity in the centre of the bulb, which reflects the geometry of the bulb dilation, seen 
on the AP views.  During diastole low central antegrade flow was identified with 
recirculation clearly in both ECA and ICA aspects of the bulb (Figure 5.12). Features of 
flow disturbance are described in Table 5.1. 
Several areas of flow disturbance were visualised and predicted by CFD in the second 
primary closure model. These areas were in the bulb immediately proximal to the flow 
divider, just distal to the expected proximal limit of the endarterectomy. Flow 
predominated close to the flow divider, which was also accurately predicted by CFD; 
validating the CFD technique. In the model with little carotid bulb dilatation a single 
feature of disturbed flow was identified which was corroborated by flow separation by 
flow visualisation.  
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Figure 5.5 AP and lateral views of primary closure during acceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.6 AP and lateral views of primary closure during peak of systole 
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Figure 5.7 AP and lateral views of primary closure during deceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.8 AP and lateral views of primary closure during diasystole 
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Figure 5.9 AP and lateral views of primary closure during acceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.10 AP and lateral views of primary closure during peak of systole 
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Figure 5.11 AP and lateral views of primary closure during deceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.12 AP and lateral views of primary closure during diasystole 
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5.3.3 5mm patch angioplasty  
In the 5mm patch angioplasty model studied, with pulsatile flow at 300ml/minute, 
antegrade flow was identified throughout the carotid bulb during acceleration and peak of 
systole in both flow visualisation and CFD images as seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 on 
both AP and lateral views. During the deceleration of systole antegrade flow is seen on 
the lateral view and within the CCA, centre of the bulb and ICA on the AP view, shown 
in Figure 5.15. At both the ECA and ICA margins of the bulb flow separation was 
identified on both flow visualisation and CFD, with visualisation confirming 
recirculation.  Diastolic flow was antegrade within the CCA, ICA and close to the flow 
divider within the bulb, as seen in Figure 5.16. Flow separation was found at the lateral 
margins of the ICA bulb, opposite to the flow divider.  On both flow modalities flow 
appeared to have been diverted around these areas of separation into the central portion of 
the vessel in both planes.  
Flow visualisation images correlate well with CFD velocity vector data at all stages of the 
cardiac cycle and thus, the CFD model has been validated, at least at a qualitative value. 
Images for the other five 5mm patch angioplasties, which had flow visualisation 
performed, produced similar flow patterns at the same stage of the cardiac cycle, with the 
exception of one case in which a sudden dilatation was noted at the proximal limit of the 
patch, as seen in Figure 5.17. The geometry of this model was orientated in such a way 
that the dilatation was on the ECA aspect of the bulb only; this was at least in part, due to 
angulation within the CCA. This geometry resulted in a large region of recirculation 
proximal to the flow divider at the ECA aspect of the carotid bulb. 
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Figure 5.13 AP and lateral views of 5mm patch angioplasty during acceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.14 AP and lateral views of 5mm patch angioplasty during peak of systole 
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Figure 5.15 AP and lateral views of 5mm patch angioplasty during deceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.16 AP and lateral views of 5mm patch angioplasty during diasystole 
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Figure 5.17 AP view of 5mm patch angioplasty during deceleration of systole 
5.3.4 8mm patch angioplasty 
In the larger, 8mm patch angioplasty, during acceleration of systole, flow velocity, seen 
as shorter streaklines and velocity vectors, decreased from the CCA into the CCA bulb, 
however, no flow separation was observed in either flow visualisation or CFD velocity 
vector data.   This pattern progressed through the bulb, with very low velocity in the bulb 
region.  Velocities were so low at the anterior margin of the bulb that no discernible flow 
could be seen.  In the ICA, beyond the bulb higher flow velocities were seen in Figure 
5.18.  At the peak of systole, antegrade, unidirectional flow was visualised throughout the 
CCA, the centre and posterior aspects of the bulb and ICA, seen in Figure 5.19.  Flow 
separation with a possible area of recirculation was seen on visualisation with either no 
flow or weak separation on CFD. During the deceleration of systole antegrade flow was 
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seen only within the CCA, the centre of the bulb and the ICA.  Posteriorly, anteriorly and 
at both lateral margins clear flow separation was noted; identified most clearly at the 
convexities of the model posteriorly and at the lateral margin of the ICA bulb (Figure 
5.20). Diastolic flow continued to show these features, though the velocity magnitude 
appeared lower (Figure 5.21).   The agreement between flow visualisation and CFD 
velocity vector data indicated flow separation in exactly the same regions of the model 
and stage of the cardiac cycle contribute to the validation of the CFD technique. 
In the other 8mm patch models, the patterns seen were very similar to the model 
described above; again with confirmation from both modalities.  Figure 5.22 features a 
further  model, which included a dilatation well within the CCA, presumably at the 
proximal limit of the patch.  This region has clear flow separation with recirculation 
through all stages of the cardiac cycle (Figure 5.22). 
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Figure 5.18 AP and lateral views of 8mm patch angioplasty during acceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.19 AP and lateral views of 8mm patch angioplasty during peak of systole 
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Figure 5.20 AP and lateral views of 8mm patch angioplasty during deceleration of systole 
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Figure 5.21 AP and lateral views of 8mm patch angioplasty during diasystole 
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Figure 5.22 AP view of a further 8mm patch angioplasty during deceleration of systole 
5.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
Combined flow visualisation and CFD analysis have shown more extensive areas of flow 
disturbance in 8mm patch angioplasty than 5mm patch angioplasty or primary closure.  In 
one primary closure a stenosis was found at around the proximal limit of the 
endarterectomy, distally regions of flow separation and recirculation were found; the 
extent of flow disturbance was similar to the 8mm patches. These images of flow 
disturbance were particularly concentrated during the deceleration phase of systole, 
unsurprisingly, as the velocity is decreasing most rapidly at this stage of the cardiac 
cycle.   
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The agreement between flow visualisation images and CFD predictions for normal and 
all types of CEA repair was good and sufficient to validate the CFD modelling used for 
within this thesis.  Many CFD studies neglect the validation phase of the modelling of 
flow dynamics (Hayase, Tokunaga et al. 2011), however the authors considered 
validation to be an essential component of the thesis, as recommend by consensus (The 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1998). Later findings within this 
thesis using this CFD methodology will, therefore, be more powerful.  The images from 
these analyses of flow dynamics would suggest a better profile from a 5mm patch 
angioplasty compared to 8mm patch angioplasty.  Following  this qualitative validation 
of the CFD results, further CFD analyses of more patients could provide validated, 
quantitative, evidence of flow dynamic profiles.   
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Chapter 6: The influence of Closure technique on local 
haemodynamics following carotid endarterectomy  
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The surgeon survey, presented in chapter 2 demonstrated that 65% of surgeons routinely 
incorporate patch closure in carotid bifurcation reconstruction, the remainder patch 
selectively. Of the obligate patch users, 58% utilised the full width of patch (median 
width 8mm), 28% routinely trimmed (median width 6mm) and 14% variably trimmed the 
patch (median width 7.5mm). Thus, there are 3 roughly equal-sized groups of patients: 
primary closure, trimmed patches and full size patches. 
The complexity of the carotid geometry influences the haemodynamics within. In 
addition, the incorporation of a patch in the carotid reconstruction has been shown in 
Chapter 4 to have a significant effect on the geometry of the carotid bifurcation.  The 
effects of these differing geometries have been shown in Chapter 5 to produce different 
flow patterns. Assessment of WSS allows quantification of these flow patterns, which can 
be calculated using computational fluid dynamic studies. Pathological WSS levels have 
been implicated in the development of atherosclerosis. 
6.2 Methods 
 
Patients and volunteers were recruited, scanned and models made as described in detail in 
chapter 3.  Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) studies were performed also described in 
chapter 3, with a flow split of 70% ICA to 30% ECA (Marshall, Papathanasopoulou et al. 
2004)  and inflow rates of 300ml/min and 400ml/min, as described in Section 3.3.4.3 on 
p102 (Ford, Alperin et al. 2005) (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2003).   Twenty data sets per 
cardiac cycle were used for analysis. 
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Time-averaged WSS data were displayed within the range of 0-1Pa to show the low 
extremes of WSS since values of < 0.4Pa, which have been demonstrated to be 
detrimental (Malek, Alper et al. 1999). OSI was presented in its full range of 0-1. OSI of 
> 0.3 has been suggested to represent disordered flow, in which the direction of the shear 
stress alternates frequently and is considered detrimental to arterial haemodynamics (Lee, 
Antiga et al. 2009). As WSS is proportional to the velocity gradient at the wall, a change 
in the sign in WSS is equivalent to a change in sign of the velocity, i.e. flow separation or 
recirculation. Statistical analysis of undifferentiated CFD data would not be valid 
considering the variation in size of each model and the number and size of mesh 
elements. For quantitative comparison the lowest WSS and highest OSI figures were 
recorded at the origin of the ICA and within the CCA proximal to the origin of the 
through the bifurcation. The lowest WSS around the entire circumference and highest 
OSI around the entire circumference were also recorded.  Statistical comparison was 
made through box-whisker plots (Campbell, Machin et al. 2007). 
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6.3 Results 
 
The number of patients and volunteers recruited and models made is described in 4.3.1 
and 4.3.2. All of these models were interrogated with unsteady (pulsatile flow) CFD 
studies at both 300ml/min and 400ml/min to ascertain the effect of variable flow rate. 
6.3.1 Flow of 300ml/min 
6.3.1.1 Normal Carotids at 300ml/minute 
 
Figure 6.1 shows the mean WSS (i.e. averaged over the cardiac cycle) and the OSI in 
normal carotid bifurcations.  The value of mean WSS varied between subjects within this 
group;  three of eight displayed extensive areas of darker blue colouring indicating shear 
stress below 0.2Pa,  three had small, non-circumferential regions of WSS below 0.3Pa 
and two had no areas of WSS <0.4Pa.  These variations were also reflected in the OSI 
plots; five models showed regions greater than 0.3, one of which was greater than 0.7 in 
parts.  These figures are displayed in Table 6.1. The more extensive areas of very low 
WSS and elevated OSI were largely confined to the CCA bulb, circumferential lowest 
WSS was in the CCA in 7 of 8 models. 
Table 6.1.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for normal models with a flow 
rate of 300ml/minute 
Model Lowest WSS 
at ICA origin 
(Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest OSI 
at ICA 
origin 
Highest 
OSI in  
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.5 1 1 0.1 0 0 
2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 0 
3 0.7 0.5 0.8 0 0.2 0 
4 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.7 0 
5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 0 
6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0 
7 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0 
8 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0 
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Figure 6.1. Time averaged WSS and OSI for normal bifurcations at 300ml/minute, ICA is the 
inferior outflow vessel. 
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6.3.1.2 Primary Closures  at 300ml/min  
For the primary closures, 3 of 6 models displayed areas of low WSS; model 4 had a small 
area of WSS at 0.3Pa and models 5 and 6 had more extensive, but non-circumferential 
WSS, below 0.2Pa, shown in Figure 6.2. In model 5 this pathological WSS extended 
from  the distal CCA into ICA origin. Models 1-3 all had WSS of at least 0.4Pa. 
Circumferential WSS was lowest at the ICA origin in 3 of 5 models, excluding the model 
with lowest WSS of 1. 
Model 5 had an elevated oscillatory shear index  of >0.5 and model 6 was >0.8. The 
region of OSI of >0.8 in model 6 was just proximal to the flow divider, wheras the OSI of 
>0.5 in model 5 extended from the CCA into the ICA origin, similar to the low WSS 
noted in the same model. Both of these two models demonstrated post-stenotic dilatation 
at the proximal endarterectomy site. A degree of stenosis was also noted in models 3 and 
4, but there was no dilatation distal to these stenoses and nor was OSI >0.3. 
Table 6.2.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for primary closures with a 
flow rate of 300ml/minute 
Model 
 
Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS  in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS  
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest OSI 
at ICA origin 
Highest 
OSI in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.4 0.7 1 0.1 0.1 0 
2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0 0 0 
3 0.5 1 0.7 0.2 0 0 
4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 
5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 
6 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.8 0 
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Figure 6.2. Time averaged WSS and OSI for primary closures at 300ml/minute, ICA is the inferior 
outflow vessel. 
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6.3.1.3 5mm patch angioplasty at 300ml/min  
All six 5mm patch angioplasty models had some areas of mean WSS below 0.4 Pa, 
shown in Figure 6.3.  Models 2 and 4 had very limited areas of WSS below 0.4 Pa which 
was confined to the CCA; models 1, 3 and 6  had WSS which was circumferentially 
below 0.3Pa and also regions below 0.2 Pa, but these were not circumferential. Model 5 
had circumferential WSS below 0.1Pa.  This atypical model was particularly large in 
CCA diameter (10.3mm, compared to a median of 5.8mm). In addition the WSS was 
0.5Pa in the more distal ICA compared to >1Pa in all other models. The lowest 
circumferential WSS was in the CCA in all models. Table 6.3 displays these results. 
In model 4 the OSI exceeded 0.3 in a very limited area; model 1 had OSI of 0.5 in a 
limited area within the CCA and model 2 had OSI in the CCA of 0.3. Small areas of OSI 
reached > 0.8 in 3 models. Model 3 appeared to have a very acute ECA origin with OSI 
of 0.8, indicating flow recirculation almost throughout the cardiac cycle, centred within. 
Model 6 had WSS of 0.2Pa only on the ECA aspect of the bifurcation, which was distal 
to an angle from which blood flow would have been directed towards the ICA; this 
finding was confirmed by OSI of >0.8 on the ECA aspect, but 0 on the ICA aspect. 
Table 6.3.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for 5mm patches with a flow 
rate of 300ml/minute. 
Model Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest 
OSI at 
ICA origin 
Highest 
OSI in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0 
2 0.7 0.3 0.5 0 0.3 0.1 
3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.1 
4 1 0.3 1 0 0.2 0 
5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.5 
6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 
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Figure 6.3. Time averaged WSS and OSI for 5mm patch angioplasty at 300ml/minute, ICA is the 
inferior outflow vessel. 
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6.3.1.4 8mm patch angioplasty at 300ml/min  
All seven 8mm patch angioplasty models displayed circumferential WSS of below 0.4Pa, 
seen in Figure 6.4. In addition all seven models had at least some small regions of WSS 
<0.2 Pa which was circumferential in models 2,5,6 and 7. These areas <0.2Pa were much 
more limited in the other models. Model 3 had 2 areas of WSS< 0.2, one just proximal to 
the flow divider, as also seen in the other models, the other area was much more proximal 
within the CCA at presumably the proximal limit of the patch.   The lowest 
circumferential WSS was in the CCA in all models. Table 6.4 displays trough WSS and 
peak OSI for each model. 
The OSI was >0.5 in 6 models and 0.3 in model 1.  OSI >0.5 was identified in models 5 
and 6 circumferentially. In addition models 3 and 6 had a specific area of OSI > 0.8 noted 
at a dilated region again presumed to be proximal to the patch limit. The highest levels of 
OSI were all seen within the CCA rather than at the ICA origin. 
Table 6.4.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for the 8mm patch models 
with a flow rate of 300ml/minute 
Model Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest 
OSI at  
ICA origin 
Highest 
OSI in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0 
2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 
3 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.1 
4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 
5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.5 
6 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.5 
7 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 
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Figure 6.4. Time averaged WSS and OSI for 8mm patch angioplasty at 300ml/minute, ICA is the 
inferior outflow vessel. Model 3 and 6 demonstrate OSI>0.8 in dilated region of patch 
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6.3.1.5 Model Comparison at 300ml/min  
Comparison of all model types shows that regions of very low WSS are seen in all 
groups, but primary closures had fewest areas of mean WSS below 0.4Pa. Table 6.5 
displays the median lowest WSS and highest OSI circumferentially, at the ICA origin and 
in the CCA. These figures are shown in Figure 6.5 as a box whisker plot. The extent of 
very low WSS is substantially greater in the 8mm patch angioplasty group with median 
circumferential WSS in the CCA compared to the other groups.  Comparison of  the 
trough WSS in any point within the ICA origin or CCA produced similar but less obvious 
results; the extent of similarity within the 8mm patch group at 0.2 Pa produced no box in 
the box whisker plot due to the uniformity. Despite the low numbers there is a 
statistically significant difference between PC and 8mm patches for WSS in the CCA ans 
lowest circumferential WSS.  
Similar results are identified using the OSI. Median circumferential peak OSI is 0, 0, 0.1 
and 0.3 in normal, primary closures, 5mm patches and 8mm patches respectively.  
Primary closures produced the greatest extremes of OSI at any point within the 
bifurcation in the range of 0-0.8. The median highest OSI at the carotid bifurcation was 
greatest in the 8mm patch group at 0.4 compared to 0.1or 0.2 in the other groups. This 
differentiation was not so clear in the CCA and the highest median OSI was 0.6 in the 
5mm patch group and 0.5 in the 8mm patch group.   
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Table 6.5. Low WSS and high OSI at ICA origin, CCA and circumference at 300ml/min; range in 
paratheses. 
Model Median 
low WSS 
ICA origin 
(Pa) 
Median low 
WSS CCA 
(Pa) 
Median low 
WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Median 
high OSI 
ICA origin 
Median 
high OSI 
CCA 
Median high 
OSI 
circumference 
Normal 
n=8 
0.4  
(0.2-0.7) 
0.25  
(0.2-1) 
0.5 
(0.2-1) 
0.1  
(0-0.3) 
0.35  
(0-0.7) 
0  
(0) 
Primary 
Closure 
n=6 
0.45  
(0.3-0.8) 
0.5 
(0.2-1) 
0.6  
(0.4-1) 
0.2  
(0-0.4) 
0.1  
(0-0.8) 
0  
(0-0.1) 
5mm 
patch 
n=6 
0.45  
(0.1-1) 
0.25  
(0.2-0.3) 
0.35  
(0.1-1) 
0.1  
(0-0.7) 
0.6  
(0.2-0.8) 
0.1  
(0-0.5) 
8mm 
patch 
n=7 
0.3 
(0.2-0.3) 
0.2  
(0.2-0.5) 
0.2  
(0.2-0.4) 
0.4  
(0.1-0.6) 
0.5  
(0.1-0.8) 
0.3  
(0-0.5) 
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Figure 6.5. Box whisker plot of lowest WSS and highest OSI at ICA origin and CCA at 300ml/min
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6.3.2 Higher flow at 400ml/minute  
6.3.2.1 Normal Carotid at 400ml/minute  
Figure 6.6 shows the mean WSS (i.e. averaged over the cardiac cycle) and the OSI in 
normal carotid bifurcations at the higher flow rate of 400ml/min.  The value of mean 
WSS varied between subjects within this group; model 4 displayed an area of darker blue 
colouring indicating WSS below 0.2Pa; models 5-7 had small, non-circumferential 
regions of WSS below 0.3Pa within the CCA and ICA origin, this was confined to the 
CCA in model 8.  Model 3 had WSS of 0.5 Pa within the CCA and models 1 and 2 had 
areas of WSS <0.7Pa.   
These variations were reflected in the OSI maps; five models showed regions greater than 
0.3, this was greater than 0.7 in parts of model 4.  These figures are displayed in Table 
6.5. The distribution of raised OSI is very similar to the regions which displayed WSS of 
<0.4Pa, primarily in the CCA, but extending into the ICA origin, opposite to the flow 
divider. 
Table 6.6.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for normal models with a flow 
rate of 400ml/minute 
Model Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in  
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest 
OSI at 
ICA origin 
Highest 
OSI  in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.6 1 1 0.1 0 0 
2 0.8 0.9 1 0 0 0 
3 0.7 0.5 1 0 0.2 0 
4 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.7 0 
5 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.3 0 
6 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 
7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.5 0 
8 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 
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Figure 6.6. Time averaged WSS and OSI for normal bifurcations at 400 ml/min, ICA is the inferior 
outflow vessel. 
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6.3.2.2 Primary Closures at 400ml/minute  
Two of six primary closure models displayed areas of low WSS at 400ml/min; model 5 
had a small area of WSS at 0.3Pa and model 6 had more extensive, but non-
circumferential WSS, below 0.2Pa, seen in Figure 6.7. In model 5 this patholgical WSS 
was in 2 separate areas in the CCA and ICA origin. Models 1-4 all had WSS of at least 
0.4Pa, in model 2 WSS was >1Pa throughout. 
Model 5 had an elevated oscillatory shear index  >0.4 and model 6 was >0.8. The region 
of OSI of 0.8 in model 6 was just proximal to the flow divider, wheras the OSI of 0.4 in 
model 5 extended from the CCA into the ICA origin, but at a lower OSI of 0.3. Both of 
these two models demonstrated post-stenotic dilatation at the proximal endarterectomy 
site. A degree of stenosis was also noted in models 3 and 4, but there was not dilatation 
distal to these stenoses and nor was WSS was lowered or OSI increased. 
Table 6.7.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for primary closures with a 
flow rate of 400ml/minute 
Model 
 
Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest 
OSI at 
ICA origin 
Highest 
OSI  in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.6 0.9 1 0.1 0 0 
2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
3 0.6 1 1 0.1 0 0 
4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 
5 0.3 0.3 1 0.3 0.4 0 
6 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.8 0 
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Figure 6.7. Time averaged WSS and OSI for primary closures at 400ml/minute, ICA is the inferior 
outflow vessel. 
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6.3.2.3 5mm patch angioplasty at 400ml/minute  
All 5mm patch angioplasty models had some areas of mean WSS below 0.4Pa with the 
exception of model 4 (Figure 6.8).  Model 2 had very limited areas of WSS below 0.4Pa, 
confined to the CCA. Models 1 and 3  had WSS which was  regions below 0.2Pa, but 
these were not circumferential. Model 6 had WSS of 0.3Pa in parts which which was 
circumferentially <0.4Pa. Model 5 had circumferential WSS below 0.2Pa, with regions of 
<0.1Pa.  This was the particularly large model with WSS of 0.7Pa in the more distal ICA 
compared to >1Pa in all other models.  
In model 4 the OSI reached > 0.2 in a very limited area; model 1 had OSI of 0.4 in a 
limited area within the CCA and model 2 had OSI in the CCA of 0.3. Small areas of OSI 
reached > 0.8 in 2 models and >0.7 in model 5. Model 3 appeared to have a very acute 
ECA origin with OSI of >0.8 centred within. Model 6 had WSS of 0.3Pa only on the 
ECA aspect of the bifurcation, this was distal to an angle from which blood flow would 
have been directed towards the ICA; this was confirmed by OSI of >0.8 on the ECA 
aspect, but 0 on the ICA aspect. 
Table 6.8.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the ICA origin, CCA and circumference for 5mm 
patches with a flow rate of 400ml/minute 
Model Lowest 
WSS at ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest OSI 
at ICA 
origin 
Highest 
OSI in 
CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.4 0 
2 0.7 0.4 0.7 0 0.3 0.1 
3 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.1 
4 1 0.5 1 0 0.2 0 
5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.5 
6 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.2 
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Figure 6.8. Time averaged WSS and OSI for 5mm patch angioplasty at 400ml/minute, ICA is the 
inferior outflow vessel. 
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6.3.2.4 8mm patch angioplasty at 400ml/minute  
All seven 8mm patch angioplasty models displayed circumferential WSS of below 0.4Pa, 
with the exception of model 4, shown in Figure 6.9. In addition all seven models had at 
least small areas of WSS <0.3Pa which was circumferential in models 2,5 and 6. Models 
3 and 6 had 2 areas of WSS< 0.2Pa, one just proximal to the flow divider, as also seen in 
the other models, the other was much more proximal within the CCA at the presumably 
at the proximal limit of the patch.    
The OSI was >0.4 in 6 models and 0.2 in model 1.  OSI of 0.5 was identified in models 5 
and 6 circumferentially. In addition models 3 and 6 had a specific area of OSI > 0.8 noted 
at a dilated region again presumed to be proximal patch limit. The highest levels of OSI 
were all seen within the CCA rather than the ICA origin. 
 
Table 6.9.  The trough WSS and peak OSI in the CCA and ICA origin for the 8mm patch models 
with a flow rate of 400ml/minute 
Model Lowest WSS 
at ICA origin 
(Pa) 
Lowest 
WSS  in 
CCA (Pa) 
Lowest WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Highest OSI 
at ICA 
origin 
Highest 
OSI 
in CCA 
Highest OSI 
circumference 
1 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0 
2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 
3 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.8 0 
4 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 
5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.5 
6 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.6 
7 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 
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Figure 6.9. Time averaged WSS and OSI for 8mm patch angioplasty at 400ml/minute, ICA is the 
inferior outflow vessel. Model 3 and 6 demonstrate OSI>0.8 in dilated region of patch 
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6.3.2.5 Comparison at 400ml/min  
Comparison of all model types shows that regions of very low WSS are seen in all groups 
at 400ml/min. Table 6.10 displays the median lowest WSS and highest OSI 
circumferentially, at the ICA origin and in the CCA. These Figures are shown in Figure 
6.10 as a box whisker plot. The extent of very low WSS is substantially greater in the 
8mm patch angioplasty group with median WSS in the ICA origin of 0.3Pa in the CCA 
compared to 0.45Pa in the 5mm patch group, 0.55Pa in the normal group and 0.6Pa in the 
primary closure group.  Comparison of  the trough WSS circumferentially and at any 
point within the CCA produce similar but less clear cut results, but with the same trend. 
There was a very significant difference between PC and 8mm patch angioplasty for WSS 
in the CCA and more strikingly for lowest circumferential WSS; there was also a less 
significant difference between the 5mm patch group and PC. 
Similar results are identified by OSI. Median circumferential OSI is 0, 0, 0.1 and 0.3 in 
normal, primary closures, 5mm patches and 8mm patches respectively.  Primary closures 
produced the greatest extremes of OSI at any point within the bifurcation of 0-0.8, 
demonstrated by the box-whisker plot. The median highest OSI at the carotid bifurcation 
was greatest in the 8mm patch group at 0.4 compared to 0.1 in the other groups. This was 
not so clear cut in the CCA and the highest median OSI was 0.5 in both the 5mm patch 
and the 8mm patch group.   
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Table 6.10. Lowest WSS and highest OSI at ICA origin, CCA and circumference at 400ml/min 
(range) 
Model Median low 
WSS ICA 
origin (Pa) 
Median 
low WSS 
CCA (Pa) 
Median low 
WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 
Median 
high OSI 
ICA origin 
Median 
high OSI 
CCA 
Median high 
OSI 
circumference 
Normal 
n=8 
 
0.6  
(0.2-0.7) 
0.3  
(0.2-1) 
0.65  
(0.4-1) 
0.1  
(0-0.5) 
0.3  
(0-0.7) 
0  
(0-0.1) 
Primary 
Closure 
n=6 
0.55  
(0.3-1) 
0.7  
(0.2-1) 
1  
(0.5-1) 
0.1  
(0-0.3) 
0.05  
(0-0.8) 
0  
(0-0.1) 
5mm 
patch 
n=6 
0.45  
(0.1-1) 
0.25  
(0.1-0.5) 
0.45  
(0.2-1) 
0.1  
(0-0.7) 
0.5  
(0.2-0.8) 
0.1  
(0-0.5) 
8mm 
patch 
n=7 
0.3  
(0.3-0.6) 
0.2  
(0.2-0.3) 
0.4  
(0.2-0.5) 
0.4  
(0.1-0.6) 
0.5  
(0.2-0.8) 
0.3  
(0-0.6) 
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Figure 6.10. Box whisker plot of lowest WSS and highest OSI at ICA origin and CCA at 400ml/min
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6.3.3 Comparison between 300ml/min and 400ml/min 
Comparison between the models showed exactly the same areas of lower WSS and raised 
OSI at both 300ml/minute and 400ml/minute. In the normal group the areas around the 
bulb which featured low WSS and raised OSI were the same, however, the absolute 
figures for WSS were not as low at 400ml/min compared to 300ml/min.  From Figures 
6.1 and 6.6 models 1 and 2 have WSS over 1Pa almost throughout at 400ml/min, whereas 
there are regions as low as 0.4Pa at 300ml/minute.  Models 4,5,6 and 8 demonstrate 
regions of WSS<0.4Pa for both flow rates. 
In the primary closure group, again, similar patterns of low WSS and high OSI are seen 
in the same places. From Figures 6.2 and 6.7 models 5 and 6 feature regions of WSS 
<0.4Pa at flow rates of 300ml/min and 400ml/min. OSI >0.3 was seen at both flow rates 
in models 5 and 6 with a peak of > 0.8 in model 7. From Figures 6.3 and 6.8 this pattern 
of similar results is also observed in 5mm patch angioplasties with models 1,3,5 and 6 all 
displaying areas of WSS <0.4Pa at both flow rates, however, the small area of WSS at 
0.4Pa seen at 300ml/min in model 2 is raised to 0.5Pa at 400ml/min.  All of the 8mm 
patch group have regions of WSS<0.4Pa for both flow rates (Figures 6.4 and 6.9). 
Table 6.11 compares the lowest WSS at the ICA origin and median lowest 
circumferential WSS.  Relatively similar medians for both groups are confirmed, though 
slightly higher at 400ml/min with all p values greater than 0.1.  This demonstrates that 
increasing the flow rate by 33% from 300ml/min to 400ml/min has relatively little effect 
on haemodynamics when WSS is pathological, but appears to increase physiological 
levels of WSS slightly.  The effects of increasing flow rate on OSI are even less with 
median levels being almost unchanged as displayed in Table 6.12.  This is perhaps 
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unsurprising as OSI is a measure of flow direction, rather than actual velocities with 
WSS. 
Table 6.11 Comparison between lowest WSS at the ICA origin and circumferentially 
Model Median low 
WSS ICA 
origin (Pa) 
300ml/min 
Median low 
WSS ICA 
origin (Pa) 
400ml/min 
p Median low 
WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 300ml/min 
Median low 
WSS 
circumference 
(Pa) 400ml/min 
p 
Normal 
n=8 
0.4 0.6  0.238 0.5 0.65 0.135 
Primary 
Closure 
n=6 
0.45 0.55  
 
0.282 0.6 1 0.109 
5mm 
patch 
n=6 
0.45 0.45  0.928  
 
0.35 0.45 
 
0.569 
8mm 
patch 
n=7 
0.3 0.3  0.448 0.2 0.4 0.122 
 
Table 6.12 Comparison between highest OSI at the ICA origin and circumferentially  
Model Median high 
OSI ICA 
origin 
300ml/min 
Median high 
OSI ICA 
origin 
400ml/min 
p Median high 
OSI 
circumference 
300ml/min 
Median high 
OSI 
circumference 
400ml/min 
p 
Normal 
n=8 
0.1 0.1 0.862 0 0 0.149 
Primary 
Closure 
n=6 
0.2 0.1 0.5 0 0 0.549 
5mm 
patch 
n=6 
0.1 0.1 1.00 0.1 0.1 1.00 
8mm 
patch 
n=7 
0.4 0.4 0.799 0.3 0.3 1.00 
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6.4 Discussion 
Comparison of all model types showed that regions of very low WSS are seen in all 
groups and at both 300 and 400ml/min. Primary closures had fewest areas of mean WSS 
below 0.4Pa, but several models had CCA stenosis with distal dilatation which 
precipitated low WSS.  The extent of very low WSS was greatest in the 8mm patch 
angioplasty group and was also consistent throughout this group. Increasing the inflow 
from 300ml/min to 400ml/minute raised the trough WSS (median 0.2Pa compared to 
0.4Pa) circumferentially, but the trough WSS was unchanged in both the ICA origin and 
CCA at 0.3Pa and 0.2Pa respectively. WSS in the 5mm patch group was not as low as the 
8mm patch group, though was lower than the normal or primarily closed bifurcations.  
The 5mm patch group also included one very large model which had trough WSS which 
was lower than any other  model studied, with a trough WSS of 0.1Pa, even at the higher 
400ml/minute inflow rate. This model was so much bigger that the WSS in the distal ICA 
was 0.5Pa at 300ml/min and 0.7Pa at 400ml/min, compared to >1Pa in every other 
model. The lowest circumferential WSS results were found consistently in the CCA in 
patched models and usually in the normal models; however, these results were frequently 
at the ICA origin in the primary closures. Statistical analysis demonstrated significance 
between primary closures and 8mm patch angioplasty demonstrating the striking 
difference between the two groups, despite the small numbers, although one must 
carefully consider statistical analysis based on 6 in one group and 7 in another. 
Similar results were identified by OSI. Primary closures produced the greatest extremes 
of OSI at any point within the bifurcation of 0-0.8, but overall results were similar to 
normal carotid bifurcations.  The OSI results for both 300 and 400ml/min were very 
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similar, with a median of 0.4 in the 8mm patch group compared to 0.1 in the other groups 
at the ICA origin. Median circumferential OSI was normal in normal, primary closures 
and 5mm patches, but pathological in 8mm patches.  Two models had a specific area of 
OSI > 0.8 noted at a dilated region again presumed to be proximal patch limit; these areas 
were unchanged by inflow rate.  
6.5 Conclusions 
There is variation in the carotid bifurcation wall shear stress profiles between different 
healthy subjects as well as those who have undergone carotid endarterectomy and 
reconstruction with all types of reconstruction.  Primary closure appears to produce WSS 
patterns nearest to those of the healthy arteries, however, several primary closures had a 
stenosis within the CCA, with deleterious WSS levels in the bifurcation. Patch 
reconstruction prevented these stenoses, however, areas of very low WSS were identified 
in many patch reconstructions, particularly those using the larger 8mm patches.
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Chapter 7: Correlating geometry with the 
haemodynamic effects of patching following CEA 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 describes the geometric differences between primary closure, 5mm and 8mm 
patch angioplasty compared to the normal bifurcation. An index was presented which 
described the geometry within the carotid bulb in relation to the CCA diameter.  This 
index was lower than the normal bifurcations in the primary closure group through the 
carotid bifurcation, indicating a degree of stenosis.  Equally, the index was greater in the 
5mm patch group and considerably greater in the 8mm patch group, indicating relative 
dilatation.  Chapter 6 presented the results of haemodynamic studies of these same 
groups. The group with the most disturbed haemodynamics, of pathologically low WSS 
and high OSI was the 8mm patch group, followed by the 5mm patched bifurcations. 
Therefore, these results suggested that there may be a direct link between increasing 
geometry index and the extent and severity of haemodynamic disturbance. The clinical 
importance of such a link is significant; if a change in geometry predicts the 
haemodynamic profile in an individual patient, then more strokes may be prevented 
following CEA by tailoring the reconstruction and improve the efficacy of the surgery 
overall. On an individual patient basis it may be possible to advise whether to patch or 
not and if so, the best width to use. This chapter interrogates this potential link in more 
detail. 
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7.2 Methods  
In chapter 4 the geometry index for cross-sectional area (IndexCA) showed the clearest 
separation between all groups; this is intuitive as it is a multiple of the short and long axis 
indices. Therefore, for this further analysis, these figures were used (Figure 7.1).  
 
Figure 7.1 Cross-sectional area index for all patient groups through the carotid bifurcation 
7.2.1 Outcome measures 
The overall size of the model would be predicted to have effects on the haemodynamics; 
based on the simple physics of Pouseille’s law (Equation 1.1: Flow (Q) = π(Pi-Po)r4/8ηl, 
where: Pi-Po = pressure difference, η =viscosity of the liquid and l = length of the tube). 
Therefore, to investigate this question the mean WSS images and OSI images were 
ordered by CCA cross-sectional area, the denominator of the IndexCA as described in 
chapter 4.  This was done to exclude or confirm if size alone predicted disturbed 
haemodynamics. This test is crucial to the whole study, as a potential criticism could be 
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that the same flow volumes were used for all models.  The inevitable effect is that 
velocity would be lower throughout the larger reconstructions which may have effects on 
the overall haemodynamic profiles. Should size have little effect on haemodynamics it 
would be safe to exclude this potential concern and confirm that geometric differences 
within the bulb predict haemodynamics rather than the overall model size. 
Clear separation between the four groups was identified through the carotid bifurcation 
between 15mm proximal to the bifurcation and 5mm into the ICA.  Two cross sections 
were identified to look for a link between the geometry index and the haemodynamic 
profile of each model: the ICA origin (IndexICA) and the CCA 10mm proximal to the 
bifurcation (IndexCA10).  These points were selected to be representative of the overall 
geometry. This method has the weakness of considering a single cross-section within 
each model. Therefore, a further addition to the geometry index was made by calculating 
the mean IndexCA between 20mm proximal to the carotid bifurcation and 10mm distally 
(IndexCAmean).  These positions on the model were selected to include the patched 
segment, but not the unpatched segment as outside of the patched segment the index for 
all groups was similar; including figures from the unpatched segment would diminish the 
discriminative value of the mean index. These figures were taken from the overall results 
of chapter 4 (as displayed in Figure 7.1); it is possible that some reconstructions may 
have patches shorter or longer than this, but the overall results show clear separation 
between these two points. The position within the bifurcation where each of these 
outcome measures was taken is displayed in Figure 7.2. 
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The mean WSS images and OSI images were ordered by increasing size and increasing 
indices as described above. The sequence of images was subjectively scrutinised to 
ascertain if a higher index did produce lower WSS and higher OSI profiles at 
pathological levels. 
 
Fig 7.2 Schematic diagram of the points taken for comparison of carotid geometry index to 
haemodynamics. 
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7.3 Results 
7.3.1 CCA size and haemodynamic disturbance  
7.3.1.1 Normal and CCA size 
Within the normal group, at a flow rate of 300ml/min, there appears no link between 
increasing CCA area and low mean WSS (Figure 7.3a).  The two models with the most 
extensive WSS below 0.2Pa had the smallest and the largest cross-sectional CCA areas.  
The 2nd smallest model appeared to have the worst OSI profile with the most extensive 
area of OSI >0.4, situated opposite to the flow divider (Figure 7.3b). 
 
Figure 7.3a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min ranked by increasing CCA area and Figure 7.3b OSI 
ranked by increasing CCA area for the normal group. 
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7.3.1.2 Primary closure and CCA size 
There appeared to be no correlation between increasing CCA area and low WSS in the 
primary closures at a flow rate of 300ml/min (Figure 7.4a). The smallest primary closure 
model had the lowest WSS and highest OSI (Figure 7.4b), as demonstrated by the largest 
area of mean WSS<0.2Pa and OSI >0.8. Otherwise no pattern was demonstrated. 
 
 
 
 Figure 7.4a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min ranked by increasing CCA area and Figure 7.4b OSI 
ranked by increasing CCA area in the primary closure group 
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7.3.1.3 5mm patch and CCA size 
A degree of correlation between increasing model size and low mean WSS was noted 
(Figure 7.5a), based largely on the model with the greatest CCA cross-sectional area.  
The 5mm patch group included the largest model in the whole study with a CCA area of 
83.3mm
2
; the next largest in the study was 48.8mm
2 
and the median was 27.3mm
2
 
overall. This particularly large model had the lowest WSS with extensive areas below 
0.1Pa; even in the CCA the WSS was 0.4Pa compared to >1Pa in all but two of the other 
models (0.7 and 0.9 Pa). The OSI in this model was circumferentially above 0.4 
compared to not circumferentially above 0 in any other model (Figure. 7.5b).  However, 
within the other models the next most extensive elevated OSI was the second smallest 
model in the group and no other link between size and WSS/OSI was identified. 
7.3.1.4 8mm patch and CCA size 
No correlation between increasing model size and lower mean WSS or higher OSI was 
noted in the 8mm patch group (Figure. 7.6a and Figure. 7.6b).  The largest model actually 
had the highest WSS and the most minimal areas of OSI>0.  The smallest model had a 
considerable calibre decrease from the patched segment into a 2mm ICA and extensive 
circumferential WSS< 0.2Pa and OSI > 0.5. 
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Figure 7.5a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min ranked by increasing CCA area and Figure 7.5b OSI 
ranked by increasing CCA area in the 5mm patch group 
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Figure 7.6a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min ranked by increasing CCA area and Figure 7.6b OSI 
ranked by increasing CCA area in the 8mm patch group. 
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7.3.1.5 Conclusion: CCA size and haemodynamic disturbance  
The overall model size has little correlation to either mean WSS or extent of OSI >0.  The 
only exception being the 5mm patched model which had a CCA area of 83.3mm
2
 
compared to a median of 27.3mm
2
. This is a slightly surprising finding as one would 
expect an increase in diameter to produce lower WSS at a fixed inflow rate. However, the 
region of the carotid bulb which contained most haemodynamic disturbance was dictated, 
at least in part, by the closure technique; therefore, it would appear that the diameter of 
the CCA appears to have had limited impact on haemodynamics at the level.  The WSS 
in the CCA and ICA are likely to be lower in larger models, but not at the pathological 
levels identified by the current scale of 0-1Pa; in all but 4 models WSS in the  CCA was 
>1. It may be that this finding is due to a fixed inflow rate, as inevitably, based on the 
formula (τ = 4μQ/πr3 where: τ = the shear stress, μ = blood viscosity, Q = volume flow 
rate, r = radius.) then with a fixed flow rate an increase in diameter produces a lower 
mean WSS. 
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7.3.2 Index increases and haemodynamic disturbance  
7.3.2.1 IndexCA10  
7.3.2.1.1 Normal models and IndexCA10 
Within the normal group 5 of the eight models displayed WSS<0.3Pa and 4 of those 5 
were the models with the largest IndexCA10 (Figure 7.7a). A very similar picture was 
identified for OSI with the four models with the highest IndexCA10 having the areas of OSI 
>0, compared to only 1 of the 4 models with the lowest IndexCA10 (Figure 7.7b). The same 
models had both low WSS and high OSI. 
 
Figure 7.7a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.7b OSI ranked by increasing area index in 
the CCA (IndexCA10) in the normal group. 
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7.3.2.1.2 Primary closure models and IndexCA10 
There appeared to be a clear correlation between increasing IndexCA10 and disordered 
haemodynamics in the primary closures at a flow rate of 300ml/min (Figure 7.8a). The 
three lowest index figures had lowest WSS of >0.4Pa and the three primary closure 
models with the larger IndexCA10 had WSS <0.4Pa. These findings were similar for OSI; 
the 3 lowest IndexCA10 models had OSI of 0; the model with the highest OSI of >0.8 had 
the highest IndexCA10. (Figure 7.8b). 
 
Figure 7.8a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.8b OSI ranked by increasing area index in 
the CCA (IndexCA10) for primary closures. 
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7.3.2.1.3 5mm patch models and indexCA10 
A limited link between increasing IndexCA10 and low mean WSS was noted at 
300ml/minute (Figure 7.9a).  Within the 5mm patch group the three models with the 
lowest IndexCA10 had limited areas of mean WSS < 0.3Pa (model 1 at the ECA origin), 
whereas the three models with the highest IndexCA10 all had areas of WSS<0.2Pa. Similar 
findings were noted for OSI (Figure 7.9b) as the two models with the highest IndexCA10 
also had areas of OSI >0.8, compared to none of that level in the 4 remaining models.  
 
Figure 7.9a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.9b OSI ranked by increasing area index in 
the CCA (IndexCA10) for 5mm patch reconstructions. 
7.3.2.1.4 8mm patch models and IndexCA10 
Some correlation between increasing IndexCA10 and lower mean WSS or higher OSI was 
noted in the 8mm patch group (Figure 7.10a and Figure 7.10b).  All 7 models had areas 
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of mean WSS< 0.2Pa, but this was most extensive in models 3,4,5 and 7. Models 4 and 6 
had OSI as high as 0.8; the 2 models with the lowest IndexCA10 had OSI up to 0.2 and a 
small area of 0.4, compared to >0.6 in the other models.  
7.3.2.1.5 Conclusion: IndexCA10 and haemodynamic disturbance  
There is a clear correlation between increasing IndexCA10 and lower mean WSS and 
greater OSI.  This relationship was apparent in all groups, though more subjective in the 
8mm patch group as all models had some haemodynamic disturbance. 
 
Figure 7.10a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.10b OSI ranked by 
increasing area index in the CCA (IndexCA10) for 8mm patch reconstructions. 
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7.3.2.2 IndexICA  
7.3.2.2.1 Normal models and IndexICA 
There appears to be a weak link between increasing IndexICA and worsening 
haemodynamics, this link is limited as model 2 has circumferential WSS<0.2Pa (Figure 
7.11a).  A similar pattern of limited correlation is shown for increasing IndexICA and 
increasing OSI; the model with the greatest IndexICA had the most extensive OSI>0.4 
(Figure 7.11b). 
 
Figure 7.11a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.11b OSI ranked by increasing area index 
at the ICA origin (IndexICA) in normal reconstructions. 
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7.3.2.2.2 Primary Closure models and IndexICA 
 
There is a clearer link between increasing IndexICA and lower WSS.  Model 3 has a CCA 
stenosis then mean WSS<0.2Pa at the ICA origin, but the bulb is only 1.27x greater than 
the CCA compared to 1.8x in the the other model with low WSS; ie. the stenosis appears 
to exacerbate the deleterious haemodynamics frequently found in the bulb (Figure 7.12a).  
The model with the highest IndexICA also has the highest OSI at 0.8 (Figure 7.12b).   
 
Figure 7.12a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.12b OSI ranked by increasing area index 
at the ICA origin (IndexICA) in primary closures. 
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7.3.2.2.3 5mm patch models and IndexICA 
In the 5mm patch group the 2 models with the lowest IndexICA have the lowest WSS 
(Figure 7.13a). The remaining models have WSS in areas <0.2Pa with an increasing 
IndexICA, confirming a clear link between increasing indexICA and lower WSS. The same 2 
models with the lowest IndexICA also have the lowest OSI profiles, with the remaining 
models all demonstrating OSI >0.4 (Figure 7.13b), showing that a higher IndexICA 
exacerbates haemodynamic abnormalities. 
 
Figure 7.13a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.13b OSI ranked by increasing area index 
in the ICA origin (IndexICA) in 5mm patch reconstructions. 
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7.3.2.2.4 8mm patch models and IndexICA 
Some correlation between increasing IndexICA and lower mean WSS was noted in the 
8mm patch group (Figure 7.14a). All 7 models had areas of mean WSS< 0.2Pa, but this 
was most extensive in models 3,4,6 and 7 of seven. There was also a link between 
increasing IndexICA and increasing OSI (Figure 7.14b). Models 2 and 6 had OSI as high 
as 0.8; the models with the most extensive OSI >0.6 however were 6 and 7.  
7.3.2.2.5 Conclusion: IndexICA and haemodynamic disturbance  
There was some correlation between increasing IndexICA and worsening haemodynamic 
profiles. This link was limited by several exceptions which had key geometric features, 
such as stenosis within the CCA and thus, was not considered by IndexICA.  
 
Figure 7.14a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.14b OSI ranked by increasing area index 
in the ICA origin (IndexICA) in the 8mm patch reconstructions. 
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7.3.2.3 IndexCAmean and haemodynamic disturbance 
7.3.2.3.1 Normal models and IndexCAmean 
Within the normal group there was some link between increasing IndexCAmean and lower 
WSS profile at 300ml/min. Five of the eight models displayed WSS<0.3Pa and 3 of 
which were the models with the largest IndexCAmean (Figure 7.15a). A very similar picture 
was identified for OSI with 3 models with the highest IndexCAmean having the areas of OSI 
>0.3.  (Figure 7.15b). 
 
Figure 7.15a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.15b OSI ranked by increasing mean area 
(IndexCAmean) in the normal bifurcations. 
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7.3.2.3.2 Primary Closure models and IndexCAmean 
There is a clear link between increasing IndexCAmean and lower WSS profiles at 
300ml/min. As the ranking for IndexCAmean increases the degree and extent of low WSS 
becomes more apparent (Figure 7.16a). The model with the highest IndexCAmean also has 
the highest OSI at 0.8 (Figure 7.16b), as part of a clear trend confirming the clear link 
between increasing IndexCAmean and higher OSI. 
 
Figure 7.16a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.16b OSI ranked by increasing mean area 
(IndexCAmean) in primary closures. 
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7.3.2.3.3 5mm patch models and IndexCAmean 
 
In the 5mm patch group the 2 models with the lowest IndexCAmean have the best WSS 
profiles (Figure 7.17a). The remaining models have WSS in areas <0.2Pa and an 
increasing IndexCAmean. The same 2 models with the lowest IndexCAmean also have the best 
OSI profiles, with the remaining models all demonstrating OSI >0.4 (Figure7.17b); this 
also demonstrates the link between increasing IndexCAmean and increasing OSI. 
 
Figure 7.17a WSS at a flow rate of 300ml/min and Figure 7.17b OSI ranked by increasing mean area 
index (IndexCAmean) in 5mm patch reconstructions. 
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7.3.2.3.4 8mm patch models and IndexCAmean 
 
Some correlation between increasing IndexCAmean and lower mean WSS and higher OSI 
was noted in the 8mm patch group (Figure 7.18a and Figure 7.18b).  All 7 models had 
areas of mean WSS <0.2Pa, but this was most extensive in models 2,5,6 and 7 of the 
seven reconstructions. Models 4 and 6 had OSI as high as 0.8; the models with the most 
extensive OSI >0.6 however were 5,6 and 7.  
7.3.2.3.5 Conclusion: IndexCAmean and haemodynamic disturbance  
There was a clear correlation between increasing IndexCAmean and worsening 
haemodynamic profiles. This was reflected in all groups, unlike the very limited 
correlation identified between IndexICA and no correlation with index of CCA area.  
Figure 7.18a WSS and Figure 7.18b OSI ranked by increasing mean index in the bifurcation 
(IndexCAmean). 
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7.3.4 Comparison between IndexCA10 and IndexCAmean 
The IndexCA10 and IndexCAmean produced very similar results and both appeared to 
describe a link between larger index and lower WSS and higher OSI in the pathological 
ranges. The difficulty between identifying if the IndexCAmean was an improvement on any 
of the other indices was that IndexCA10 produced a very similar ranking.  This is shown in 
Table 7.1 which displays models ordered by IndexCAmean and then IndexCA10. It is readily 
apparent that for the normal group the ranking is quite different, but the index values are 
much closer together than for the other groups.  For all patient groups the ranking is very 
similar. The haemodynamics of the primary closure group appeared to be slightly better 
predicted by IndexCAmean; this is because this index considers dilatation at the ICA origin 
which appeared to be more localised to this area in this group.  The opinion of the author, 
therefore, is that increasing IndexCAmean is a slightly better predictor of disturbed 
haemodynamics. 
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Table 7.1. Models ranked by IndexCAmean and comparison with IndexCA10. 
Model Index CA mean 
ranked 
Index CA mean Model Index CA10 ranked by 
index CA mean 
Index CA10 
Normal 1 1.09 Normal 4 1.38 
Normal 2 1.18 Normal 3 1.52 
Normal 3 1.21 Normal 2 1.57 
Normal 4 1.22 Normal 6 1.63 
Normal 5 1.32 Normal 8 1.68 
Normal 6 1.37 Normal 5 1.75 
Normal 7 1.45 Normal 7 1.97 
Normal 8 1.47 Normal 1 2.22 
Primary closure 1 0.76 Primary closure 3 0.83 
Primary closure 2 0.99 Primary closure 2 0.98 
Primary closure 3 1.01 Primary closure 1 1.05 
Primary closure 4 1.06 Primary closure 4 1.31 
Primary closure 5 1.19 Primary closure 5 1.85 
Primary closure 6 1.61 Primary closure 6 2.13 
5mm patch 1 0.92 5mm patch 3 1.25 
5mm patch 2 0.98 5mm patch 2 1.29 
5mm patch 3 1.10 5mm patch 1 1.54 
5mm patch 4 1.11 5mm patch 4 1.62 
5mm patch 5 1.44 5mm patch 5 1.93 
5mm patch 6 1.96 5mm patch 6 3.43 
8mm patch 1 1.20 8mm patch 1 1.59 
8mm patch 2 1.56 8mm patch 3 1.66 
8mm patch 3 1.75 8mm patch 2 2.34 
8mm patch 4 1.79 8mm patch 4 2.47 
8mm patch 5 1.82 8mm patch 5 3.08 
8mm patch 6 2.18 8mm patch 6 3.45 
8mm patch 7 2.24 8mm patch 7 4.30 
 
7.4 Discussion for link between geometry indices for each model and the 
haemodynamic profile  
The key conclusion from chapter 4 was that 8mm patch reconstructions had the largest 
carotid bulbs, demonstrated by the largest index at the ICA origin (e.g. median indexICA 
of 1.86 in 8mm patch reconstructions, compared to 1.48 in normal carotids and 1.32 in 
primary closures).  Chapter 6 demonstrated that these 8mm patched reconstructions also 
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had the lowest mean WSS in that same position at the ICA origin of 0.3Pa compared to 
0.6Pa in normal carotids and 0.55Pa in primary closures. It would, therefore be 
anticipated that on an individual basis models with a larger index through the bulb would 
have lower WSS and higher OSI. This link would be expected to be the case within 
models of each group (i.e. within primary closures or 5mm patches). This link may be 
most apparent within the 8mm patch group as the geometric range was greatest in this 
group. If this link was confirmed to be the case, the next question would be: which 
geometric feature (i.e. index at which point within the model) best defines the 
haemodynamic profile?  
Model size, defined by CCA diameter appears to have only a little impact on the 
haemodynamics, limited to extremely large models.  This conclusion is demonstrated 
particularly well by 2 models. The particularly large 5mm patch model with the CCA 
area of 83mm
2
, compared to a median of 27mm
2
, had an especially bad haemodynamic 
profile with extensive WSS< 0.1Pa.  By comparison, the smallest model in the 8mm 
patch group, with a CCA area of 18.1mm
2
, had extensive WSS<0.2Pa, confirming that 
low WSS in the bulb has little relation to CCA size. It would be anticipated that larger 
models overall would have worse haemodynamic profiles. With a fixed inflow rate, the 
formula for WSS (Equation 1.3: τ = 4μQ/πr3 where: τ = the shear stress, μ = blood 
viscosity, Q = volume flow rate, r = radius) predicted that an increase in diameter 
produces a lower mean WSS. This was rarely the case, which confirms that 
haemodynamic differences are dictated predominantly by geometric differences within 
the bulb, rather than the overall size. The aim of the study required that the scale be set to 
identify areas of pathological WSS (0-1Pa), if it had been set to record the full range of 
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WSS then the expected findings of lower WSS within the CCA and possibly ICA may 
have been identified in the larger vessels. 
All geometry indices appeared to have some degree of link between increasing index and 
worsening haemodynamic profiles. The IndexICA appeared to have the weakest link, 
particularly so for the normal group. This may be explained by the limited range of 
values for this group; in the first 5 of 8 models this range was 1.31-1.50. By comparison, 
the index was 0.91-1.55 for primary closures, 0.79-1.61 for the 5mm patches and 1.1-1.95 
for the 8mm patches. Increasing IndexICA did appear to accurately predict lower WSS and 
higher OSI for the primary closure group. This would be anticipated as any bulb 
dilatation within this group would be likely to be at the ICA origin as there is no patch 
determined dilatation within the CCA.  
The clinical implications on patching practice should be that when a carotid bifurcation is 
very large, with a CCA diameter of around 10mm or greater and ICA diameter of 8mm or 
greater, a primary closure is advised. Patch size should be chosen to minimise the 
changes in geometry index through the bifurcation.  Overall, this was best achieved with 
a 5mm patch.  It would also advisable to take larger bites of artery wall in the bulb, 
particularly in those bifurcations which are more dilated.  This manoeuvre would help to 
abolish the dilatation located at the ICA origin.  It was also apparent that CCA dilatation 
was the key descriptor of haemodynamic disturbance, therefore care must also be taken to 
avoid dilatation at this point, either through taking bigger suture ‘bites’ or possibly by 
shaping the patch.  
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7.5 Conclusion  
In conclusion, model size dictated by common carotid artery diameter, only has a major 
effect on the haemodynamic profile when it is extremely large, otherwise the relative 
geometrical changes introduced by the repair have a much greater effect.  An index 
(IndexCAmean or IndexCA10), which describes these relative geometrical differences, predicts 
a worse haemodynamic profile across all patient groups. The best geometric descriptor of 
the models is a mean of the cross-sectional area change through the whole model 
(IndexCAmean). The IndexCA10 also defines the geometry well enough to predict the degree 
of haemodynamic disturbance. IndexCAmean and IndexCA10 both predict haemodynamic 
disturbance better than IndexICA.  Therefore, the CCA just proximal to the bifurcation 
may be a more important geometric parameter which defines haemodynamics than the 
ICA origin.   
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Chapter 8. Discussion 
 
Carotid endarterectomy is performed to reduce future stroke risk, but the paradox is that 
stroke can also be caused by the CEA procedure. Therefore, it is imperative that 
perioperative strokes be kept to a minimum in order to maximise the benefit of surgery.  
Many strategies include correct patient selection and optimum timing of surgery (Naylor 
2007). Refinements in the surgical technique have been employed to try to achieve this 
objective. This thesis centres on the contribution of a carotid patch to improved 
outcomes. 
8.1 Current practice in patching  
Data from a meta-analysis are strongly in favour of the use of a patch, with an odds ratio 
for peri-operative stroke of 0.31 (95% CI 0.15 to 0.63, P = 0.001) and at long-term follow 
up of 0.32 (95% CI 0.16 to 0.63, P = 0.001) for patch closure compared to primary 
closure (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009). However, the trials included within this meta-
analysis had many flaws, many were over 20 years-old,  had variable outcome measures 
and the results were sometimes contradictory; as a  result, the authors of the meta-
analysis correctly recognised these weaknesses. The surgeon survey presented in this 
thesis has demonstrated that within the UK many surgeons also remain unconvinced by 
this evidence as 30% will only perform patch angioplasty on a selective basis. The main 
factor which influences this selective practice is the ICA diameter; the median Figure 
below which patch angioplasty is used was 5mm.  Some surgeons appear to have been 
influenced by one paper, considered within the previous meta-analysis, which showed 
that only female patients routinely benefit from patching (Mannheim, Weller et al. 2005). 
From our surgeon survey, whether patching was routine also appeared to have been 
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influenced by the choice of anaesthetic, as those who perform CEA under local 
anaesthetic were rather less likely to patch routinely (82% versus 52%). The reason for 
this difference is unclear; it may be that when CEA is performed under LA the surgeon 
prefers to finish the case as quickly as possible, to try to reduce the patient’s discomfort 
and anxiety. The GALA trial showed no significant outcome differences between local 
and general anaesthesia (GALA Trial Collaborative Group, Lewis et al. 2008). There 
was, however, a difference in the use of patches; 42% of patients under LA compared to 
50% of patients under GA (p<0.001).  It is possible that the benefit of lower peri-
operative stroke risk with patching suggested by Rerkasem et al (Rerkasem, Rothwell 
2009) may have explained the failure to demonstrate improved outcomes with local 
anaesthetic.  
The surgeon survey presented in this thesis also demonstrated that following CEA 
surgeons have three preferred closure techniques;  41% are obligate patch users who use 
the full patch width (median 8mm), 28% are obligate patch users who trim the patch 
(median 6mm) and 30% are selective patch users, most of whom trim their patches when 
used.  Previous studies have never described the haemodynamic profiles resulting from 
different sizes of patch in the carotid bifurcation.  The only related study compared the 
insertion of 5mm and 10mm patches into canine CCAs and demonstrated disturbed flow 
patterns with the larger patches (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992). Therefore, considering the 
lack of consensus on whether to patch or not and if patching was used, what patch width 
would be optimal, this thesis focused on a comparison between primary closure, 5mm 
patch angioplasty and 8mm patch angioplasty. 
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8.2 Geometry  
Due to the complex geometry of the carotid bifurcation and its inherent natural variability 
(Thomas, Antiga et al. 2005), an index was required to describe this geometry.  This was 
the ratio between set points through the bifurcation compared to the native CCA. This 
ratio was considered for the long axis, the short axis and for the cross-sectional area.  
This index was designed to consider a key haemodynamic parameter of WSS in a straight 
tube; a change in radius alters the WSS to the 3
rd
 power (τ = 4μQ/πr3, where: τ = the 
shear stress, μ = blood viscosity, Q = volume flow rate, r = radius). A small increase in 
the dimensions of the bifurcations would, therefore, be expected to reduce the WSS 
significantly.  This index was used to quantify the geometric changes throughout the 
bifurcation and enabled comparison between the normal geometry, primary closure, 5mm 
patch angioplasty and 8mm patch angioplasty.  
Validation of the experimental results was performed by comparison with predicted 
models based on the normal geometry. Closing a longitudinal arteriotomy primarily 
reduces the circumference of the bifurcation by around 1mm and incorporating a patch 
increases the circumference by 2mm less than the width of the patch (Fietsam, Ranval et 
al. 1992). This discrepancy is inevitable considering that patch closure constitutes 2 
suture lines, i.e. both sides of the patch. The elliptical nature of the bifurcation was also 
quantified in this thesis; at 5mm proximal to the ICA origin, the median long axis index 
(IndexLA) was 1.95 compared to the median short axis index (IndexSA) of 1.31 within the 
normal carotid bifurcation.  The incorporation of a patch into this ellipse further 
exacerbated this situation, as the patch is sutured within the anterior wall of the patched 
bifurcation. At the ICA origin the IndexLA was 13% larger with 5mm patch and 20% 
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larger with the 8mm patch, compared to no increase in the IndexSA. This discrepancy 
could be explained by the anterior position of a relatively stiff patch within the more 
conformable endarterectomised bifurcation, i.e. addition primarily to only 1 dimension. 
In practice, in primary closures a degree of stenosis was noted between 15 and 20mm 
proximal to the flow divider with a median reduction in IndexCA of 11%; this was 
anticipated by the validation model to be 12%.  In the CCA at 10mm proximal to the 
bifurcation, the IndexCA was 20% smaller with primary closure, 8% larger with 5mm 
patch and 58% greater with 8mm patch angioplasty (the validation models had predicted 
the IndexCA to be 9% smaller, 29% greater and 61% greater respectively). The dilatation 
in the CCA, at the origin of the patch, extended 5mm more proximally with the 8mm 
patches than in the other groups; this was not expected and may represent slight 
differences in the surgical technique due to a slightly longer arteriotomy into the CCA. 
The increase in all indices anticipated from the predicted models was not shown in the 
ICA with the 5mm patch and was slightly less than predicted in 8mm patches (IndexCA at 
the ICA origin was 24% smaller for primary closures, 5% greater for 5mm patches and 
75% greater for 8mm patch compared to the predicted indices of 11% smaller, 38% 
greater and 76% greater respectively.  This discrepancy may have been due to technical 
surgical issues since larger suture bites may be required in the thinner-walled, 
endarterectomised ICA to achieve haemostasis.   
The geometrical changes following patching and CEA have been reported by several 
studies.  Archie estimated cross-sectional area using a single diameter to describe the 
effects of a vein patch angioplasty (Archie 1987) 
 
identifying a ratio of 1:2.9 between the 
native ICA and an artery which had vein-patch angioplasty; analogous to NASCET 
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assessment of carotid stenosis).  This ratio was based on a single diameter of the ICA and 
the undisclosed diameter within the patched segment; any further comparison is limited 
by Archie’s use of vein of unknown size and the use of a single diameter to calculate 
cross-sectional area (i.e. a simplified assumption of a circular cross-section).  In a further 
study of patients undergoing CEA, Archie compared primary closure, vein and synthetic 
patch angioplasty to the preoperative dimensions (Archie 1997). No attempt was made to 
compare the effects of different sized patches or standardise measurements considering 
each patient’s own CCA or ICA measurements to define the geometric differences.  The 
study of different sized patches and standardisation of measurements considering each 
patient’s own CCA measurements to define the geometric differences are the strengths of 
the geometric study in this thesis.  
8.3 Flow and Haemodynamics  
Flow visualisation studies demonstrated key differences between primary closure, 5mm 
patch and 8mm patch angioplasty.  This was quantified by counting the number of frames 
through the cardiac cycle which showed the key features of disturbed haemodynamics of 
flow separation and recirculation. These features were predominantly found in the 
deceleration phase and reproduced the results of Zarins et al who demonstrated that flow 
is directed primarily towards the flow divider with lower flow and flow separation 
identified at the outer walls, opposite to the flow divider (Zarins, Giddens et al. 1983).  
From this thesis, the median proportion of the cardiac cycle which featured these 
phenomena was 40% for a normal carotid bifurcation, 40% for primary closures, 55% for 
5mm patch and 70% for 8mm patch angioplasties.  This clearly demonstrates worse 
haemodynamic patterns in those models with a greater width of patch utilised.  
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Flow visualisation studies were also used to validate velocity vector data produced by 
CFD studies.  Qualitative analysis at all stages of the cardiac cycle in a normal carotid 
bifurcation and examples of primary closure, 5mm and 8mm patch angioplasties have 
confirmed that the CFD programme accurately predicts the flow patterns revealed by 
flow visualisation.  Such validation is recommended as part of CFD studies, (The 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1998) but has been frequently 
neglected in recent studies, such as those by Kamenskiy et al and Hayase et al. 
(Kamenskiy, Pipinos et al. 2009, Hayase, Tokunaga et al. 2011). The validation 
performed as part of this thesis is part of its strength and helps to validate the CFD 
results. 
8.3.1 Computed fluid dynamics results  
 
The different carotid reconstructions have strikingly different haemodynamic profiles 
with extensive regions of pathologically low levels of WSS and high levels of OSI in the 
carotid bulb predominantly identified in the 8mm patch group.  There is variability within 
the group of normal carotid bifurcations, between no evidence, to widespread evidence of 
low WSS and high OSI.  This variability is directly dependent on the increase in cross-
sectional area through the bifurcation, much more so than the overall size of the 
bifurcation. When viewing the normal models by increasing CCA area, indicative of 
overall size, no pattern in disordered haemodynamics was noted, however, when ordering 
them by increasing IndexCA (increase in area in the bulb compared to the CCA), the link 
with lower WSS and higher OSI was readily apparent. 
Haemodynamic results for the primary closures were the most variable group.  These 
differences were dictated by 2 factors: a stenosis in the CCA at around 10-15mm 
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proximal to the bifurcation and distal dilatation immediately proximal to the flow divider. 
The two models with the greatest IndexCA at 10mm proximal to the bifurcation had the 
most disturbed haemodynamics.  The model with the most pronounced dilatation, with a 
geometry indexCA of 2.13 at 10mm proximal to the bifurcation (compared to the range in 
the remainder of the group of 0.83-1.85), had OSI>0.8; in the remainder of the group OSI 
did not exceed 0.4. This high OSI is clearly indicative of flow separation, which may 
cause platelet aggregation, with potential complications of thrombosis and distal 
embolisation. It is well known that carotid endarterectomy causes some degree of platelet 
accumulation (Stratton, Zierler et al. 1987); this would be further exacerbated by the 
geometry and its haemodynamic consequences of very high OSI in this particular patient. 
(Karino, Goldsmith 1977) Conversely those models with the least geometric change, i.e. 
least dilatation at the bulb had minimal flow disturbance; in these 4 models with IndexCA 
0.83-1.31, the OSI was <0.2. 
Within the patched models, both 5mm and 8mm patch angioplasty demonstrated less 
advantageous haemodynamic profiles when compared to the cohort of normal 
bifurcations and most primary closures. This difference was due to the altered geometry 
and was particularly pronounced for the 8mm patch group.  Examination of the link 
between increasing IndexCA10 (at 10mm proximal to the bifurcation) and haemodynamics 
clearly demonstrates that models with a higher index have consistently lower WSS and 
higher OSI. This correlation was also the case in IndexCAmean (mean through the 
bifurcation) and was also apparent, though less clearly so, for IndexICA (at the ICA 
origin).  
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High OSI >0.8, indicative of flow direction reversal throughout 80% of the cardiac cycle, 
was found in 2 models of the 8mm patches in a dilated segment at 15-20mm proximal to 
the flow divider, presumably at the patch origin; no geometric feature of the carotid bulb, 
other than the patch origin would be expected to have this characteristic appearance. A 
smaller area of OSI >0.8 was identified in a 5mm patch model in a similar position; 
however, in this model there was angulation from the CCA into the patched segment 
which may have contributed to this finding, as flow would have been directed towards 
the opposite wall (where the OSI was 0).  The consequences of very high OSI (>0.8) have 
been discussed above with the primary closure model and the potential dangers of platelet 
aggregation, thrombosis and embolisation resulting in strokes would be similar. The site 
of elevated OSI is within the patch origin and some cases extending through the full 
patched segment; this was much more extensive than the primary closure models, where 
elevated OSI was only identified within the ICA/ECA origin. This extent of OSI increase 
may be anticipated to contribute to peri-operative strokes more frequently. 
The areas of very low WSS and raised OSI were predominantly in the distal CCA and 
ICA origin, on the walls opposite to the flow divider between 10mm proximal and 5mm 
distal to the flow divider. Study of the geometry showed that incorporating a patch 
proportionally increased the long axis more than the short axis of the bifurcation. 
Therefore, there appears to be a clear link between the increased patch width increasing 
the long dimension of the carotid bifurcation disproportionately, which, in turn, reduces 
mean WSS and increases OSI.  Therefore, there appears to be a direct link between the 
larger 8mm patch adding to the long axis of the bifurcation producing the worse 
haemodynamic profile of the 8mm patch compared to the 5mm patch. 
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Model size appears to have only a limited effect on the level of pathological 
haemodynamics, only identified at the extremes of CCA size.  The particularly big 5mm 
patch model with a CCA area of 83mm
2
 had circumferential WSS<0.1Pa at both 
300ml/min and 400ml/min. This model compared to a median CCA cross-sectional area 
of 27.3mm
2
 and the next largest in the study was 48.8mm
2
. In reality, it may be that the 
flow in this patient is actually greater than the median used for all flow studies. However, 
such a flow increase would need to be of a different order of magnitude to produce a 
normal WSS profile, considering how little change ensued by increasing the flow by 33% 
from 300 to 400ml/min.  The patched segment of this vessel had the most extensive 
pathological levels of low WSS and high OSI in the whole study.  Therefore, it may be 
that very large vessels are more at risk of atherosclerosis due to haemodynamic factors 
and may actually benefit from primary closure. The proportional circumferential loss 
inevitably would be the least in such an artery, as around 1mm of the circumference 
appears to be lost with the repair.  With a 10mm diameter the circumference is 38mm, 
losing 1mm is a 3% loss, by comparison, in 4mm diameter vessel losing 1mm of a 
12.5mm circumference is an 11% decrease. 
The smallest models in the studies included the 8mm patch, model 7 (Figure 7.6) with a 
CCA area of 18mm
2
. This model had a considerable calibre decrease from the patched 
segment into a 2mm diameter ICA and extensive circumferential WSS< 0.2Pa and OSI > 
0.5. As the geometry indices are a reflection of the CCA, these were highest in this model 
with IndexCAmean of 2.24; this appeared to correlate with the level of haemodynamic 
disturbance.  The implication is that a large patch in a small bifurcation has the most 
detrimental effect compared to the more usual sized vessel.  
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Whilst clinical evidence from the meta-analysis would support patching (Rerkasem, 
Rothwell 2009), this study suggests that the benefit is not fully attributable to 
optimisation of haemodynamic forces, as the haemodynamic profiles of the patched 
vessels appeared to be worse than those of the primary closures. Some of the primary 
closure models produced a haemodynamic profile similar to the normal carotid models, 
which appeared preferable to 5mm and 8mm patched reconstructions. However, there 
were also instances where the primary closure generated CCA stenosis at the caudal 
endarterectomy limit resulting in deleterious haemodynamics. One may anticipate that 
these carotid arteries would be susceptible to intimal hyperplasia and due to the limited 
volume of an already narrowed vessel would be at risk of critical stenosis and occlusion, 
resulting in clinical events, such as stroke or transient ischaemic attack. It may be that in 
most cases the haemodynamic profile of primary closures is preferable to patch 
angioplasty, but in these few cases, a patch prevents the deleterious effects of CCA 
stenosis and distal haemodynamic disturbance. The overall peri-operative stroke risk 
determined by Rerkasem’s meta-analysis was around 3% (1.5% patched compared to 
4.5% primary closure) (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009) so the benefit of patching could be 
confined to relatively few cases to produce improved overall results with patching. The 
results of this study would suggest that if the clinical benefits of a patch are to be 
maintained then a 5mm patch may offer the more desirable haemodynamic profile. Fifty-
four per cent of UK surgeons who answered the surgeon survey employ full size patches 
(8mm median width); therefore, the finding of more advantageous haemodynamics with 
the smaller 5mm patch could change practice and improve clinical outcomes. 
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One benefit of patching may be the increased volume of the reconstructed carotid bulb, 
clearly demonstrated by the increased geometry indices within the patched models 
compared to primary closures.  This greater volume may be better able to accommodate 
any neointimal hyperplasia without compromise of the vessel lumen.  This argument of a 
benefit with patching has been proposed by Archie (Archie 1987); if the cross-sectional 
area of a primarily closed vessel was subtracted from that of a patched vessel, the residual 
cross-section of the patched vessel would retain a viable lumen (Figure 1.8, p50. 
Following this argument to its logical conclusion the bigger the patch the better, however, 
this fails to consider the arterial homeostatic mechanisms of neointimal hyperplasia 
dictated by the WSS (Malek, Alper et al. 1999). 
The benefit of patching may not be due to haemodynamic factors at all.  Incorporating a 
patch may reduce technical error as one suture line is completed with the possibility of 
direct vision of the inside of the repair.  Therefore, misplaced suturing of the posterior 
wall of the ICA would be less likely to occur.  Such technical errors may produce 
residual stenosis or occlusion with the attendant risk of stroke and the benefit of patching 
may, at least in part, due to the avoidance of these errors.  
The improvement in haemodynamic profile with the 5mm patch compared to the larger 
patch could contribute to an incremental decrease in the overall stroke risk. In a 1 year 
period to September 2010 there were 6079 carotid procedures (68% patched) carried out 
in the UK with a 3% 30 day stroke risk; i.e. around 182 per year (The Clinical Standards 
Department Royal College of Physicians of London 2011). It is possible that this number 
of strokes may have been lower if all surgeons had used the narrower 5mm patch, with 
the exception of very large bifurcations which should perhaps be closed primarily. The 
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rate of restenosis following CEA is around 10% at 1 year, but most restenoses are 
asymptomatic (Frericks, Kievit et al. 1998); therefore the number of strokes which could 
be prevented in the longer term by altering surgical technique would be limited, but some 
may still be avoided. 
8.3.2 Comparison to published evidence 
Previous studies attempting to compare the haemodynamics of primary closure with 
patch angioplasty have been performed; however, these all had a number of 
methodological weaknesses (see section 1.5 for a full discussion of these) and none 
considered variation in patch width.  Archie et al used three theoretical carotid 
bifurcation geometries to model velocities and WSS. WSS was calculated using CFD 
with models designed to replicate the normal or primarily closed carotid endarterectomy 
artery bifurcation, the patch-reconstructed carotid endarterectomy artery bifurcation and a 
potentially-idealised smoothly tapered carotid artery bifurcation (Wells, Archie et al. 
1996). The conclusions drawn were that the “optimal reconstruction may include 
elimination of the carotid bulb, reduction of the bifurcation angle, and avoidance of acute 
diameter change such as that produced at the distal end of a patch”, this was suggested to 
be best achieved by patching.  These conclusions concur partially with our study.  
Elimination of the carotid bulb has been clearly defined in this thesis to be a feature of 
primary closure, rather than patch angioplasty. This is in contrast to Archie’s conclusion, 
that patching is most likely achieve this idealised geometry. Archie’s geometry was based 
on theoretical models and may explain this discrepancy.  The use of patient’s data in the 
current thesis is strength compared to this published evidence.   
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Archie et al, in a later series of three related pieces of work, used CFD to model various 
aspects of haemodynamics following CEA. In the first paper comparison was made 
between computer-generated theoretical models with a 90 degree-step in the CCA and 
smooth expansion geometries using CFD (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000b). The models 
with the smooth expansion had fewer areas of very low wall shear stress. A gradual 
change in step expansion was advocated as a way of reducing thrombus formation and 
late atherosclerosis by reducing turbulence. Several 8mm patch models in our study 
featured sudden dramatic step changes in the CCA with detrimental haemodynamics; 
5mm patch models did not generate this feature and would agree with Archie’s 
conclusion that a gradual change in the CCA produces the best haemodynamic profile. 
The second study compared a computer-generated realistic bifurcation with an idealised 
bifurcation (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 2000a). CFD was used to show the WSS magnitude 
and particle deposition, such as platelets. Similar to Archie’s earlier study, the 
conclusions drawn were that the idealised geometry reduced wall shear stress extremes 
and this would be best achieved with obliteration of the bulb. However, this led to an 
additional recommendation being made that this idealised geometry could be best made 
by arteriotomy closure with a patch. Our real patient models displayed obliteration of the 
bulb principally with primary closure and would disagree with Archie’s conclusion. The 
third study incorporated both aspects of the previous studies (Hyun, Kleinstreuer et al. 
2001). The resulting three geometries were a ‘standard’ endarterectomised bifurcation, a 
bifurcation with the CCA widening smoothed out and an idealised bifurcation, with no 
CCA widening at the endarterectomy start point, no carotid bulb and no distal ICA 
narrowing at the endarterectomy end point. CFD analysis of the standard endarterectomy 
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demonstrated a region along the wall of the CCA and ICA, opposite the flow divider with 
reverse flow throughout the cardiac cycle with prolonged time that particles stay near this 
wall, with the potential for particle deposition; this was similar to our findings with the 
8mm patch group.  The recommendation of this work was that a long, conical bifurcation 
improved the reconstruction and may reduce perioperative strokes and restenosis.  Such 
geometric findings were identified mainly in our 5mm patch and primary closure group 
but not in the 8mm patch group. 
The only study which used reconstructions of real patients was based on four patients and 
compared two patch angioplasty CEAs with two stented carotid bifurcations (Hayase, 
Tokunaga et al. 2011). The geometry was taken from a post-operative CTA and flow 
velocities were taken as the PSV in the centre of the CCA. The flow modeling also did 
not attempt to represent pulsatile flow, just the PSV, which would dramatically have 
increased the flow velocity compared to the actual flow.  The CFD was also not 
validated, which contributed to a number of methodological flaws. The results 
demonstrated that the longer, wider carotid bulb in the patched segment of the CEA 
resulted in low WSS in this area and that higher WSS was observed at the distal end of 
the arteriotomy.  There was a small residual stenosis in the stented arteries with 
associated raised WSS.  Although the methodology had a number of flaws, the finding of 
lower WSS within a patch reconstruction does concur with the findings of the current 
study. 
Binns’ work on the replacement of canine carotid and femoral vessels with 3, 6 and 8mm 
diameter tube-grafts demonstrated a lower WSS with the 8mm graft compared to 6mm 
grafts. The patency in the 8mm grafts with WSS of 0.3Pa was 70% compared to 80% in 
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the 6mm graft group with WSS of 0.7Pa. This finding fits with the results of the current 
study of lower WSS in the larger patches, but is not directly comparable as the reported 
series used tube grafts in animals (Binns, Ku et al. 1989).  Both the geometric and 
haemodynamic findings of Fietsam et al (Fietsam, Ranval et al. 1992), who compared the 
closure of  canine carotid arteries using primary closure, closure with a 5mm PTFE patch 
or with a 10mm PTFE patch, also concur with the current study.  A mean reduction in 
mid arteriotomy circumference of 0.8mm was found for primary closure with an increase 
of 2.29mm for the 5mm patch and 7.43mm for the 10mm patch.  Spectral broadening on 
ultrasound scanning, indicative of turbulence, was noted at the midpoint of patch closure 
which was significantly greater for the 10mm patch group compared to the 5mm patch 
group. This is the nearest study to ours in terms of comparison of different patch sizes 
and replicates our findings of detrimental haemodynamics with a larger patch, which 
appears to be proportional to the increase in patch width. 
8.4 Study limitations  
The current study has attempted to optimise the modelling and flow parameters but still 
has several limitations. Since the models are of different sizes, shapes, mesh density and 
element size, only limited quantitative analysis of the WSS and OSI maps could be 
performed.  The CFD analysis and the flow visualisation experiments assume that blood 
is a Newtonian fluid and ignored its non-Newtonian behaviour. Comparison between 
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids has been shown not to affect the flow structures, 
but could have up to a 5-10% effect on absolute WSS figures (Baaijens, van Steenhoven 
et al. 1993). The results from the current study demonstrate a clear difference in flow 
structures between the different patient groups under the same conditions, therefore the 
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assumption of Newtonian behaviour was not considered likely to have a significant 
impact on the overall results (Lee, Steinman 2007). The vessel wall was also assumed to 
be non-compliant. This condition was not considered likely to have a significant impact 
on the results as patches are relatively non-compliant and carotid arteries which have 
undergone surgery are likely to be scarred and again have little compliance. Other studies 
have suggested that compliance has only a minimal effect on flow structures (Friedman 
1993). 
The numbers were limited to 8 normal bifurcations, 6 primary closures, 6 5mm patches 
and 7 8mm patches, therefore, the validity of the statistical comparisons between the 
patient groups must be carefully considered. However, these comparisons are 
corroborated by box plot analyses showing similar results. Data from a number of 
patients could not be used due to poor imaging, in particular of the ICA during intra-
operative measurements. This was due to difficulty in accessing the more distal ICA 
intra-operatively; however, no alternative method of imaging was considered practical for 
intraoperative imaging. However, this technique is recognised, and the opinion of the 
author was that the models obtained were accurate and valid for haemodynamic studies. 
The head was positioned in a slightly abnormal position for scanning with the patient 
facing away from the operated side. Changes in head position have been shown to affect 
secondary flow in the common carotid artery (Caro, Dumoulin et al. 1992). However, 
analysis of models on an individual basis has shown that the key factors in determining 
haemodynamics were shape and cross-sectional area, rather than centreline position. The 
shapes and cross-sectional areas of the right CCA have been demonstrated to not change 
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significantly when looking to the left compared to straight head position, but centre line 
positions did (Glor, Ariff et al. 2004b). 
Extrapolation of these results to other synthetic patches may not be accurate and is clearly 
not applicable when considering the compliance and inevitable natural variation in width 
of vein patches. Factors such as native vessel geometry inevitably affect the 
haemodynamics.  Surgeons must consider what the likely geometric results of their 
reconstruction will be.  For example, the 5mm patch group included the 3 models with 
the biggest CCA dimensions, this inevitably affects the WSS results as the inflow was the 
same for all models and as discussed previously, lower WSS results were inevitable, 
based simply on the formula for WSS. It may be that if the inflow was based on velocity 
at the CCA inflow rather than volume over time, then there may have been even clearer 
separation between the 5mm and 8mm patch groups. Future study could apply inflow 
based on the velocity in the CCA, rather than volume over time as was used in the current 
study to avoid this potential issue.   
Caution must also be given when interpreting these results as surgical technique may also 
affect the geometry of the reconstructed carotid bulb. In particular the 5mm patches and 
primary closures each represent the surgery of one consultant; the 8mm patches represent 
the work of 3 other surgeons.   
8.5 Future study  
The methods outlined here could be adopted in future studies of patch geometry.  The 
normal geometry presented offers a basis to which any size or even shape of patch could 
be incorporated by adjusting its circumference.  The calculation of the indices then 
describes the effects in proportion to the native vessels. It would then be possible to 
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generate a 3-dimensional model, which could be subjected to computational fluid 
dynamic studies to determine the haemodynamic effects of a patch of different sizes or 
shapes. 
The most striking haemodynamic results were in the CCA, rather than the ICA origin. 
Circumferential low WSS extremes were identified in the CCA in the patched models 
throughout the patched segment, but limited to the ICA origin for primary closures.  
Therefore a tapered patch, with a narrow segment in the CCA and broader ICA, may 
offer a better haemodynamic solution (Figure 8.1).  A future study could be to 
incorporate such a patch into the normal geometry defined in chapter 4 and produce a 
model which could be subjected to CFD to define the resulting haemodynamics.  It may 
be that a patch of this shape would produce the best haemodynamic performance, while 
still including the benefits that a patch appears to have on clinical results.  Careful 
consideration of the alignment of such a patch would need to be considered when 
suturing a patch of this shape into the bifurcation.  It may be that one should start suturing 
in this patch at the transition point, rather than at the ICA limit as is current standard 
practice.   
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Figure 8.1.  Possible shape for a refined patch. 
Future research which may corroborate the findings of the current study could constitute 
a randomised clinical trial of different sizes of patch. However, the numbers required are 
likely to be prohibitive as a power calculation performed as part of the meta-analysis 
comparing primary closure and patch angioplasty suggested that 3000 patients would be 
required (Rerkasem, Rothwell 2009). A more practical alternative option would be to 
record data on patch size within national registries. Any subsequent correlation of patch 
width and perioperative stroke and restenosis may support the findings presented that 
narrow patches confer some benefit over wider patches. 
8.6 Changes to practice as a result of this thesis 
A number of surgeons who the lead author has worked with have now changed their 
practice and now trim patches to around 5mm as described in this thesis as offering the 
best compromise to achieve the benefits advocated by patching but including the better 
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haemodynamic profile. At the European Society of Vascular Surgery in September 2012 
the results, largely those in Chapter 6 were presented.  Following this presentation an 
approach to  Wolfgang Meichelboeck, Vice President of Le Maitre who was present at 
the meeting (LeMaitre Vascular, Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) Le Maitre produce the 
bovine pericardial patch (Xenosure) used in all patients presented in this thesis.  
Following this discussion Le Maitre have produced a 6mm width patch. The reason for 
not producing a 5mm patch was a limitation in the CE marking, which stipulated a 
minimum area of 6cm
2
.  Figure 8.2 shows a reconstructed carotid bifurcation which 
includes this patch. 
 
Figure 8.2 A reconstructed carotid bifurcation including the 6mm patch 
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8.7 Conclusions and answers to research questions  
Around one third of surgeons use primary closure with patching indicated with a median 
ICA diameter under 5mm.  Of those surgeons who always use patch angioplasty around 
half use a full size patch of median 8mm diameter and the other half trim the patch width 
to a median of 6mm. 
Carotid geometry is complex but can be defined by using an index which uses the long 
and short axes or the cross-sectional area divided by the dimensions in the CCA proximal 
to endarterectomy; this index has been validated. 
Primary closure reduces the diameter and cross-sectional area in contrast to patch 
angioplasty which increases these dimensions in proportion to the width of the patch. 
Primary closure, in some cases, causes stenoses in the distal CCA which produces 
detrimental haemodynamics, whereas in those cases without a stenosis, physiological 
haemodynamics are produced. Patch closure produces less advantageous 
haemodynamics, however the larger 8mm patch is considerably worse than the trimmed 
5mm patch. 
There is a direct link between geometry and haemodynamics.  Increasing geometry index 
produces worse haemodynamics, the exception being a CCA stenosis in a primary 
closure.  Increasing model size has only a limited effect on haemodynamics. This study 
affirms the practice of those surgeons who trim their patches. Very large bifurcations (an 
internal carotid diameter of around 8mm) are prone to low wall shear stresses and may be 
best repaired by primary closure. 
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire 
 
1. What type of anaesthetic do you do CEA under? 
GA always/ GA usually/variable-patient choice/ LA usually/LA always/comments 
2. Do you use a carotid shunt? 
Always/ if dictated by trans-cranial Doppler/ if low stump pressure/if patient exhibits 
neurological symptoms/ significant contralateral stenosis/occlusion/never/comments 
3. Do you use proximal tacking sutures in the common carotid limit of the 
endarterectomy? 
Never/rarely/usually/always/comments 
4. Do you use distal tacking sutures in the internal carotid limit of the 
endarterectomy? 
Never/rarely/usually/always/comments 
5. Do you close your carotid endarterectomies with a patch? 
Always/only arteries smaller than a specified diameter (please specify in 
comments)/more likely if requires a shunt/Comments 
6. If you use a patch, what material do you use? 
Vein (please specify site)/Polyester/PTFE/Bovine Pericardium/other/comments 
7. What width patch do you use? 
Size in mm/comments 
8. If using a synthetic patch do you normally trim the patch width? 
No, full width/variable/Regularly trim the patch (please specify in mm)/comments 
9. Do you perform duplex scanning at follow-up? 
Routinely/only if specific concerns,eg symptoms, technical concern 
10. Many thanks for your help in completing the survey. Any other comments 
relating to carotid endarterectomy? 
Comments 
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Appendix 2 Polynomial equations for pulsatile flow 
 
Where 0<t< 0.05  
Y= 1,504,213,083.500x
6
 - 145,623,865.609x
5
 + 4,704,588.547x
4
 - 51,882.548x
3
 + 
483.636x
2
 - 1.307x + 2.000 
dy/dx=9025278498x
5
 -728119325x
4
 +18818352x
3
- 155646x
2
 +966x -1.3066 
at 0 =-1.306, at 0.05=279.7 
Where 0.05<x< 0.23 
y = -5,491,673.905731x
6
 + 3,928,644.438373x
5
 - 1,024,852.165069x
4
 + 
123,690.746365x
3
 - 9,220.456981x
2
 + 687.913601x - 17.260364 
dy/dx= -32950038x
5
 +19643220x
4
 -4099408x
3
 +371073x
2
 – 18440x +688 
at 0.05=293.744, at 0.23 =-99 
Where 0.22<x< 0.355 
y = 2,741,358x
6
 - 4,162,410.34x
5
 + 2,576,569.52x
4
 - 836,100.11x
3
 + 151,187.48x
2
 - 
14,633.47x + 609.43 
dy/dx= 16448148x5 – 20812050x4 +10306280x3-2508300x2 +302374x -14633 
at 0.22 =-47.12, at 0.355 =-112.1 
Where 0.36<x< 0.6 
y = -63,319 x
5
 + 162,534x
4
 - 164,745x
3
 + 82,236x
2
 - 20,175x + 1,946 
dy/dx=-316595x4+650136x3 -494235x2 +164472x -20175 
at 0.36 =-2.8, at 0.6= -17.7 
 
Where 0.6<t<0.995,  
dy/dx=0 
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Appendix 3   Calculation of velocity inlet 
Set 300ml/minute 
300ml/ 72 beats/minute = 4.17ml/beat 
4.17ml= 4170mm
3 
4170/(CCA area in mm
2
)= velocity  mm/second 
Therefore velocity/mean arbitrary unit of velocity= conversion factor 
Eg ptT 
CCA area = 26.4mm
2
 
So 4170/26.4 = 158 mm/ second 
And 158mm/s = 0.158m/sec 
0.158/4.305= 0.0367 
Set 400ml/minute 
400ml/ 72 beats/minute = 5.56ml/beat 
5.56ml= 5556mm
3 
5556/(CCA area in mm
2
)= velocity  mm/second 
Therefore velocity/mean arbitrary unit of velocity= conversion factor 
Eg ptT 
CCA area = 26.4mm
2
 
So 5556/26.4 = 210 mm/ second 
And 210mm/s = 0.210m/sec 
0.210/4.305= 0.0487 
 
 
